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KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE
Judge Gould Delighted Ro
I
Being
a
Concise
History
of
the
Regiment
Which
Reflected
tarians With “Old Wines
Fame On Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties
In New Bottles”
Presenting the Official Schedule of What Should Prove
ip.
.,.
A Fine Season of Amateur Baseball
It is a happy custom of the Ro

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.

1$

THREE CENTS A COPY

The great aim of all human ln- >•>
tary Club to accord each national
dustry Is the attainment of Hap- >•>
holiday a special place on the pro
••• plness.—Hume.

(Second Installment)

[We are indebted to the Belfast
Journal for the valuable and inter
esting history of the Fourth Maine
Regiment which appears herewith.
The article was compiled by Charles
N. Chase of Stoughton, Mass., and
this is the concluding installment.—
Ed.]

lull of about three hours, at about one
o'clock in the afternoon the combined
batteries of the rebel forces concen
trated their fires upon Cemetery
Ridge, 'the center and key to the
Union position. Our guns answered
the enemy and earth and air shook
for miles around with the terrific
concussion. As the range was short
and the aim accurate the destruction
' on both sides was terrible. The fire
: finally slackened and the great, des
perate, final charge was made at four
' o'clock. The enemy seemed to have
gathered up all his strength and des-
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ROCKPORT

MYSTERY

Evelyn M. Jenkins, High School Honor Student, May Have
Been Enticed From Home
Rockport was the scene of another, No concern was felt about her abstrange disappearance yesterday, sence until her brother returned
when Evelyn M. Jenkins, aged 15, a. home last night and stated Evelyn
junior in Rockport High School sud-: was not present at the dance,
denly vanished from view.
! Suspicion is naturally directed
The girl is a daughter of Mrs.' against a 30-year-old man who has
William Robbins who resides over the I been sending notes to the young
Willow Street Market in this city, but schoolgirl, and who was missing from
in order to continue her studies in his boarding house in Camden last
Rockport has made her home with night.
her grandmother.
Sheriff Frank F. Harding was noti
When she left the house yesterday fied in regard to the missing girl, and
morning it was with the announced , an investigation was promptly begun,
intention of going to a High School | Miss Jenkins is 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
picnic, and she stated that she would j weighs 105 pounds, has brown hair
not be home to supper as she was and eyes. She wore a light polo coat,
going to a dance in the evening.
and probably a tam o’shanter.

gram, hence yesterday’s speaker was
The Courier-Gazette is today printing the season’s schedule of the
Judge E. K. Gould and his theme
Knox County Twilight League, and offers the suggestion that the fans
dealt with the sentiments aroused by
paste it away somewhere for handy reference, as it will save asking
INTERESTS CLUB WOMEN
Flag Day, June 14. his subject, "Old
many questions. The games scheduled to be played at Thomaston
Wines in New Bottles.”
Recently compiled information
Judge Gould took his hearers back
will, in reality, be played at Community Park, as the Thomaston man I |
secured by the General Federation to the first Flag Day, June 14, 1777.
agement
recognizes the matter of better facilities, and is willing, as I
of Women's Clubs concerning club when the Continental Congress de
St. George also was last year, to sacrifice the advantage supposedly | ;
houses discredits the claim that fined the national emblem as a ban
women’s clubs are dying, for dying ner with 13 red bars, 13 white, and
♦ • • •
accruing to the "home ground.” The games will begin at 5.45, daylight, | 1
clubs do not build permanent homes. 13 white stars on a blue field. Betsy
except on Saturdays, when the games will start at 3.30 p. m. Each | ’
Until
the
beginning
of
the
follow

Figures show that two-tliirds of all Ross of Philadelphia was commis
team plays 26 games—the postponed contests being played on the open
clubhouses built were erected in the sioned to make the first flag, hence ing year the regiment staid in camp
dates. The schedule:
last decade; 1000 own their own it is still the Betsy Ross flag used which had been designated by Gen.
homes; 76 are jointly owned with on the graves of Revolutionary Birney as “Camp Pitcher." Owing
other clubs, and 357 have permanent soldiers.
FIRST WEEK
places of meeting. A total of 940
This flag had a most auspicious in
Turr lay, June 23—Camden at Rockland.
individual clubs have a value of troduction, being first flown by the
Wednesday, June 24—St. George at Thomaston.
$18,759,180; and most of the clubs intrepid John Paul Jones on the
Friday, June 26—Rockland at St. George.
jointly owned are the property of famous Ranger. It gained further
Saturday, June 27—Thomaston at Camden.
I
women’s organizations. Large cities fame at historic Bennington when it
have huge and expensive clubhouses inspired Stark’s victory and that
SECOND WEEK
t
[
CRUISER OMAHA TO BE HERE
costing a million dollars or more, but particular emblem is preserved today,
Monday, June 29—Camden al St. George.
the real romance of clubhouse finan the oldest battle flag in America.
Tur day, June 20—Rockland at Thomaston.
cing is to be found in small villages
Francis Scott Key brought the flag
I Warship i o Have Part In the Knox Memorial DedicationWednesday, July 1—St. George at Koekland.
and towns, where cars, old churches, lasting glory when he scribbled “The
i
Thu. day, July 2—Thomaston at Camden.
and so on, are transformed into club Star Spangled Banner” on the back
Saturday, July I—(10 a. m.) Camden at Rockland;
i
Committees Named For the Celebration
houses and community meeting of an envelope after a night of agony
T:.oj.oas.cn at St. George; (3 p. m.) Rockland at Cam
places. Of clubhouses reported, two- j spent on a British frigate during the
den: St. George at Thomaston.
thirds are in towns of less than 10,000 bombardment of Fort Henry. Key
THIRD WEEK
Rear Admiral John Halligan,
and one-tenth are in cities of over I was a Baltimore lawyer and was de
Reception—Mrs. H. M. Lord, Mrs.
100,000. In numbers California tops tained on the ship while the bom
U.S.N., acting chief of Naval opera Charles A. Creighton, Mrs. John E.
Tre-'av. July 7—'tori land at Camden.
the list with 245.
bardment was carried on through the
Y. i c . .7 lz 8—Ca-.idcn at St. George.
tions, in a letter to Chairman Perry Walker, C. M. Richardson, Edward P.
. T’-i • a . Tub 9—Thomaston at Rockland.
Regular gasoline 15 cents per gal night. Occasional rifts in the cannon
of the Knox Memorial dedication Keating, Zelma M. Dwinal, W. O.
Saturday, July 1!—3t. George at Thomaston.
Fuller, L. Bliss Gilchrist, E. C. Moran,
lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry, ! smoke gave him glimpses of Fort
committee, writes:
Henry’s great banner through the
Jr., Edward K. Gould.
proprietor.—adv.
FOURTH
WEEK
“
It
is
a
pleasure
to
inform
you
night, and with the first gray light
House—Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. A.
that the Cruiser Omaha nas been
Mor.’av, July 13—Thomaston at St. George.
•of morning he saw “the flag was still
J. Elliot, Mrs. A. T. Gould. Mrs,
derailed
to
be
at
Rocxland
tor
Inc: lav. July 15—Camden at Rockland.
there” and knew his home city and
George M. Derry, Mrs. George B.
tins occasion. Tne Omana has a
Friday, July 17—Rockland at Thomaston.
lcved ones were safe. This huge flag
Wood, Mrs. John E. Walker, Mrs.
crew ol 4aU men and 25 officers,
Saturday, July 18—Si. George at Camden.
was distinguished by having 15 stars
Helen M. Smith, Mrs. L. Bliss Gil
and should arrive at Rockland on
and 15 stripes in accord with the Con
chrest, Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Miss
FIFTH WEEK
July 24. There will be a band on
gressional dictum that a stripe and a
OWL’S HEAD
Elizabeth Washburn, Mrs. J. O. Stev
Ti csday, Juh 21—Thomaston at Rockland.
the ship during the visit.”
star be added for each new state.
ens, Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn.
Wednesday,
Julv
22
—
St.
George
at
Thomaston.
Rapid increases led to the adding of
The coming of the Omana will furTown Hall
Hospitality—Mrs. Fred J. Overlock,
!
’
uc:
dav.
July
22
—
Rockland
at
Camden.
a star only, so the huge Fort Henry
nisn a striking note to tne ceremonies Mrs. Mary Cooper, Miss Christine E.
Saturday, July 25—Camden at St. George.
battle
flag
is
unique.
ot
the
dedication,
as
her
sailors
will
Moore,
Mrs. Anne F. Snow. Miss Anna
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
William Conway, Camden’s rough
be landed lor tne parade, with the R. Dillingham, Mrs. Levi Seavev, Miss
SLCTH WEEK
JUNE 17
diamond hero, came in for some com
addition ol the ships band—and a Margaret H. Jordan, Mrs. H. A.
Monday, July 27—St. George at Rockland.
mendation. After 35 years in the
navy band is always a first-class one. Buffum, Mrs. E. C. Mo'ran, Jr., Mrs.
Wtlne:
lay,
July
2t
—
Rockland
at
Thomaston.
Smalley’s Orchestra
• • • •
Navy, he was stationed as quarter
A. B. Higgs.
Thins Jay, July 30—Camden at St. George.
master at the richly stocked Pensa
Auspices Bay View Society
As previously announced, a meeting
Ushers—Homer E. Robinson, F. W.
Saturday, August 1—Thomaston at Camden.
71-72
cola Navy Yard at the outbreak of
of the general committee appointed Fuller, George B. Wood, E. B. MacSEVENTH WEEK
the Civil War. A weak commandant
by Chairman J. C. Perry was held Allister, Walter H. Butler, Kennedy
and a traitorous executive officer
Tvc dav, Augut 4—Thomaston at Rockland.
l'nursday at,the Memorial and dis Crane, C. A. Creighton, Albert T.
planned to surrender the yard with
cussed various matters pertaining to Gould.
Wednesday, August 5—Camden at Thomaston.
out lifting a hand, but the sturdy old
Thursday, August G—Rockland at St. George.
dedication day. There was large at
Membership—Harry C. Moody, Mrs.
veteran refused point blank to lower
tendance, various towns of the county Richard E. Dunn. Frank H. Ingraham,
Saturday, August 8—St. George at Camden.
his country’s flag. He was put in
being represented by committee Miss Hortense Wilson, Mrs. George
The scenic panorama from lofty irons and kept prisoner until the InEIGHTH WEEK
members, and marked interest was B. Matthews, Mrs. William K. Bunker,
Monday, August 10—Rockland at Camden.
| vestigation proved his heroism and
exhibited, especially in connection Miss Nettie A. Clark.
led to commendatory honors from the
Tuesday, August 11—Thomaston at St. George.
with the work that has been achieved
Invitations—Mrs. C. A. Creighton,
Secretary of the Navy. The Con
Thursday, August 13—St. George at Rockland.
in the line of decoration and furnish Mrs. H. M. Lord, Mrs. Richard O.
(Holyoke, Mass.)
way Boulder at Camden Is dedicat
Saturday, August 15—Camden at Thomaston.
ing. In this connection the chair Elliot, Mrs. G. M. Derry, Miss Hor
Is without parallel and entrances ed to his memory. Judge Gould con
man, Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller, pre tense Wilson.
NINTH WEEK
cluded
with
the
dramatic
story
of
even world travelers
sented a brief report of the work thus
Pageant—Miss Kay Turner, Henry
Tuesday, August 18—Thomaston at St. George.
Barbara Frietchie, glorying ln Whlt- Major General Hiram G. Berry of Rorklard, Who Was Only 38 When a Rebe'
far accomplished by the committee E. McDonald, Arthur J. Elliot, Samuel
Cars half hourly from 10.22 A. M. ' tier's poetical ability and high ideals
Wednesday, August 19—Camden at Rockland.
on furnishing, which was warmly E. Smith, Standish Perry, Mrs. John
Bullet Cut Short His Brilliant Career
Friday, August 21—Rockland at Thomaston.
Between Holyoke and Northamp but viewing his historical accuracy
applauded.
Creighton, Mrs. J. Murray Miller,
Saturday,
August
22
—
St.
George
at
Camden.
|
with
pessimism.
ton, Mass., on main auto line
George Green, the general commit Mrs. Nicholas J. Anzalone, Mrs.
Community
Chest
work
cards
were
i to the severe and stormy weather there peration for one fierce effort to crush
71S74
TENTH WEEK
tee member from Soutn Thomaston, Percy E. Averill, Mrs. Allyne W.
; distributed and revealed 100 percent ! was very little activity until after the ' our obstinate resistance.
spoke in high appreciation of the Peabody, Miss Mary McPhail, Mrs.
Monday, August 24—Rockland at St. George.
cooperation.
Secretary Louis A. ■ middle of April. After the failures
Gen. Pickett and his brave comMemorial and what it means for this Calvin Carter, Miss Christine E.
Tuesday, August 25—Thomaston at Camden.
Walker presented a tabloid report of I under Burnside it was evident that mand swept forward, but at last
part of Maine as a historic and patri Moore.
Thursday, August 27—Camden at Rockland.
the recent conference at Houlton the Union Army must have a new broken and hurled back, the flower
otic shrine. Among those present
Transportation and Parade—Ar
Saturday, August 29—St. George at Thomaston.
which was admirably done, revealing commander and Major-General Jo- of the Rebel Army had met a crushfrom other towns were Rev. Ralph H. thur J. Elliot, Percy E. Demmons,
the high light as the awakening of seph Hooker was appointed.
His ing defeat. Thus ended the Battle of
ELEVENTH WEEK
Hayden
and
L.
E.
Wardwell,
Camden;
Major Ralph W. Brown, H. P. Blod
OWL’S HEAD HARBOR
the 150.000 Rotarians in the world army was strengthened to seven Gettysburg, the bloody turning point
Tuesday, September 1—Rockland at Thomaston.
Capt. C. L. Pascal, Rockport; Jethro gett, Carl H. Sonntag, E. R. Veazie,
to the menace created by the 150,000 Army Corps besides artillery and cav- of the Rebellion. Nearly 20.000 men
Wednesday, September 2—Camden at St. George.
Pease
and
Miller
B.
Hobbs
of
Hope,
Donald C. George. Lawrence H. Dunn.
Communists.
Visiting Rotarians I airy, and the total strength in this from the Union ranks had been killed
Thursday, September 3—St. George al Rockland.
with a considerable delegation from
Publicity—P. W. McGuire, Col. E.
were Ned Leighton, Waterville, Dr. j campaign was about 130,000; while , or wounded and a larger number of
Saturday, September 5—Thomaston at Camden.
Rockland.
A. Robbins, Mrs. Earle A. Starrett,
Jameson, H. A. Thomas. Frank Mor the Army of Northern Virginia, under 1 the Confederates, thus making the
The
list
of
committees
as
named
by
John M. Richardson, W. O. Fuller, R.
LABOR DAY
Stews
Lunches row, Col. E. A. Robbins, Joseph Gen. Robert E. Lee, was smaller in i enormous aggregate of 40.000 men.
Chairman Perry follows:
,
E. Thurston.
Brewster and Marcus Chandler of ' number.
Following its triumph at GettysMonday, September 7—(10 a. m.) St. George at Rock
Sandwiches
Camden. E. Mont Perry and Charles ■ On April 28 the Fourth was moved burg, the army began pursuit of the
land; Thomaston at Camden; (3 p. m.) Rockland at
Gould were guests.
to the Rappahar.ock five miles below discomfited and retreating enemy.
St. George; Camden at Thomaston.
HANDBAG STRANGELY RETURNED
Open From Noon to Midnight
Falmouth and acted as a support to On July 7 the Fourth marched to Me- I
Regular
gasoline
15
cents
per
gal

the troops crossing the river near chanicstown, thence to Middletown, I
TEL. 1162-W
lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry, Fredericksburg. The next day it Antietam Creek and Williamsport,
71-74
Three weeks ago last night Mrs. picked up adrift near Monhegan
proprietor.—adv.
moved up the river to near United crossing the Potomac and the Shen- i
A CARD OF CIVIC HONOR
Carl Davis of Thomaston street at June 6 and fell into the hands of
States Ford and the next day crossed andoah. On July 21 occurred a brisk J
tended a dance at The 'Keag and lost Mrs. Walter S. Davis, a distant rela
and proceeded to Chancellorsville. skirmish at Wapping Heights when
her hand-bag containing her bank tive of Mrs. Carl Davis’ husband.
j That night the regiment encamped in (the Fourth and Third Maine were
and a small sum of money. As The bank book had not been dis
an oak grove near the front and early ordered by Gen. Ward to clear the | Placards For Display Purposes Will Be Distributed Tuesday book
the days went by she lost hope of re turbed but the cash was gone. The
JUNIOR HIGH PLAY
i the next morning advanced in the hill of the foe. Our sharpshooters
covering her property, but yesterday supposition is that the bag had been
By Community Chest Canvassers
I dense woods. The enemy had at- held the attention of the enemy while
a surprise awaited her for the mail rifled at The ’Keag and thrown into
tacked and was driving the Eleventh the two regiments crept silently and
brought a package postmarked Mon the sea, drifting the 17 miles which
Corps back. Most of that day the unobserved up the hill. Gaining the
which was found to contain lie between the mainland and Mon
the funds for the operation of the hegan,
Fourth with its brigade acted as a summit, they sprang to their feet fired
the missing handbag. It had been hegan.
social
charities
of
the
city
has
had
I
support
to
the
other
troops.
That
a
volley
and
cleared
the
hill
taking
Postponed to
1931
1932
the emphatic seal of public approval
evening Gen. Thomas J. (Stonewalli ia number of prisoners, while many of
I am a member of
placed upon it for seven years past. I BOY’S SUDDEN DEATH the operetta which was about to ba
Jackson in command of the attacking the rebels were killed and wounded,
It raises in one drive the moneys I
enemy was mortally wounded, dying The two regiments suffered only a
_____
I presented.
COMMUNITY CHEST
necessary to finance the participata few days later. The next day (May j small loss in wounded.
Rockland,'Me.
The deceased was a son of Mr. and
3) the battle continued and our gal- ; Keeping on the march they ading organizations, thus freeing the i Mervyn Haraden a Victim of
Mrs. Clarence O. Haraden, 234 LimeHIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
ant General Hiram G. Berry was vanced to Culpepper and on October
public from repeated demands on
J
killed. Finally Gen. Hooker's line 9 moved to Freeman’s Ford. Thence
A card reading as the above dis- ' time and money and allowing the
Heart Disease While Help rock street, and in his 15'th year. He
held firm and Lee hurled his thou to Greenwich, Fairfax Station, Bris- | played in your window next Tuesday j executives full time for their work,
had been subject to heart trouble for
ing Decorate
A glance at the beneficiaries shows
sands against him in vain. During tow's Station, and Urbana to near will show that you have contributed
some time, and not long ago was
Warrenton
Junction
where
they
ento
Rockland
Community
Chest.
The
\
that
they
embrace
the
unfortunate
the two following days the Fourth was
found unconscious, following an attack
camped.
On
Nov.
7
the
First,
Second
canvassers
will
be
supplied
with
and
the
underprivileged
from
the
engaged in holding different positions
Mervyn Haraden, a student in the Mr. Haraden was homeward bound
and building breastworks under fire. and Third Corps proceeded to Kelley's I these cards in addition to their usual cradle to the grave: The Red Cross, Junior High School, dropped dead in
from Boston at the time of the tragic
Lfeut. Miller of Company K was Ford. The rebels under Gen. Early ; equipment and one will be presented Children's Playground, Boy Scouts
killed and many wounded; the bri occupied the heights along the Rap- j Upon receipt of cash or pledge. ! Girl Scouts, Home for Aged Women the auditorium yesterday afternoon affair, and the force of the blow was
pahanock. and when our forces Identification of workers will be and Civil War Memorial Association. while assisting in the decorations for borne by the grief-stricken mother.
gade's loss was 248.
EAST UNION, ME.
reached Kelley’s Ford, an entire divi made through feathers placed in hat
• ♦ • •
The holiday aspect at the school
sion of the enemy was thrown across bands.
’
building, incidental to the exercises
The Fourth remained encamped to support the picket lines. Our left
WHEN MRS. DYER “TOOK OFF”
A meeting of workers will be held
until June 11, when the army entered wing under Gen. French threw them Monday night in Temple hall with
marking the close of the school year,
AND LUNCHES
upon its summer campaign under into disorder killing a great number supper omitted. The driye will come *’
was suddenly banished, and the op
At prices to suit the patrons
Gen. George C. Meade. Oil June 30
Tuesday with breakfast, dinner and
eretta planned for that night was
[Continued on Page Eight]
the regiment arrived at Bealton Sta
supper for the workers served in the
Private Dining Room
postponed to next Monday night as
tion and crossed the Monocacy River
AFTERNOON TEA AND BRIDGE PARTIES SOLICITED
Steamship tickets to all parts of same hall. It is planned to complete
a mark of respect. Mervyn was very
into Maryland, thence into Pennsyl
the
canvass
of
the
city
in
a
single
TEL. UNION 18-21
vania, arriving at Gettysburg on the the world. We attend to all details day.
popular with his fellow students and
71*lt
night of July 1, where it was placed on including passport and visa. Phone
the teachers, all of whom sympa
The work of the Ch^st in raising
__
675
for
details.
Robert
&
Veazie,
picket duty. The next day (July 2) it
thized deeply with him in his mis
was“"engaged ‘with ’the Third Corps Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Lovefortune.
36-tf
in the afternoon, when from about j f°5t MRr.
S1XCENT TARIFF
The funeral services will be held at
half past four until eight o'clock •
the family residence Sunday after
occurred one of the most bloody j
ADELYN BUSHNELL
noon at 2 o’clock.
Very Necessary For Cement
struggles of the war. The enemy had j
PUPILS
concentrated all his forces on our left ■
Producers, the Tariff Com
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Present
flank which was under the protection
mission Is Told
FOUR
ONE-ACT
PLAYS
of the Third Corps. The battle be
If I had to live my life asaln I would
came perfectly fearful. The troops With Specialties Between the Acts
have made a rule to read some poetry
American
producers Thursday
at the
under Gen. Sickles had a tremendous
and listen to some music at least once
pleaded before the Tariff Commission
C. L. U. HALL
a week The loss of these tastes Is a lose
struggle to hold Round Top against
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
the desperate assaults of the rebels,
for retention of the six cents a hun- i
Clark Island, June 16
but, finally the enemy was driven
dred pounds duty on cement. Im
8 P. M. Standard Time
THE DAISY FIELD
back. Gen. Sickles received a shat
A field of daisies white and green.
Admission 25c, 50c.
porters testified previously that the '
tered leg, which had to be amputated.
The
fairest
things my eyes have seen—
Dance Following the Play
EAT AND ENJOY
fate was wrecking their business.
A field of daisies that the sun
The Fourth Regiment lost heavily in Buy a ticket everybody; it’s for the
In
silence
lays
his lips upon;
this second day's fighting. During
James H. Ackerman, vice president
It Is a pleasant place to play
ball (earn!
the battle the color staff of the regi
From
dawn
to
dark
on a summer day.
of
the
Lawrence
Portland
Cement
Co
70-72
Till the mower with a frown
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
ment was shot away and Sergt. Rip
of
New
York,
testified
his
concern
Comes
and
cuts
the
daisies
down.
ley of Co. B, sprang, caught the colors
49-tf
had been compelled to lower prices
and raised them proudly aloft amid
O happy daisies, men have sung
A thousand years the fields among.
the storm of bullets. Col. Walker and
considerably to meet foreign competi
Have looked and loved and longed and
Major Whitcomb were both wounded |
dared.
tion in Boston.
While you their Joys and secrets shared.
(the latter dying some months later
In
1928,
he
said
his
company
was
Nor
you.
nor they have turned to see
from his injuries) and Capt. Libby of |
The mower tolling ceaselessly.
compelled to withdraw entirely from
Company D temporarily assumed j
my beloved. It Is day.
command of the regiment. Lieuten
Eastern Massachusetts, portions of
When Vinalhaven's Oldest Resident, Mrs. Elvira Thomas Dyer, 94, Flew Come,
DYER
TIBBETTS
The mower stlli Is far away,
ants Roberts and McCobb were killed
Maine, Vermont, Connecticut and all To the Mainland the Other Day, It Was Regarded As An Event Which Fear not—yet though we wander far
For
For
and Lieut. Bragg fatally wounded.
lands where strangest wonders are.
of New York because it could not Should Be Immortalized and To This End F. II. Winslow, the Well Known To
The lands that only lovers see.
of Augusta
SALES
The third day’s fighting (July 3)
SERVICE
Vinalhaven Photographer Was Right On Hand With His Camera. The Above The
mower strides as fast as we.
meet
prices
offered
by
foreign
dealers.
opened early, and after several hours
Picture Was Made Just As the Plane, With Capt. William II. Wincapaw At
• ♦.
of desperate struggle, victory perched Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts About that time, he added, his com the Helm Was About To Take Off For Rockland. In the Group Are Rev. Fear not. for we shall dreaming lie
'Neath
daisies,
neath
a
summer
sky.
upon the Union banners and with TEL. 1219
pany’s plant at Thomaston was shut Percy J. Clifford, Who Is Interested In Everything That Boosts Vinalhaven: Hearing life’s murmurs overhead.
ROCKLAND
great loss and slaughter the Confed
(Who knows what it Is to be dead?)
down to one-half capacity because Mrs. Dyer, Who Told The Courier-Gazette She Wasn't Seared a Mite; Capt. Talking
AT FRIENDSHIP, ME.
40
PARK
STREET
of all that we have seen
erate forces were driven back upon I
Bill Wincapaw, Who Limits His Flying To 24 Hours a Day; and Leon Arey,
62S71
Up
ln the world ol white and green.
44tf
of the competition.
their main lines. After an ominous
Harbor Master For the Maine Air Transportation Co.

•••

DANCE

SHEER BEAUTY

MT. TOM

HARBOR REST

Shore Dinners SI>25

“MY MAID ON THE BAMBOO SCREEN”

MONDAY NIGHT, JUNE 15

Rose-Anne Lodge

-------------------------*

CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS

CHISHOLMS

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

—Silvia Lynd.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMESAWEEK

Rockland, Me.. June 13. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
June 11. 1931, there was printed a total
of 6202 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 13, 1931

Page Two

NOTED SPEAKER

SOME VIGOROUS WRESTLING

To Tell Interesting Story At
the Older Fellows’ Confer
ence At Cobbosseecontee

Local Fans Last Night Saw How the Big Chaps Do It—
One Unable To Continue

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

COUCH HAMMOCKS

Mary La Crosse is secretary to the
One of the interesting speakers who principal this week.
Knox County sport fans last night and in the shadow of the ropes had
• • • •
Let us therefore follow after the will be in attendance at the Leader
turned their attention to wrestling his shoulders pinned to the mat.
things which make for peace, and ship Training Conference for older Watch the show window at Fuller - and their numbers would doubtless Beverage wrestled two years at Nor
things wherewith one may edify an- Allows at Lake Cobbosseecontee, Win- Cobb-Davis store Saturday!
have been very much larger had they wich University and has since ap
other .-Romans 14 T9
thr°P- June 2°-27 is Gordon W. Avi* * • •
known the excellent quality that was peared professionally, which, as he
son.
Awards for the best posters in the to be possessed by the four bouts says, is something different. He
Arthur Heald, director of the con
All of the advertised parti weighed in at 196 and his opponent
THOSE RAILROAD WHISTLES
ference, says the delegates are to have Community Chest Poster Contest offered.
cipants were seen on the mat except
a great treat for Gordon W. Avison are as follows: Senior high school, Doc Sullivan of Boston, who was ad weighed 210.
The semi-finals introduced Al
An important conference was held for the last six years, has been en Stanley Quinn first, Kosti Ruohomaa
vertised to meet the North Haven boy, Morelli, the ex-Boston College foot
in Augusta this week between the gaged in promoting the rural work and Ernest Blackington tied for sec Al. Beverage. He was injured whiie ball star, and Tony Gust, a Bostonian
Public Utilities Commission and rep-!^0®1?111 °7
Y.M.C.A. in Korea ond. Junior high. Room 7-1 Vera training, on the eve of the battle, and whose cauliflower ears told their own
,
,
..
bringing new life and hope to thou- Ames, <»-«,
..
8-2 Wendall
Blackman, 8-3
resentatnes of railroads operating >n £ands of poverty-stricken farmers and Ruby Colby. 8-1 Eileen Havener, 7-4 gave place to Joe Cook of Montreal, eloquent story of mat battles which
proved no mean opponent.
were not parlor sociables. This bout
Maine, dealing with the whistling of j villagers. Hens and turkeys, —
Berk- Dorothy Thomas, 7-2 Eva Stearns, who
There were perhaps 200 fans in the was won by Morelli in 15 minutes, the'
locomotives at grade crossings. The' shire pigs and Holstein calves are 7-3 Wilbur Vassel.
hall when Referee James Dondis, all- fall being accomplished with a body
number of accidents occurring at such 1 Prominent factors in this enterprise,
around sporting fan, climbed through lift and aeroplane w’hirl.
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munity singing and music by a spe ambitious claims to being the world's summer, and that Morelli would ap
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California and Al Mercier of France,
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first fall came in 15 m„ 56s, on a
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In the audience was a group of body lift and slam, by the Califor
ed so that the whistles will be in
the school during the year was
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awarded to the class of 1933 who cer North Haven fans who had come all nian. Mercier remained on the floor
operation as the engines go over the
the way across the bay in a small in great distress, and finally had to
tainly
deserve
commendation
for
crossings. The associated press re
bottom, strong chain suspen $9-75
their courage and persistence in boat to root for Al Beverage, and to be carried through the ropes. It is
port of the meeting continues:
undertaking and completing their say that they were not disappointed is understood that he sustained injuries
putting
it
very
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to his spine, and this seemed very
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ambitious project of grading the
sion for ........................................
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his man down with a flying tackle, cause of this mishap.
A handsome canopy to match for $7.50,
the state law requiring that they put
their machines under complete con
and a sturdy stand for $5.50
Coach Heal has joined the ranks '
trol the moment they get to railroad
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the intersection. The length of time of 20,000.000 people are farming at a t£s to yelling from the side lines, was Mrs. Ethel Morse of St. George meet on the diamond this week.
for the four soundings under the loss year in and year out. He must This modern plan does not create, who testified that she paid Poole a
• * ♦ •
most beautiful colors. Deep soft springs
present rules was estimated at 11 sec- therefore act in agricultural terms, perhaps, such thrilling entertain- certain sum down and signed a paper,
Annual
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was held in Bos
onds. In that time an express train's notoifiyto^help relieve starvation but ment for the spectators nor does it
under
a thick all cotton matand that when he declined to return ton, week of June 1st
last whistle would be pulled at or very , t0 suppiy the means for building a I increase the gate receipts but it. has the payment she took the matter up
* * ♦ *
tress.
Complete
for..................
near the crossing but slower trains Petter economic future
already brought about a marked imSmall arm target practice was com
would be seme distance away at the
From his headquarters in Kwangju provement in the physical fitness of i with the Central Maine.
As the story unfolded it appeared pleted June 6. and the boys are well
completion of the fourth whistle, it Mr Avison and his associates go to the student body as a whole. An- that
it was Poole's custom to ap satisfied with the showing made
YOU CAN BUY ANY OF THE ABOVE PIECES ON EASY TERMS OF
was said.
j one village after another, holding other selective draft would not find proach a prospect with the state qualifying five expert, four sharp
Represented at the conference were j discussions on soil fertilization, co- nearly so large a percentage of re ment that he was “from the electric shooters, and 16 marksmen out of
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R. E. Ramsey, R. M. 2c., is spending
The domestic science and manual tond “ asked what electric cornAlways the lighthouse is a fascinat-! points where these subjects were retraining departments have combined Pany he replied with the name of 30 days' leave at his home In Missis
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their contact with the changing Mr. Avison describes one of his cirfind his way back to Rockland.
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n n are off to the country; it is early in projects completed by the boys and,
A
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meeting
was
held
on
the
them for safety m navigation, pre- {he morning for we must make tw0 girls of the seventh and eighth; WAGE AGREEMENT REACHED
Kick, this week and a 5-team league
sent a field for consideration with hundred miles between now and grades and high school. Among the
A branch of the Quarrymen's,.was
, . formed.
,
. .It „will
- furnish
, some
...
and Miss Mary Tuck of Quincy, Mass, young people of the Sunday School
which romance has much to do. We noon, and the roads are deep in mud. most ambitious enterprises under Union
has been organized at Frank- ' h'S’1 class baseball for the fans this in “Free Love;” Saturday, “The Last have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. and Rev. A. G. Davis, the pastor, will
taken
in
manual
training
this
year
I
who live upon these New England ®ur meeting with a group of farmyear. This league will be known as Parade.”
fort,
and
an
agreement
reached
as
deliver an address.
St. Thomas Chapel, which is a gift A. Duane.
,j ers is called for 2 p. m.. and as many arethe two aquariums completed by
coasts in particular find our interest of them will have walked many miles, Burton Bickmore and Nelson Rokes. to wages that will be paid at the Mt. the “Big Five.” The teams and as of Mrs. William J. Curtis in memory
Fred Nickerson has been visiting
The Past Grand and Past Noble
they
were
represented
at
the
meet

Waldo
quarries
beginning
Aug.
I.
* • • •
Grands Association will meet in War
bound up in the subject. For nearly we must not disappoint them. Arriving are: South Thomaston, Jackson; of her son William John Curtis Jr., his mother Mrs. Annie Nickerson.
The
meeting
recently
held
there
was
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. ren June 17.
was consecrated Thursday morning at
General science and biology vie
a c. itury the sailors of these coasts ing about noon, we find a little workconducted by Secretary Suiter of the Whitehead. Carr; Pirates. Mosher.
Vannah, Saturday. June 6.
Horace Kemp. Miss Alma Glidden
have steered (heir ships by lighthouse ro^m' eight feet square, in which we with one another in interesting International Union of Quarrymen, Rockville A. A.. Starr; and Kickapoo, 11.45 by the Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brew Stanley
H. T. Hardy of Everett, Mass., is and Miss Dotothy Donnelly assist
ster. With the completion of the
set up our little gas stove and cook i specimens this week. A large land
Drinkwater.
A
16-eame
schedule
was
beacons that have known no change. lunch. We eat it under the steady snail presented to the biology class and J. D. Glidden of Cabot, Vt.
chapel the work which has been go visiting his sister Mrs. Jennie Lin ants in the High School, have re
The former presented a scale ol, decided on. The eligibility of players ing on at St. Thomas Church of scott.
turned to their homes for the sum
Now comes the announcement that gaze of many Korean eyes. These by Gladys Alley has made himself
was
hotly
discussed,
and
it
was
de

F. M. Hunt, w’ho has been visiting mer recess, Mr. Kemp to Ellsworth,
change is to befall those twin lights Korean friends tell us that we eat very much at home in the laboratory prices in line with the scale in force cided that each team would be building a tower and installing a new'
in other unionized quarries in New
his mother Mrs. H. F. Hunt, is in Miss Glidden to Winslow and Miss
on Thatcher Island and immediately too quietly to be polite. After our sink. He shows a marked preference England and this was approved by allowed 15 players. The list was soon organ is brought to a close.
E. Haikri and George Thorndike New Hampshire for the summer Donelly to Waterville.
conference on farm methods and bet- for tulip petals. One of the general
before
the
board
and
after
careful
interest centers there, for these twin ter ways of living we hold a prayer science pollywogs has all his legs and the branch. A representative of
study by all was approved. The of Bethel, Vt., were in town this week, months.
Announcement has been made of
lights have always made particular meeting. Then after supper and a |s gradually rebuilding the cells of Grenci & Ellis of Peekskill, N. Y„ board decided that two umpires enroute for a trip to Bangor and
ROCKVILLE
the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
appeal to the imagination. Upon good sleep on the floor we start off his tail into muscle sells and brand owners and operators of the Mount should work at each game, should be other points of interest in Maine.
The next session of Trinity Union
Albert
Galloupe.
former
residents,
Waldo
quarries,
was
present
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Poillon
has
arrived
new lungs. The newt is so gorged
picked from the field and suitable to
another page we reprint their story, for another village.'
will be held at West Washington
are now located in Woolwich.
The official reporter to the Interna- with earthworms that he no longer signed the agreement of scale wages both teams. A silver cup has been from New York City to spend the who
Chapel Sunday , June 21. Good
from the Boston Transcript.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Sturrock
of
to
cover
three
years.
This
means
| tional Missionary Conference held in takes any interest in them. The G. S.
donated by the Coast Guard's leading summer in Camden.
speakers are expected. Basket lunch
Providence,
R.
I.,
Norman
Sturrock
an
increase
in
wages
for
most
of
the
The next meeting of the Camden
| 1928 at Jerusalem wrote: “It is a long pupils are certainly good providers.
uniform company and will go to the
of Atlantic, Mass., and Miss Dona at noon. Everyone welcome especial
COMMUNITY CHEST
I time since I have become so enthusi- Marion Rackliffe Wednesday brought men now employed in the quarries team leading the league at the end Garden Club will be held at White McDonald of Boston are visitors at ly the young folk.
at
Frankfort.
hall Tuesday evening. Clarence E.
------! astic over anything as over this rural | a young red squirrel to school. It
of the season.
Dow of the Mt. Desert Nurseries will Mrs. Nellie Overlock's.
Next Tuesday is the day when our program of the Young Men’s Chris- Proved to be very tame and obliging,
One trouble with the stock market
Children's Day will be observed at
be the speaker.
people will again set their seal of tian Association in Korea.”
and best of all the huge caterpillar
Mrs. Gladys Gray will entertain the the Methodist Church Sunday eve appears to be that the erstwhile
CAMDEN
approval upon this best of all agencies I Mr Avison native of Canada and which was brought to The Courierladies of the Methodist society June ning. A program wiV be given bv the lambs are still saying "Bah!’’—Boston
fn
n
%
grvaduate of the University ot Gazette office last August and has
Ralph Dinghee returns Saturday to I 17.
for the administration of a city s Southern California. Before going to lain dormant in a shiny brown pupa
Providence, after a visit with friends , Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Green have re
charities. The registered success of, Korea he had served the Associations case an winter has at last emerged
in town.
turned from a fishing trip at Mooseseven consecutive years is argument! Williamsport and Pittsburgh.
, ;nt0 a handsome sphinx moth,
Mrs. Louise Dunbar entertained ' head lake.
enough for the Chest's perpetuity.
two tables of bridge Thursday eve- '
------------------AN INSURANCE QUIZ
LOCAL THEATRES
A one-day campaign.
Make it
ning at her apartment in the Robert
WALDOBORO
block. First honors went to Miss
snappy.
Strand Theatre
Repeating the Question, and
Carroll T. Cooney and family of
Harriet L. Gill, second to Mrs. Ralph
Young and the consolation to Mrs. Brooklyn. N. Y., are at their summer
Giving Answer Furnished 11 ? CIi.ve Brook'
actor and
THE CEMENT DUST
home, “The Knoll.”
Oscar Bridges..
R 1\/I
x p
i creat°r of many notably fine screen
Miss Lizette Smythe of Waltham,
Henry Benson is enjoying a trip to
tiy JVIoran & Co.
roles, who portrays the dominant role
A neatly printed pamphlet has been
New York, Atlantic City and Mon Mass., is a guest at George W. SimIn our Thursday Issue appeared of the man of law in the new and ab(. mons.
sorbing
drama, “The Lawyer's
treal.
issued containing the remarks upon this insurance problem:
Blended from the FINEST
Mr. and Mrs. James Williamson
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Stevenson are
“A fraternal order and a Miss: Secret.” And as the distinguished
the cement dust situation delivered
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
receiving congratulations on the ar- who have passed the winter in the
Blank own a building jointly which ' barrister who holds the fate and loves
of carefully selected ingredi
by Albert T. Gould, esq., at a public they purchased through a forced of four people in his hands, Brook
I rival of a daughter, born Thursday South, have opened their home here
meeting held in Thomaston last sale. The fraternal order paid $6000 is seen in a role of compelling power
at the Camden Community Hospital. for the summer.
ents for the finest of tastes.
Mrs. H. R. Smith has been in Wa
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
February. It is a clear and dispas for their interest, and spent SSOOO for I and ingratiating charm. To add even
the G.A.R.. observed Flag Day Fri terville.
sionate statement of the matter from improvements. Miss Blank carries ' greater dramatic significance to the
A Smooth ... Rich ... Mellow. . .
Mrs. L. J. Dow. Mrs. Charles Dut
day. The pupils of Grade Two of the
$11,000 insurance on her half-interest,1 plot's development. Brook, himself, is
the standpoint of the body of citizens with a 90 per cent coinsurance clause confronted by the difficult task of
Elm street school gave a fine enter ton and Miss Jane Dutton of Beech
SUPER-QUALITY Beverage... made
who hold that there is a cure to be —the building being valued at $25,000. revealing to his own fiancee the
tainment. Refreshments were served. mont, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has arrived Mrs. H. K. Crowell.
found for those features in the The fraternal order carries $6000 ' truth about her weakling brother,
to the SIMPSON SPRING standard
Mrs. Cora McLain has moved from
from Cincinnati, O., and opened
cement dust situation which are I straight insurance. In the event of a who has become involved in a mys
the Brown homestead where she has
Aldemere for the summer.
$10,000 loss, how much would each of , terious murder. The manner in
of
excellence.
complained of. We assume that | ti,e owners
0Wners receive?”
which he sets out to expose the
Mrs. A. E. Luce will entertain the resided for several years into the
copies of the pamphlet will be avail
Bethany Class at the parsonage next , Sides house on Church street.
The answer, compiled in detail by brother and yet retain the love of the
Tuesday evening.
j Mrs. Grace K. Snow. Miss Gladys ■
boy's sister, makes for first rate draable for general circulation in the E- C. Moran & Co. follows:
There was a meeting df the Ladies' | Snow and Maynard Knox of SomerValue of building. $25,000.
matic entertainment that commands
communities to which its contents
Farm Bureau at Grange hall Friday ville, Mass., have been at Stahl’s
Loss to building $10,000.
attention.
“The Lawyer's Secret”
have application.
: at 10.30. The subject discussed W’as ( Tavern for several days. Mrs. SnowInsurance carried, $6,000 (no coin- comes Monday and Tuesday—adv.
will be pleasantly remembered as
“Meat Selection and Cookery.”
surance by fraternal order); $11,000
ANOTHER WEEK
At the Comique Theatre today Sat- : Grace Kaler.
with DO': clause by Miss Blank.
CLARK
ISLAND
Dr. T. C. Ashworth and family are
Since building is owned jointly,
Tested Cars! Proven Values! ■ urday, the attraction will be “Fighti ing Caravans;" Monday and Tuesday. | staying with Miss Margaret Ashworth
All of us are acquainted with the loss is $5,000 to each. The $6,000
5(31
Remade!
Good
Looking!
Serv

THE ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.. Distributors for Rockland
The Adelyn Bushnell Players will
The Devil To Pay;” Wednesday and while their house on Main street is
ancient declaration that every dog policy of fraternal order, with no co- present four one-act plays with spe iceable! Priced So Low! Guaran “Thursday,
undergoing
repairs.
“
The
Cat
Creeps;
”
Friday.
insurance, pays $5,000.
has his day. but in the progression of
J Conrad Nagel and Genevieve Tobir. i John Duane, Miss Katharine Tuck
Regarding the $11,000 with 90% cialties Tuesday night at 8, standard, teed!
years that doesn't suffice. Dog Week carried by Miss Blank: Since one-half at C.L.U. hall.
is now put forward as an occasion to value of building is $12,500 she should
Regular gasoline 15 cents per gal
—byMILE-A-M1NUTE MARTY
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
be observed, the purpose of which is have carried 90% thereof, $11,250; lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry, 1929 Chevrolet Sedan
since amount of insurance carried by
to preach the slogan, “Better dogs her was only, $11,000. there is a short proprietor.—adv.
CEE , MPiRTV. YOU
1929 Whippet Coach
and better care of them;” to preach age of $250. Therefore assured is
OUG-KTPi TCn THAT
Nilo
’
s
Repair
Shop,
Spring
street,
humane treatment; to emphasize the co-insurer to extent of 250—22,500, or will be open Saturday nights here 1928 Chevrolet Cabriolet
NEW" PEPPO*- HlG-H
2550 or 1-90.
desirability of owning a dog; to secure ,25—
TEST GAS/ -IT SoT?e
8-tf
Assured stands 1-90 of loss of after.—adv.
1927 Pontiac Sedan
just laws for him, and to be fair and $10,000, $111.11. Since loss to oneput new life into
1925 Studebaker Touiing
considerate of the lights and wishes half of building is $5,000 and since as
THIS SOI LER OF
of those who are not dog owners. sured stands, $111.11 the result is Why lufltr t»rtur« from Rh«u1929
Chevrolet
Coupe
matiim, Sciatica, Nauritia, MuieuOctober 4 to 10 is named as the week $4,888.89.
lar Lamanen, Spraina and Bruises
1929 Pontiac Sedan
to celebrate though we do not under
these coasts as that even our harbor when
1927 Whippet Coach
stand flags are to be flown.
itself on frequent occasions became
METHYL BALM
1927 Chrysler Roadster
alive
with
huge
schools
of
them.
ALSO MACKEREL
will bring almost Instant raliaf?
Boys of that time, now aged citizens, A aciontifically compounded ex
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
We were alluding to founders and will tell you of the sport of putting ternal application that should bo
the recollected joy of fishing for them off in the early morning in a bor in every homo. Sold only a*
from the capstan of a wharf. rowed schooner’s boat, and with a
Johnston’s DrugStore
Memory again is stirred by the allu single line and unbaited hook filling 73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
sion upon another page to that de the boat with the shiny fish and Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
71 cents
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
light of the old-time hand-line fisher, getting back home in time for break
lltf
the mackerel, once so plentiful upon fast.

AND GLIDERS

Enjoy the wonderful summer air while resting in a comfortable
Hammock or Glider. We are showing over fifty new, beautiful
styles. Prices are greatly reduced.
SPECIAL
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FIREPROOF
GARAGE

GASOLINE
PER GALLON

A
CHARLES H. BERRY
Proprietor

FIREPROOF
GARAGE

A

BEGINNING TODAY — JUNE 13th

Merle F. Dobbins formerly of this
Ruth Mayhew Tent, will meet Mon
city is serving his apprenticeship on' day evening at 7.30. No supper.
the New York Sandy Hook pilot j
--------COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
boats.
Saul Polisner, who has just com
June 14 (evening)—Baccalaureate serv
pleted his third year at Boston Unlices in the First Baptist Church.
Commenclng a week from today j versity Medical School, is remaining
June 14 (4 pa m.)—Flag Day exercises
there
will
be
only
one
carriers'
de

for two weeks' special work, after
at Elks Home.
June 16—Communlty Chest drive.
livery in the residential section on which he will return home for the
June 19—R. .H 8. Alumni Association Saturdays.
summer.
meeting at the High School.

TALK OF THE TOWN

“My Maid on the Bamboo Screen’’
the annual play of the Junior High
School, will be presented Monday
night in the High School auditorium.

IN THE

Cl

Senator William Bissett of Port
land, a former Vinalhaven man, has
been elected president of the Maine
Fraternal Association for the Blind.

June 23-25—United Baptist Conven
tion of Maine at Ocean Park.
Beginning Monday, June 15, the
The new Dollar Line
June 23—Parent-Teacher dance at
summer schedule will go into effect President Hoover, largest
Oakland.
June 25 ^Bridge party at Community at the Public Library—9 a. m. to driven steamship in the
Yacht Club.
8 p. m. daily, Saturday 9 a. m. to 8.30 leave Newport News, Va.,
July 4—Independence Day.

CHARLES H. BERRY
Proprietor

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

SALE OF SLIGHTLY USED

Patrolman Charles 8. Stetson, who
steamship is conflned to his house by illness, Is
SERMONETTE
electrically gaining
slowly, but will probably not
world, will
The Law of Inverse Squares
next Tues- be able to be out for several weeks
When two bodies attract each
July 4—Horse race at Knox Trotting p. m,
1 day, and is due at this port the fol yet.
other, the force of attraction is
Park.
lowing day for her standardization
July 4-18—Encampment of 240th Coast
larger as the attracting bodies are
Commander William P. Hurley
We offer eleven Slightly Used Mattresses at Bargain Prices. Every One Guar
Artillery at Fort Williams.
Rockland friends arc greeting a trial. The President Coolidge of the wishes to notify the members of Ed
more massive. The law of gravi
July 7-14 Squadron runs of Eastern well known Grand Army comrade, same line will come in August.
anteed Sanitary!
•
tation may be simply stated:
win Libby Post that they are invited
Yacht Club In Penobscot Bay.
July 25—Dedication of Ocneral Knox John H. Thomas of Waltham, Mass.,
"The force of attraction varies
to the Flag Day exercises at the Elks
Memorial at Thomaston.
who has arrived for his annual sum
Dance fans will liberally patronize Home Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
directly as the product of the
Aug. 19-Owl’s Head Church fair.
1 FULL SIZE SILK FLOSS; reg. price
$32.00.
Offeredfor ............ $6.98
the annual milk fund ball given by
masses and inversely as the
Sept. 7 (Labor Day)—State Muster In mer visit.
Bath.
the Parent-Teacher Association June
The Boston boats ran Into some square of the distance beween
1 FULL SIZE SILK FLOSS, reg. price
35.00. Offered for............. 9.98
State teachers’ examinations for 23 at Oakland Park, with Leo Dou very tough weather this week. The
them.” The word inversely ex
cette's
Orchestra
furnishing
music.
Mrs. I. J. Shuman entertained the certificates of elementary, secondary
Belfast was obliged to put into Port
presses the fact that the force
30.00.
Offeredfor ............ 4.98
1 FULL SIZE FELT, reg. price
and superintendents’ grades, will be Dr. James, Kent as chairman is leav land, and did not complete her trip diminishes as the square of the
Corner Club yesterday afternoon.
held in Augusta June 26, commencing ing no stone unturned to have a big to Bangor. The Camden sustained distance increases. This law is
sum realized from this affair with
1 4 FT. WIDTH COTTON, reg. price
24.00.
Offeredfor ............ 4.98
common to electricians in their
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet at 7 a. m., standard, and continuing which to purchase milk for needy minor damages
throughout
the
day.
study of the force of attraction of
Tuesday evening at 7.30. There will
school children.
American Legion boys who plan
magnetic bodies. It has daily ap
1 3 FT. WIDTH SILK FLOSS reg. price
32.00.
Offeredfor ............ 3.98
be no supper.
to attend the annual convention in
plication in the brightness of light
Rose-Anne Lodge at East Union
The Bookmobile which Is to be pre Calais may fly to and from that city
as applied to lighting rooms or
1 42 in. WIDTH COTTON, reg. price
18.00.
Offeredfor ............ 2.98
The Past Grands and Past Noble has its official opening today. In sented to the State Library by the at very reasonable rates. Post Com
streets.
Grands meet in Warren next Wed addition to catering to the wants of State Federation of BPW Clubs has mander Louis Cates will furnish the
Is
the
law
not
equally
binding
a hungry public, the Lodge is par1 42 in. WIDTH COTTON, reg; price
18.00.
Offeredfor ............ 3.98
nesday. Supper 6, standard.
ticularly adapted to afternoon teas been made possible and already has necessary information.
In our spiritual relations? Two
and bridge parties, which events will j been ordered. This is one of t e
persons love. The greater the
7.75.
Offeredfor ............ 1.98
1 30 in. WIDTH SOFT TOP, reg. price
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union receive cordial attention
The Eastern State rally of Girl I love they each possess and the
standing
accomplishments
ofHyler
the,
I gtate
Fcderatlon
Miss
Veterans will hold a business meet receive cordial attention.
Scouts is being held this afternoon at
nearer they are drawn together
ing Wednesday evening at 7.30. No
I retiring president, is handling the Oakland Park. Several troops of the , the greater the force of the at
4.00.
Offeredfor ................... 98
2 25 in. WIDTH COTTON, reg. price
The schooner Bowdoin on which collections for the local club, and eastern part of the State will be pres
supper.
traction.
The
moment,
by
reser

Commander Donald B. MacMillan, requests that same be made either to ent, and give demonstrations of their
vations mental or spiritual, they
P. P. Bicknell, K. C. Rankin. Wal explorer, will go to Labrador this her at St. Clair & Allen's or Mrs. training. An invitation is extended to i allow themselves to be drawn
1 UPHOLSTERED BOX SPRING, Full size, reg. $38. Offered for...... $4.98
ter C. Ladd and A. E. Orff went yes summer, arrived at Provincetown Exie Perry at Senter Crane’s, as soon all those interested in this valuable 1 apart, Immediately the law of the
[ work to attend.
terday to Moosehead Lake where they Wednesday. Preparations for the , as possible.
square of the distance steps in
summer trip will be made during the
------j
_____
will fish for a few days.
and the force of the attraction for
week and the craft will go to Boston, The 110th annual commencement
a general reunion of classes is
themselves diminishes as the
1 DOUBLE COUCH BED with Mattresses; offered for............................ $7.98
Sunday.
j
of
Colby
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being
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over
hoped
for
at
Friday's
Alumni
meetThe Sunshine Society at their last
square of the distance increases.
-------;
this
weekend.
Many
classes
are
ing
at
High
school.
A
high
meeting voted a recess till Monday,
This explains why some loves
From North Haven comes a very observing reunions, and to Dr. Mor- gi-a(je entertainment by professional
June 29, when they will again meet
abide througli life and into
ton
L.
Miller,
’
90
of
Los
Angeles
optimistic report as to the summer
outside talent has been arranged for
at their room 447 Main street.
eternity, and why others fail.
Calif.,
goes
the
distinction
of
coming
1 DAY BED, Single, with Mattress and Pillows............................................ $6.98
business, based on "the many reser
and the class of 1931 will be special
The greater the love between a
the greatest distance for the occa guests.
vations
at
Haven
’
s
Inn
the
town
’
s
Rev. Walter S. Rounds has been at
man and his God, the more close
sion. Indiana, Oklahoma, Minnesota
Boothbay Harbor for the week where delightful summer hotel; and the and Michigan are also sending
ly they approach, the firmer the
fact
that
practically
all
of
the
larger
„
,
,
An
interesting
display
of
manual
he has been attending a ministers'
attraction.
alumni
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.i?Z
I
training
products
from
the
city
summer
cottages
are
to
be
occupied.
retreat on Fisherman's Island.
When loss of faith and doubt
As a matter of fact several of them the class of 1868 will represent the schools is to be seen in the windows
intervenes, and they are drawn
oldest class at commencement. Mrs. of the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store and
are
already
tenanted.
The ladies of St. Peter's Episcopal
E. C. Moran Jr., of this city is at have the touch. of professional apart, the force of attraction
diminishes as to the square of the
Church are serving public supper
tending the 10th reunion of her class. craftsmen. A detailed story will ap
this evening at the parish rooms from j Charles Webster, a former Rockdistance. Natural law in the
pear
in
the
regular
school
news.
5 to 7, with Mrs. Wallace M. Little as , land man, who now resides in Thomspiritual world.
W. A. H.
The Maine Branch of the Interna
chairman.
j aston, conceived the idea of employ- tional Sunshine Society held its
The
Western
Union
telegraph
of

-------! ing his spare time in manufacturing annual meeting Thursday in the Lew fice at North Haven has been opened
At the Congregational Church toRev. Fr. James A. Flynn and Fr.! bundles of kindling wood from old iston-Auburn Y.W.C.A. rooms. Nine for the season, with Bertram Gard | morrow Mr. Rounds will preach on
Joseph O'Gara arrived home yester- I railroad ties. What began as scarce- local branches were represented, with ner of Rockville as manager. Samu- the subject, “The Sure Refuge of the
- Rockland. Maine
day from Poland Spring where they , ly more than a pastime has netted 45 delegates. Officers were reelected el Smalley of this city will manage ■ Soul." The Pilgrim Choir will sing,
attended the retreat of Catholic j him 180 customers and has taken as follows; President, Mrs. George E. the summer office at Northeast Har- I
* * * *
> Reed of Lewiston; vice president, bor.
Priests of the Diocese of Maine.
. care of his idle time completely.
| At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) ,
-------! Mrs. Mary Pettingell of East Auburn;
"
....
-------! Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services
The annual children’s party of I Regular dividends on the preferred' secretary-treasurer. Mrs. E. H. White
George M. C. Norwood of Worces
Dr. Charles B. Popplestone, who has for tomorrow will be appropriate for J are urged to be present at Sunday •’(I’ll
Miriam Rebekah Lodge takes place j and common stock issues of the New j of Lewiston; executive committee, been practicing medicine in Swan's I the second Sunday after Trinity: school which meets at 11.45 a. m. and
ter, Mass., sold land and buildings
this afternoon at Odd Fellows hall England Public Service Co., were Mrs. Fred W. Quimby of Auburn, Island the past three years, has been Holy Communion at 7.30; Church to attend prayer meeting Tuesday
in Camden to Philip H. Thomas of
REAL ESTATE
from 3 to 5, with Mrs. Lina Carroll in | declared at a meeting of the dlrec- I Mrs. Susan Chase of Skowhegan, and in the city for a few days arranging School at 10; Matins and sermon at evening at 7.15.
Camden.
tors
June
9.
Dividends
on
the
prej
Mrs.
Faling
Merriman
of
Brunswick
charge. All children of Odd Fellows
* * * •
to locate here, and will have an office 10 30; evensong and sermon at 7
Lottie M. Robbins of Hope sold
ferred stocks arc payable July 15 to Bird Branch of Rockland was repre in the Woolworth block, it is under- o’clock at St. John’s.
and Rebekahs are invited.
“The Man of Galilee” is the sub
TRANSACTIONS
land and buildings in Hope to Harry
• • • •
holders of record of June 30 at the! sented by Mrs. E. L. Risteen of stood. Dr. Popplestone comes here
Pushaw of Hope.
The meeting of the board of gover- I regular rate of $1.75 per share on the , Thomaston as delegate,
The weekend services of the Sal ject Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
very highly recommended and leav
Littlefield Memorial Church will use
Fred A. Thorndike of Rockland
nors of Rockland Community Yacht: $7 dividend series; $1.50 per share on
ing a constituency at the island vation Army will be Saturday, public for his morning sermon. The choir
After losing a close decision to the which is unanimously regretful at his meeting at 8 p. m.; Sunday morning
sold land and buildings In Rockland
Club called for Thursday evening had the $6 dividend series; $1.75 per share
will
sing
the
anthem
“
Glorious
Son
Matti
L.
Toorpakka
of
South
at 10, Sunday School and Bible
to Ella M. Hyland of Rockland.
such a small attendance due to the on the adjustment series and $1.50, Philadelphia Colored Giants, the departure.
Classes; at 11, holiness meeting; at j of God," Sutherland, with a violin Thomaston sold land with buildings
inclement weather that it was post on the $6 convertible preferred. Com- Togus Club will be seen in action
solo
by
J.
Paul
Jameson.
Junior
Warrington L. Gilchrest and Mar
thereon
to
Jalinar
Schildt
of
South
Camdcn Herald: Following are the 6.30, young people's meeting; open air
poned until Tuesday evening at 7.30. mon stock dividends of 25 cents per against the Mechanic Falls outfit
garet F. Gilchrest of St. George sold
at 10.30 is for children from Thomaston.
share are payable on June 30, to Sunday. Gene Hebert the ex-pitch- possible members of the Camden service at 7.30 and public salvation church
5 to 11, under the direction of Miss
and buildings in St. George to
welcome.
North National Bank sold land and land
ing ace for Holy Cross will be on the team in the Knox County Twilight meeting at 8. •Everybody
Walter Main’s circus is still drifting holders of record of June 15.
Olive Bragg. Sunday school is at buildings
Daniel Nutter and Lucie E. Nutter,
• • •
In
Rockland
to
Rockland
mound
for
the
visitors,
opposing
League:
T.
Thomas,
O..
Wadsworth,
about the State and “drifting’’ is the
both of St. George.
At the First Church of Christ, 11.45 with classes for all ages, and National Bank.
E. C. Moran, Jr., is to deliver an Elmer Linqulst, the Georgetown Uni E. Burridge, H. Cross, George Boyn
exact word to use for five days’ of
B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, Miss Arlene Cha
Scientist,
corner
of
Cedar
and
Brew

James Or-Larrabee of Rockland sold
address
before
the
Bunker
Family
versity
star.
This
promises
to
be
a
ton,
A.
Plaisted,
L.
Bailey,
B.
Ste

Austin
H.
Martin
of
Whitinsville,
consecutive rain created conditions
streets, Sunday services are at ples leader, subject “True and False Mass, sold land in Rockland to Clif land in Rockland to Michael F.
which would make a circus man Association of America in Glouces pitchers’ duel. Both are Maine boys. venson, J. Greenlaw, J. Stetson, ster
Friendship.
”
The
evening
service
will
10.30 and the subject of the lesson
Brooks of Thomaston.
swear, if circus men ever do such ter, Mass., next Wednesday. The Tlie Togus management has secured "Foggy" Bennett and “Buck” Ogier. j sermon tomorrow will be "God the be opened by rousing song service led ford L. Raye of Rockland.
things. In Bangor the conditions latter part of the month he makes the services of the stars from the It is requested by the management
Averill
E.
Morton
oi
Rocklana
sold
William S. Hopkins of North Haven
by
Mr.
Jameson,
and
Lewis
Bowen
of Man." Sunday school Is
were so bad that it was impossible to his fifth annual trip to Kansas City. Maine colleges to play during the that any ball player in Camden who 1j Preserver
will present a saxophone solo. The land in Cushing to Albert H. Robin sold land in North Haven to Elmer
at
11.45.
Wednesday
evening
tesMo.,
as
the
guest
of
the
Central
coming
season.
The
best
games
pos

wishes to become a member of the
show and the circus will return July
J. Hopkins of North Haven.
third in the series of great Bible son of Thomaston.
J. It was also very oozy at Belfast. Surety & Insurance Corporation, of sible with special attractions are team will report at the ball grounds 1 timony meeting is at 7.30. The read- paintings will be given, “Christ Be
which he is resident vice president. being booked for the coming Sundays for practice. Notice of the first date in? room is located at 400 Mam fore Pilate," by Munkacsy with the
such practice will be posted on street, and is open week days, ex- sermon “What will you do with Jesus
Five members of Clover Leaf Troop The conference will be held June and fans are sure to witness the best for
the bulletin board.
I cepting holidays, from 2 until 5 p. m. who is called the Christ.” Prayer
Girl Saauts have been presented with 29 and 30 and July 1, and mixed up baseball possible at Togus this year.
AT
meeting Tuesday evening will be led
second-class badges by Mrs. Ruth wit^the business dealings is lots of
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Ellingwood, commissioner and Miss sociability and sightseeing, which
by
Miss
Ruth
Conant
recently
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When Capt. William H. Wincapaw
Lucy Rhodes, deputy commissioner. makes the expedition one well worth completed his day's work Thursday meeting of the local W.C.T.U., Fridav the Universalist Church tomorrow turned from Gordon School of The
looking
forward
to.
afternoon, at the home of Mrs. Lottie morning at the 10.30 service, when ology.
They are Rose Moody, June Cook,
night he made two entries in his
Gregory, Centre street, resulted thus: the pageant “The Loveliest Thing
Maizie Joy, Virginia Wood and
diary,
one
to
the
effect
that
the
fog
in the World" by Marie Johnson will
The annual memorial service of
Eleanor Barnard. Elizabeth Ham
conditions were the worst he had President, Mrs. Hope Brewster; sec be presented by the church school
MRS. CHARLES S. ROBBINS
mond received the tenderfoot badge, Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Miriam ever encountered during his three retary, MLss Florence Hastings;
Rebekah
Lodge
was
held
Tuesday
treasurer,
Miss
Ada
B.
Young;
vice
under
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Helen
and Rose Moody a silver star for 90
Carrie (Ulmer), widow of Charles
evening with a good attendance in years of flying on the Maine coast; president, Miss Alena Young; direc- Wentworth. The pastor will give a
percent attendance.
spite of the severe weather. The the other being a highly commen tors—Americanization, Miss Florence | brief address in keeping with the S. Robbins died at her home Ingra
•
-------speaker was Rev. Herman R. Win datory note for the pluck of Mrs. Hastings; scientific temperance in- occasion and there will be baptism ham Hill, May 20, after a very brief
Lucille, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. chenbaugh who gave an inspiring Edith Chetwynd his 86-year-old pas struction, Sunday School work, Miss and christening of infants and chilROCKLAND
253 CAMDEN STREET,
illness.
Percy Tinnette (Winifred Ball, for message. A picture of the late Judge senger who never “turned a hair” Mabel Seavey; Vacation Bible School,1 dr®P- Tle <iu’}rte2;
She was born July 7, 1862, daughter
merly of Rockland) of Millinocket in Frank B. Miller was unveiled, with when it became apparent that the Miss
McKnight; press, Mrs. Clara anthem Consider the.Lily, Wiegand.
completing her sophomore year at Charles E. Gregory presenting a fit pilot was admittedly lost. In order
of the late William N. and Frances
medal contest, Clara Emery:
the M.H.S., won the distinction of ting eulogy. Judge Miller served as not to strike the land Capt. Winca Emery;
Open Evenings and Sundays during the Plant
S. Ulmer. She was married Dec. 2,
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Mrs
Hope
Brewster;
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|
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Day
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be
observed
being second in rank in geometry past grand master and past grand paw was obliged to make three land
1885, to Charles S. Robbins and re
welfare,
Mrs
Evelyn
Sherman;
®t
the
First
Baptist
Church
on
Sunand English in the district and fifth representative, and gave to the local ings, this also enabling him to get parliamentary law, Mrs. M. P. Rich; daV morning. All the departnients
ing Season
sided in Thomaston, but for the past
in the State. The first prize for the organizations devoted attention. Mrs. his bearings. Mrs. Chetwynd, who
almshouse and syste-, from intermediate down will have 25 years had made her home at
State guarantees the first year at the Ida Huntley contributed vocal solos makes her home at Capt. J. C. Cun evangelistic,
You will find a variety of Fine Bedding Plants
University of Maine. Miss Tinnette's in keeping with the service and Miss ningham’s, 51 Granite street, showed matic living. Mrs. Gene Atherton: Part hr the program School will be | Ingraham Hill. Always of a cheer
and sailors, Miss Faith held at noon for all departments not
ambition is displayed in her words— Madlene Rogers gave two readings. not the least sign of nervousness. soldiers
temperance and missions, participating in the exercises. The ful disposition and kind thoughts
and Seedlings for your Window Boxes
"Two more years to win first place The ritual of the memorial service "My hat is off to this ‘young lady,' ” Ulmer;
for others she will be sadly missed.
in." Her school work since a small was conducted by Miriam Rebekah says Capt. Wincapaw. “She is mads Mrs. 'Gene Atherton; flower mission, Christian Endeavor meeting will be She
is
survived
by
an
only
sister,
Mrs.
Mrs. F. Reach; Christian citizenship. j or.nLtte?'.
child has been marked by distinct Lodge.
and Gardens
Of better stuff than most of us.”
John E. Brewster; and two nieces,
Mrs Rich; peace and arbitration, 0
H!gh
triumphs.
Mrs. William E. Brown and Mrs. Ar
Miss A. Young; social morality, Miss at 7^°- T?e.,ShOlr J22..
Elmer Rising, a Rockland boy in
Helen Corbett- fairs and niin air Pcccia, and “Hast Thou Not Known,
thur L. Rokes; and one nephew, Nel
Commencement week at Bowdoin whom everybody feels lots of pride GALLOUPE-At BORN
Telephone 318-Y
son Ulmer Rokes, all of Rockland.
Woolwich. June —. to meeting. Mrs.' Jeannie Tunton.
College opens tomorrow with the bac recently graduated from the "School
Mr. and Mrs Albert Galloupe. formerly
Funeral services were held at the
of
Waldoboro,
a
son.
calaureate address by President Ken of Practical Art” in Boston, having
^ChU^Z suCb°SCof Mr: MacDonald's sermon I late residence and the loving esteem
69-71
neth C. M. Sills in the First Parish attended day school two years and VANNAH—At Waldoboro, June 6, to Mr. es arc: First Baptist, Mrs. Kate wiU be “The Voyage.” The happy , in which she was held was manifested
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Vannah.
a
son.
Brawn;
Freewill
Baptist,
Miss Mabel prayer and praise meeting will be
Church at 5 p. m.. and will conclude night school the past year, working STEVENSON—At Camden Community
by
the
largp
attendance
and
beautiSeavey; Methodist, Mrs. Ida Sim held on Tuesday evening at 7.30, sub
on Thursday with an organ .recital daytimes at Harvard. Since last fall
Hosnital. June 11. to Mr. and Mrs.
mons; Universalist, Mrs. Etta Stod ject will be, "A Penitentiary Prayer ! ful floral offerings.
Burton Stevenson, a daughter.
at 10 a. m„ and the commencement wung Rising has illustrated four
The services were conducted by
exercises in the First Parish Church books—the first a* book on evolution, NELSON—At Rockland. June 13. to Mr. dard; Christian Science. Mrs. Maud Meeting."
! Rev. J. Charles MacDonald and the
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Nelson,
a
son,
Ken

Webster.
The
program
committee
at 10.30, followed by dinner in the "Up From the Apes," by Dr, E. A.
! interment was in Achorn cemetery.
neth. Jr., weight ten pounds.
comprises: Miss Ada B. Young, Mrs.
gymnasium. The five days’ observ Hooton, a professor of anthropology
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church, The bearers were Homer Robinson.
Kate
Brawn
and
Mrs
Lottie
Gregory.
ance includes such features as the at Harvard; the second, a book on
DIED
____________
Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor, Children's George Simmons, Lester Sherman,
Alexander prize speaking contest, Albania, by Dr. Carlton Coon, Har HARADEN—At Rockland, June 12. Mer_
,
,,
__
.
,i nav will be fittingly observed tomor- Clarence S. Beverage, William Brew
I am pleased to announce to the public that
vyn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence O.
Regular gasoline 15 cents per galA 1Q 30 th pastor wni preach a ster.
class day exercises (under the Thorn vard graduate; the third, a book on
Haraden. aged 15 years. 3 months. 24
THOMAS SHANNON
dike Oak on 3 p. m„ Tuesday), the Liberia, Africa, by Mr. Schwab, a
y' sermon appropriate for the occasion,
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock ™iTterPrOa°AfvGara8e’
proprieter.-adv.
; the subj^t £eing ..^ Spirlt ol
president’s reception, the senior missionary who spent 22 years work
from 234 Limerock street.
Is now in my employ and is equipped to do all kinds of Radiator
MUST BE SIGNED
dance. Alumni Association affairs, ing among the natives there; the BRACKETT—At Monhegan. June 12.
Work, Body and Fender Straightening; also Duco Refinishing, as
Childhood" and the sacrament oi
Katie F. Brackett, aged 56 years. Fu
and the presentation of “Twelfth fourth, a book on European Arch
he has in the past, and will welcome his old customers; also the new.
baptism will be administered. ParMay we again call attention of
neral Sunday at 2 o'clock standard.
Night" by the Masque and Gown on eology, by Hugh Hencken, an Eng
• PROMPT SERVICE A SPECIALTY
ents wishing to have their children contributors to the newspaper rule,
At the PUBLIC LANDING Every baptised are invited to bring them to that all communications must bear a
Wednesday evening.
lishman, whose book is to be pub
C. W. HOPKINS
Milk Fund Ball Parent-Teachers Sunday. Price One Penny For the church at this time. In the eve signature, not necessarily for publi
lished this summer.
Every
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Rockland
Tel. 1 000
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a
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s
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will
cation, but to authenticate the item.
Association, Oakland Park, Tuesday,
Regular gasoline 15 cents per gal
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
71*74
be given by the Sunday school. The This particularly applies to notices of
June 23, Leo Doucette’s full orchestra,
lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry,
Community Chest drive June 16.
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6-71 —aav.
proprietor.—adv.
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They will ask a thousand questions.
THE TWIN LIGHTS
service will take the form of a con- history and giftss were sources of 1
NORTH HOPE
They will probably hear the story
cert by the young jaeople; Ladies Aid much amusement, containing many
,
| that Kelley tells about his home town
meets on Wednesday; Thursday eve appreciable jokes and hits. The
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Tiffany of Cam The r amous Thatcher s Are in Jonesport, Me., being a lightEleanor Robinson arrived home ning prayer service at 7.30.
valedictorian, Dorothy Nutt, in her
den and daughter Mrs. Harold Mc
1 ____ -r rh.k Tk„;. house factory. It is called that beThursday from Farmington Normal
essay on ‘‘International Mind,”
Manus of Milton, Mass., were guests
INo Longer lor lash 1 heir, cause about every station on the
School for the summer vacation.
I
.
„
dwelt
on
the
many
evidences
of
the
of his sister, Mrs. A. I. Perry and
coast claims a person from the vll-4
Edgar Foster, young son of Mr.
Rockport H.gh Graduation
Rays In Unison
will and friendliness which ex
family June 1.
lage which has a clamshell street.
and Mrs. Mervyn Foster, Camden
A large audience gathered at Town good
ists among the nations of today.
Mrs. L. W. Bennett and several
Smith, ioV instance, right over there
road, entertained several of his hall Thursday evening to enjoy the
[Francis
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Mahaney
in
Boston
Gladys
St.
Clair
Morgan
The class was honored by having
other Grangers from Hop,.' attended
at Straitsmouth is a lighthouse keep
friends Tuesday in honqr of his, graduation exercises of class ’31, with
Transcript!
them Edward E. Roderick, RN
Pomona June 2 at Lincolnv lie.
er from Jonesport.
eighth birthday anniversary. The i Rockport High School. The hall was deputy commissioner of education, t'-z-73
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry and E.
Soon the Thatcher's Lights no
time was delightfully spent with very attractive with the decorations who with fitting words presented the
Donald Perry motored ta Belfast longer will burn in unison.
games and various stunts and re- i of evergreens and cut flowers; and
Thirty-one years ago a Marconi
freshments served. A prettily deco- | suspended over the stage in the class
J^^reto^ww
by
June 20 to 27 are the dates of the
^"slcalAw°^H>°Ufine "soprano Wednesday cvenmg t0 ’-ttend °?e
For seventy years those lights have system of wireless was put on
rated birthday cake b.aring eight colors, green and gold, was the class ^“tt and B_^ Thurston
ng by blennW convention of the National °th
•
y
superla- graduating exercises of Crosby High. gone on at sundown and off at sun Thatcher’s Island. Signor Marconi
--- ----------J -------------------------—
- the Rocks Be
Federation of Music Clubs to be held
?hlngs; ^pranos differ Their granddaughter Miss Grace rise as if they were one. Since the came here, installed and ran the
motto “Climb
Though
candles
graced
the center of the—
table. Those present were Gladys Rugged." The High School orches ner. Frederick E. Richards, presi- in San Francisco. The Choral Festi- greatly in quality, according to the Wentworth was one of the gradu Taft administration there have been station for a while. The first an
several movements to put out one tenna was hoisted between the Twin
Jordan, Priscilla Foster Maurice tra furnished music under the direc dent of the Alumni Association, pre- val, always one of the big features of age, quality, personality and other ates in a class of 58.
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membered with gifts.
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Now that sailing ships are so hear about the crisis in the fish mar
Walter Mills, baritone, who has ham Small, Winfield Chatto, Mar pital and unite in wishing him good
there will also be a flower parade by spoke of the progress made in sci- Camden.
much In the minority, it appears that ket. Were the immigration officials
been heard with pleasure in Rockland garet Dunton, Wyvern Fernald. Jo recovery.
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Methodist Church, Rev. F. F. talkies, etc. Harold MacDonald wit- Arietta Maloney, daughter of Mr. in New York every week to broad-\ A most scholarly, interesting and low the barn at Willow Brook. The
Fowle, minister: Sunday morning tily set forth the progress made in and Mrs. D.L. Maloney, salutatorian. cast a recital over WJZ. He will be instructive address was recently bushes have all been cut and burned
As the oil lamp gives way to the
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service with sermon appropriate to the construction of the automobile, They are both an honor to the town on the air through this month. It is given by the Rev. Father Henry on the Hope side of the line and electric light, the lighthouse keeper
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The grand worthy matron will make
11.45; Epworth League, 6.30; evening Wheels." The class will, prophecy, 1 tended
Mills was presented in concert in the Cathedral of the Immaculate is good to see these activities begun Kelley tell about the stormy night
i Richmond, Va., his accompanist was! Conception (Portland) before the and soon all will be smooth sailing last winter that he made twelve trips her official visit to Marguerite Chap
George Harris, who is to have “The members of the Portland Chapter of down over what has been a rough up the southern tower to keep the ter, O.E.S.. Monday night. A chicken
i Pines" at Ballard Park this summer, the American Guild of Organists and piece of road and caused so much light burning, you begin to under supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
the National Association of Organists, trouble, to say nothing of the harsh stand that this isn't a life of read
Mrs. Clara E. Pendleton has re
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at the Eastland Hotel. Rev. Father words which have floated out over the ing, smoking, chewing tobacco. turned from a few days’ visit with Mr.
MY VIOLIN AND ME
Boltz took as the subject of his ad air as exasperated motorists went by There are 156 circular steps to reach and Mrs. Merton Beggs, Rockland.
Mv Daddy plays the violin.
M\ Grandpa plays the flute.
dress the Gregorian Music, and illus or stopped to adjust shaken loads. the top, which is 164 feet from sea
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Poole arrived
My Uncle Jim. the banjo, and
strations were given on an Ortho- About every other truck lately has level.
Wednesday from Pennsylvania where
My Auntie plays the lute.
phonic from Victor records of carried a load of cedar trees for re
The wind whistles in the ventila he has been teaching.
I can’t plav any music yet.
choruses of Monks of St. Pierre de planting. How common it now is to tors up here. Did the wind make
'Cause Mother says I'm small;
Mrs. Lide White and Mrs. Edward
Solesman in France.
But I Just love Dad's fiddle, in
see very large trees taken up with that long crack in the glass near the
Its corner by the wall.
He spoke of the Gregorian music their roots and successfully replanted. Iron railing? No, in the night, a wild Coombs left Thursday by plane for
during the first 100 years A. D., which Once it was not thought this could duck saw the stream of whiteness Rockland enroute to Five Islands to!
And often in the evening
“Specify Shenrin-WUwas t. en called Plain Song, in con be done but that anyone must plant was drawn to it, crashed head on, visit their sister, Mrs. Rachel Gove.
Some men come in to play.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson who attended)
But Mother sends me on up stairs.
litms Piint and engage
trast with the later counterpoint of a tree and then wait years for it t« then dropped to the ground with»>
For I’d be in the way.
a good painter."
"Figured Song.” Pope Gregory, 540- grow to useful size.
thud. By just such an incident a the exercises at U. of M., returned by
604. excluded from the ritual certain
The music from their violins
few years ago Kelley was severely plane Thursday morning. She was
Sings through and through my head. chants which seemed to him unworthy
cut
by falling glass from the tower accompanied by her daughter Allegra
As they play in the living room
ROCKVILLE
and added four models or scales to the
her win
illia ms
as a bird smashed the outer light ln who has completed her first year at)
And I'm upstairs in bed.
four modes already in use. These
the tower; thatrbird has been stuffed the university.
Sometimes three men come In to play
Mrs. D. A. Sherer attended the and is in the living room of the
were
called
authentic
modes,
while
Mr. and Mrs. Parser Stone and1
And sometimes four or flve.
his own are known as plagal modes commencement exercises of Cobum keeper’s house on the island.
family of North Haven were in town
And when they play real soft and low
I'm glad that I'm alive.
making the scales begin with the tone Classical Institute Tuesday ln WatrfThere was room for twelve men In to attend graduation exercised of the
"re" and continuing on to the eighth ville where she was a teacher of home side this lens, Imported, the largest class of 1931, Vinalhaven High School
They Imitate the birdies, and
economics for 11 years. Dr. E. C. on the coast. Why was it that Kel Thursday night.
scale or mode.
They make the breezes sing.
And. lying in my bed upstairs.
From this time the Plain Chant was Herrick, president of Newton Theol ley didn’t get dizzy, too, looking
Keeper A. W. Bennett of Heron,
I hum like anything.
called Gregorian Chant and by the ogical Institution was speaker of the through the lens, seeing only oval Neck Light with Mrs. Bennett who
What a whale of a difference
boards don’t rot and splitWhen I grow up to be a man
eighth century they were fairly com afternoon.
boats on an oval ocean? Nineteen have been at Manset to attend the
I'm going to learn to play.
Graduation exercises of Rockport miles away they could see this tower graduation of their son Clarence, re
plete and became the standard for the
a coat of paint makes on a
nails and hinges don’t rustI’ll draw my bow across the strings
ritual of the whole Roman Church, High School were held Thursday eve at night, when the characteristics turned Thursday. Their son accom
And practice every day.
ning. Brainerd Thurston, Aili Lof would be 2 seconds lighted, 1 second panied them home.
barn! Especially if it’s S-W
buildings don’t fall apart when
in which it is still maintained.
I'll play for everybody, and
The music stands apart from other man and George Starr are members dark; 2 lighted, 1 dark; 2 lighted
Mrs. Eliza Healey and daughter-inCommonwealth Barn Paint.
S-W Commonwealth Barn
They'll clap their hands in glee.
| music because it is based upon an- of the senior class.
We ll sing for all the world, we will.
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dark;
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I
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2
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That old shabby look disap
Paint is used.
Rockville school joined the school
My violin and me.
1 cient scales which are all minor and
were in town to attend the graduation
dark.
—Ernest L. Brown.
without tonality in the modern at West Rockport for their exhibition
of her niece, Miss Dorothy Billings.
pears like magic and the whole
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The price is right, and the
sense. It is devoid of regular rhythm which was successfully held ln the how long It used to take to get the They were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
place looks spruced up. Barn
It has been deplored many times or measure and properly sung in latter place Monday afternoon. In
quality is the very best. S-W
old light burning; heating the vapo Warren Billings.
that Arturo Toscanini, conductor of unison
Red is a handsome shade that
without
accompaniment. spite of the inclement weather the riser for 15 minutes, turning on the
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Commonwealth Barn « - c _
the New York Philharmonic-Sym- Gregorian music was an achievement attendance was very satisfactory.
Swans' Island where she has been
keeps its new look through
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Dr. and Mrs. Herrick of Newton kerosene under 50 pounds of pres teaching.
hony, has not included American of the first rank, not only in music
works on his programs, but at last but in general culture, it being the Centre, Mass., and A. B. Butler were sure.
the toughest weather—and,
Mrs. James Wareham of Rochester,
he
has done so. The native composer great contribution of the first ten guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dana A.
Commonwealth Barn on nn
Jt
what’s most important, it ac
For an electrical age, It has taken N. Y., and daughter Ellen returne
Sherer Thursday.
he thus honored was Abram Chasins, centuries of Christendom.
Wednesday from University of Maim
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The graduation exercises of the a long time to get this lighthouse ln where Miss Ellen was a graduate.
tually keeps the weather out—
whose "Flirtation in a Chinese Gar
In conclusion Father Boltz men
den" and "Parade" were played. The tioned that after the turn of the 10th eighth grade were held Tuesday aft an electrical mood. Since 1861, there
Mrs. Eliza Arey who has spent th(
former piece was a transcription for century, as the nations began to ernoon at the chapel with a good at have been seven different kinds of winter with her son R. Mont Arey al
small orchestra from a piano work; realize their individuality, the con tendance of friends and relatives. oil used for the lamps which warn Rochester, Mass., arrived Wednesday,
the latter was heard for the first time. tacts of Gregorian art with Italian, The following program was given: fishermen that there are dangerous She was accompanied by her daugh
“
Flirtation in a Chinese Garden" is German and French elements, fur Processional, school; song, America; waters nearby. When Kelley ar ter. Mrs. Alice Strickland of Boston.
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the composer confesses, but rather a late Conception Cathedral Choristers, expression of their esteem for their granite, pencil as there are today. / the property or prospective pur
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paints. Regular colors.
depressing one. The contrast be under the direction of Father Henry teacher the school presented Miss good many times the old lamp melt chasers are requested to be present.tween the march theme in the fore A. Boltz, given in Jefferson Theatre. Bird with a writing set including pen ed the chimney, a thin glass no long adv.
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of gloom and foreboding was well restore the liturgical music of the presentation in a gracious manner. the lamp6 burn about a gallon of fuel
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underlined. Abram Chasins has now Catholic church, begun by Pope Pius Miss Bird's few words of thanks a night, perhaps two gallons of a win
left the ranks of the young composers X and continued by the present showed how deeply she was affected ter night.
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Would there ever be invented an Fans Select All-League Team By
of promise. He is keeping those reigning Pope, the program by the by her school’s thoughtfulness.
Position And As To Strength
lectrical
fog horn? Well, that was
premises he made some time ago.— Cathedral Choristers recalled to
Dries Over Night
a
question.
But
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old
engines
have
From Musical Digest.
many the visits of Father Finn’s
June 11
Especially prepared to withstand
It will be recalled that Mr. Chasins Paulist Boys’ Choir, and was so ex colloquially known, to the State of been going for nine years. What To the SportingVinalhaven,
Editor:—
outside exposure and hard wear on
has been a member of the music ceptionally well presented as not only Louisiana, pledged himself to estab blasts! Once a party of professors
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porch floors, steps, decks of boats,
colony from the Curtis Institute of to demonstrate the work being done, lish a State park to bear the name of came on the.lsland Just to hear the of opinion of the Vinalhaven fans.
Evangeline.
An
immense
oak
tree,
Philadelphia at Rockport for the past but to reflect credit on the excellent
fog horn, Kelley warned them that
some may not agree with us
two summers, and is a member of the training of Father Boltz as well. The claimed to be more than 200 years old, It wasn't any joke. They persisted. While
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faculty' of that school.
progress made by the singers In the towers above the statue and the Off went the horn, three blasts every majority of the island fans. The fol
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short period of the past four months grave. Of this tree Longfellow wrote: sixty seconds, and the blasts of three lowing team is picked in position:
seconds duration. It scared one man White,
Harold Vincent Milligan, executive is considered nothing short of re
‘Ah, how often beneath this oak
Vlnalhavei
Catcher,
that he slipped on a rock, fell Freeman,
director of the National Music League, markable.
Rocklanc
returning from labor, there hast lain so
1st Base,
says that rarest of all voices to be
The choristers, consisting of 24 down to rest and to dream of me in some distance and came up with a Guilford,
Vinalhlvei
2d Base,
found in the musical world of this sopranos, 13 counter tenors, seven slumber." The bard thus quoted badly tom suit and some ugly bruises. Hopkins,
Shortstop, Vlnalhavei
country is the true bass, the voice tenors and five basses, made an at Evangeline before she started upon
He was unlike a bottle-fed lamb on
3d Base,
Vinalhavei
that can sing a good low F. A tenor tractive appearance in their purple her long hunt for Gabriel who went the island who does not mind the Woodcock,
Swanson,
Left Field, Vinalhave
is not the rarest voice in the pro cassocks, scarlet capes and sashes.
ear-splitting
sound.
The
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has
north to the Saginaw, west to the
Inman,
Center Field,
Camdei
fessional world, although it is popu
Made up of 12 listed compositions, Ozarks, and, when finally they met, found the spring too cool so he often
Right Field,
Lincoli
larly supposed to be. There are more their program opened with examples both were aged, and Gabriel near makes his way to the engine room Nelson,
Pitcher,
Thomastoi
sopranos than all other professional of Gregorian music, with its tradi death in Philadelphia. As the poet where the motors run to keep the Ifemey,
Vinalhave
voices (male and female) put to tional swing and flow and its ethereal sang—“Fair was she and young, when horn going. And there on the floor Middleton, Pitcher,
And here is a team picked out o
gether. Good altos are rare.
rhythmic lightness, sung with beau in hope began the long Journey. the lamb reposes, where it Is warm
position and, of course, supposed
"A low-range voice in a man. even tiful tone production, diction and Faded was she, and old, when ln dis by the motors.
though It is a good one, is not apt phrasing, in the Latin language hal appointment it ended.”
Five men handle the Twin Lights. be the strongest:
Catcher,
Vlnalhavei
to attract attention, being taken as a lowed by ages of service. Examples
The Evangeline oak, which ranks They are Ome, Seavey, Beal, Par White,
1st Base,
Rocklam
matter of course in a man," says Mr- of early 10th century polyphonic with America's most famous trees, son and Kelley. Five families have Freeman,
2nd Base,
Lincoli
Milligan. “On the contrary, a high compositions were also presented.
standing on the shore of Bayou the 80 acres to themselves, with the Bates,
tenor voice is regarded as unusual
Shortstop, Vlnalhavei
Teche, marks the spot where first exception of the radio station at the Hopkins,
Thomastoi
and its possessor is generally urged
3d Base,
To the strains of the “Marseilles' Evangeline met her faithless Louis southeastern end. For the most part, Felt,
to become a singer. It is the popu and the national anthem of Canada Arcenaux (Gabriel), and also where there is good soil. Three German Swanson,
Left Field, Vlnalhavei
Center Field, Camde
lar though erroneous belief that a bronze statue of Evangeline was the exiles landed. Still standing is shepherd dogs growl at you when Inman,
Right Field, Thomastoi
tenors are the rarest voices.
dedicated at her grave in the yard St. Martin's Catholic Church, estab you step on the island. A cow moos. Day,
Thomastoi
“There are lots of baritones. Altos in St. Martin's Church at St. Mar llshed in the same year by Rev. Jean A yardful of chickens cackle. Chil Ifemey,
Pitcher,
Vinalhave
are rare and much needed in the tinsville, La., recently.
dren romp all over the island. Per Middleton, Pitcher,
Francois,
a
Capuchin
priest
and
Vlnalhavei
choir and choral singing. Sopranos
Utility,
Although a multitude has known of missionary. It presents today the haps they are prtawd because the Guilford.
Evangeline through Longfellow’s im same general appearance as when town seal of Rockport shows two L. C. Sturtevant, Coach, Thomastoi
Two Fans
mortal poem, her grave has remained first erected. Frequent repairs have lighthouses reaching toward the sky.
unmarked until this time. Funds for kept the ancient structure in an ex They tell you that on exceptionally
John D. Rockefeller didn’t
the memorial were raised by the cellent state of preservation. Near bright days, which come perhaps
Knights of Columbus. A seated the left wing of the church is the two or three years apart, Cape Cod where he is today by wasting hl
time. He gives away poems,
Delicious
figure of a woman, simply clad, bare grave of Emmeline Labiche (Evan can be sighted from here.
doesn’t try to sell them.—Detroi
headed, hands clasped on her lap geline) .
At any time now the summer News.
wooden shoes, there is the atmos
Longfellow’s Evangeline, a tale of people will start to visit the island.
Different
phere of the pioneer, of strength Acadie, is based upon a true story
VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
courage and endurance. The statue which was related to Nathaniel Haw
STEAMBOAT CO.
You'll Like it
appeals by its very simplicity, the thorne. The novelist did not care to
Daylight
Time
Oil Burners for Ranges
typical woman of the frontier.
8teamer leaves Swan'a Island at 3>
use it, due to the fact that he did
AND HEATERS
A. M.. Stonington 8.2S. North Raven 7JI
The dedicatory address was given not find it sufficiently tragic, but he
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at Rock
HIGH
GRADE
HEATING
OILS
by Gov. Huey P. Long, who himself turned it over to Longfellow who pub
land about 9.30.
We Service All Kinds of Burners
boasts of Acadian blood. Greetings lished the poem in 1847. It won pub
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. IL,
G. A. LAWRENCE
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
were read from Ambassador Claudel lic favor immediately, and has ever
Rockland ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan'i
of France. The Governor, ln com since remained among the most Phones 260 or 974-J.
Island about 8 00 P. M.
SALAD DRESSING
63-tf
mending this contribution of the popular narrative poems of the Eng
B H. STINSON. Oeneral Agent.
14M
Acadians, or “Cajuns" as they are lish language.
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Sherwin-Williams
PAINT® HEADQUARTERS

A PAINT FOR YOUR FARM BUILDINGS THAT
COSTS LESS AND LASTS LONGER
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HOUSE PAINT

95c

We are unloading six carloads of

West Coast Lumber
which will give us a good stock of

All sizes of Hemlock Framing Lumber,
Boards, and Red Cedar Shingles

The prices are very low and the quality is high
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THE HOME WORKERS

Schedule of County Bureau
Meetings To Be Held the
Coming Month
If a house becomes a home it must
at least fulfill two important func
tions. The first requisite is physi
cal comfort. Mental comfort as well
holds a strong place in its demand on
the home if the second requisite is
fulfilled. Mental comfort is found
more readily in a house which is neat,
attractive and artistic in its decora
tions and furnishings because these
factors contribute rest and repose to
our dally lives.
Wall coverings, curtains and drap
eries are to be discussed at these
meetings and there is some good
illustrative material. The following
communities are holding meetings on
this subject: Union, June 19; East
Union, June 23; Nobleboro, June 24;
Whitefield, June 25; Orff’s Corner,
June 26.
Miss Therese Wood, Foods Spe
cialist, will conduct the second Child
Feeding meeting at Damariscotta,
Wednesday, June 17. A similar meet
ing will be held in Edgecomb, Thurs
day, June 18 by Miss Lawrence. Ev
eryone interested in establishing
good food habits for small children
is invited to attend. From the first
two meetings on this subject ten
mothers enrolled to carry out the
practices recommended.
Following is a schedule of home
demonstration meetings (without
H.D.A.):
June 12, Friendship, meat selection
and cookery.
June 16, Hope, details and acces
sories.
June 16, Rockport, meat selection
and cookery.
June 18, Simonton, meat selection
and cookery.
June 19, Dresden, pine needle and
reed basketry.
June 19, Warren, tea wagons and
end tables.
June 24, Damariscotta Mills, de
tails and accessories.
June 26, Aina, main dishes and
left overs.
June 30, Damariscotta, meat selec
tion apd cookery.
July 2, Edgecomb, meat selection
and cookery.
July 7, Friendship, tea wagons and
end tables.
July 7, Rockport, kitchen aid.
July 8, Bristol, lampshades.
CHILDREN
Like It For
Spraina, Bruises,
Burns, Insect Bitsa

Prepared by Norway Msdielns Co .Norway.Ma.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
It it fails io benefit you when uaed as directed on

the insidewranper—'iitAttle.Sold by alldoalsra

Wyllie, Alfred Wyllie, Charlotte
Moore, Harold Moore and Christine
Fred Overlock leaves soor. for Camp Jones.
• • • •
Devens to take the six weeks’ train
Aaron Starrett
ing course there.
Aaron Starrett, whose death oc
Arthur Post of West Lake, La., ar
rived Wednesday and is visiting rela curred June 3, was a son of Mr. and
tives and friends ln Warren and Mrs. Edward Starrett, one of a family
of nine children, and was born May
vicinity.
Mrs. Bertha Gordon, who has been 26, 1852, at the Starrett homestead
making her home with Miss Lena Po at Mt. Pleasant. He attended the
land the past winter, returned Sun district school there, then worked in
the granite quarries at Vinalhaven
day to her home in East Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson and for a time. Following this he attend
friends, Miss Morse and Miss Ordway, ed Normal School at Castine, later
all of South Paris, are on their way going to Boston where he worked on
to the National Convention which the horsecars in the capacity of con
takes place at Los Angeles, Calif., this ductor. Upon his return to Warren
a few years later he entered tlie em
year.
Miss Beatrice Haskell went Wednes ploy of St. Clair & Allen as traveling
day morning to Newton, Mass., where salesman. Tiring of this work he
she will be a guest at F. O. Stanley’s entered business for himself at South
Hope, running a grocery store with
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker are P. D. Starrett as partner. Oct. 1,
spending a few weeks with Mr. and 1886, he was married to Miss Eliza
beth Leach of Warren.
Mrs. Earl Hall in Waterville.
After selling out the business at
A dinner bridge was given in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden, South Hope to Waterman Starrett,
Jr., Wednesday evening at the Whis a brother, Aaron and his wife re
pering Willow Wayside station on turned to Warren to live. For one
South Warren road, featuring a lob year he was employed as a weaver in
ster supper followed by 13 tables at Georges River Mills, living during
play. The honor guests were the sur this time in the house now occupied
prised recipients of an electric clock. by Benjamin Watts. He also served
Bridge awards went to Dr. Fred as tax collector for Warren several
Campbell, Mrs. Leland Philbrook and years. In December, 1900, he again
opened a grocery business and mar
Mrs. Flora Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Walker ket in partnership with P. D. Starrett,
and Mrs. Fred Campbell attended the this time in Warren village. It was
graduation exercises at Hebron Acad here that Mr. Starrett made many
emy Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock. friends by his accommodating man
Douglass Walker of Thomaston was ner and integrity of character, and
he continued a flourishing business
a member of the graduating class.
Three tables of bridge were enter until ill health compelled him to sell
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nor out and retire Dec. 15, 1918, thus re
wood Thursday evening, honors go moving the A. from the A. & P. D.
ing to Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, Herbert Starrett sign over the door. Mr. Star
Thomas, Miss Hilda Aspey and Clar rett was lovingly cared for by his wife
until her death, June 2, 1929.
ence Peabody.
For the past year he had made his
Mr. and Mrs. M. 8. Hahn expect to
leave next week for a visit with Mrs. home with Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Sim
mons, where he received the best ot
Hahn’s mother in Colebrook, N. H.
A Spanish coin dated 1797 was care and became a familiar figure
turned over by the plow last Satur seated on the veranda at the Echo
day when Nelson Moore was breaking House when the weather was mild
and was visited by old friends and
land for a garden.
Mail changes for the coming week relatives, especially by the son Ben
of June: Monday, June 15, train for jamin Starrett.
The deceased was apparently quite
west leaves 7.40 a. m.; train for east
leaves 8.30 a. m.; train arrives from | well two weeks ago, being able to take
east, 8.30 a m.; from west, 9.35 a. m.; short rides and walking short disarrives from east and west, 3 p. m. 1 tancss. One ill turn, however, sud 
June 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, mail leaves for denly followed another, and he finaleast 6.45 a. m., for west 7.40 a. m.; j ly succumbed. He is survived by his
for east and west, 12.40 p. m.; arrives son, Benjamin Starrett, two daugh
from east and west. 8.45 a. m. and 3 ters Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden,
p. m. All mails leave and arrive by Mass., Mrs. William Kelso of WakeEastern standard time. This sched ' field, and three granddaughters,
ule subject to change because of high Pauline and Ruth Starrett of War
ren, and Jean Kelso of Wakefield. In
way construction.
Hinckley Corner primary closed terment was ln the family lot at East
June 5, with a picnic at Payson’s Warren (Rabbittown).
grove. Gold star pins were awarded
The apple sellers of New York are
to Christine Jones, Jean Campbell,
David White, Virginia and Alfred talking of banding together to fur
Wyllie, Robert Allen, Sherman Sim ther their own particular interests.
mons and Ruth Starrett. Those not Developing a sort of esprit de core,
I absent for the term are: Virginia we fancy.—Boston Herald.
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Since the enthusiastic reception given the 1931 Oldsmobile on the

occasion of its introduction to the public in January of this year,
Oldsmobile’s popularity has continued to increase, month after month

+ + As a result, Oldsmobile is now enjoying a greater percentage of
the business in its price class than any time in its history. And new

thousands of owners are telling their friends of the pleasure and
satisfaction of Oldsmobile ownership 4- 4* Many of the reasons for

this growing popularity are understandable upon examination of the

1931 Oldsmobilc Six . . . for the desirable features of the car are selfevident.

But there are more fundamental reasons for the definite

preference being shown for Oldsmobilc 4 + Four years ago
Olds Motor Works adopted a policy toward owners which has
been followed to the letter, year after year, in the development of
Oldsmobile cars. This policy took the form of four great responsibili

ties ... to design progressively ... to build faithfully ... to sell

honestly . . . and to service sincerely. Upon these four responsibili
ties Olds Motor Works has founded its success. And these constitute

the policy which the public has so wholeheartedly endorsed
this year 4< + Olds Motor Works wishes to express its appreci

ation to the men and women throughout the country who have
made the 1931 Oldsmobile the car of their choice . . . and who, by

sincerely recommending its good qualities to their friends, are adding
still further to Oldsmobile’s steady advancement in public esteem.

ONIf O ASONABU CHABOtS fOt MUVtBY ANO G M A. C
FINANCING . . . WXM Wl WIH GUO TO DtTAU FQt YOU.
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The Pilot, now in its sixth annual
Miss N. Marie Buzzell ( The Pilot contains a full compleedition, has just been issued by the ’ Literary Editor, Edna Waterman, '32 ment of jokes, news items, alumni
students of North Haven High School Alumni Editor, Beulah Crockett, '32 news, and departs from stereotyped
and is dedicated by the junior class I Assistant Alumni Editor,
' school journalism by presenting a
to Mrs. J. E. Zimmerman, who
Wendell Howard, '32 school diary and weather report
financed the dental work for the , Joke Editor, Jeannette Crockett, '32 | The alumni department shows the
pupils of North Haven. There is also Exchange Editor, Ivaloo Brown, ’33 present whereabouts of last year’s
a page, in memoriam, to Fremont Djary Editor, Edna Calderwood, '33 graduates:
Beverage, who was a pupil in the junior Class Editor, Ronald Gillis, '32
Phyllis Duncan is attending Lowell
North Haven schools, a teacher there, . Sophomore Class Editor,
Normal School, Lowell, Mass.
superintendent for many years, and a
Edith Cooper, '33
Alma Knight is 1 iving at West
member of the school committee at [ Freshman Class Editor,
Southport.
the time of his death.
|
Jasper Beverage, '34
Bertha Mills Is doing beauty culture
The school faculty comprises Roger j Editorial contributions were made I work at North Haven.
C. Danforth principal, and N. Marie by Shirley Grant. M. M. C. and E. M.
Carleton Snow is working at North
Buzzell assistant.
The editorial Beverage, and there were literary Haven.
board of The Pilot was made up thus: j offerings by Beulah Crockett, Alice
Florence Smith is living at PhippsEditor-in-Chief, Shirley Grant, '32 I Nutt. Shirley Grant, J. W. C., Mar- burg.
The new issue of Tire Pilot is ln
Assistant Editor, Mabelle Bray, ’32 guerite Gillis, Ella Brown, Edna I..
Business Manager,
j Waterman, Mabelle Bray, Jeannette every way a credit to those who com
Gerald Beverage, '32 Crockett, M. M. C., Elinor Brown, piled its literary and advertising de
Joseph Bellmore, '32 Edna Waterman. James A. Lew’is, and partments, and cannot fail to stimu
late interest in the school.
Faculty Advisor,
! Muriel Judkins Houdlett.

RAZORVILLE

i

Mrs. Merchant of North Yarmouth
is visiting her brother, Dr. Daniel
Woodman.
Last Sunday night Ernest Jones, a
student in the Gordon Bible College,
spoke under the auspices of the young
people who had charge of the meet
ing. He gave an excellent address.
Alton Calderwood led the meeting.
Mr. Jones is a graduate of Camden
High Sfhool and this is his third sum
mer at North Haven.
Among the recent local improve
ments are those about Calderwood’s
hall, and also about the premises of
the fish market recently taken over
by Phil Brown. In each instance it
means much in the better appearance
of the village.
Carl Thurston is home from Uni
versity of Maine for the summer.
Services at the church Sunday are
as follows: Church school at 9.45;
worship with sermon at 11, subject,
“Heroic Faith." Evening services
young people at 6.30, and service ot
song with address by the pastor at
7.30.
• • • •
Thoroughfare Grade School
Graduation exercises of the 8th
grade at the Thoroughfare, Miss Nye,
teacher, were held Thursday after
noon. Between the scholars of the
lower grades the five graduates
marched to the seats reserved for
them. The program: Vacation song
by eight girls; salutatory, Barbara
Stone; recitation, Hope Ames; pro
phecy, Paul Brown; recitation, Sher
man Cooper; will, Arlene Brown;
gifts, Lucy Ames; parting tribute,
Viola Beverage; valedictory, Miriam
Gillis. In the absence of Mrs. Arthur
Beverage of the school committee, the
diplomas were presented by Rev. H.
F. Huse. The graduates, all of whom
will enter the high school, are Lucy
Ames, Arlene Brown, Barbara Stone,
Miriam Gillis and Paul Brown. With
those graduating from the Central
and North East districts the entering
class at the high school numbers 13.

A

APPLETON RIDGE

DEER ISLE

SOUTH CHINA

Mrs. Marian Carleton and chil
dren of South Union were guests
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vanner and
Mrs. Anna T Hobart and sister: Miss Alice Grindell spent the week- Tuesday of Mrs. Blanche Brown and
nephew attended the circus at Au- Miss Frances Turner of Jamaica end at home. Miss Glenys Hall was family.
gusta Saturday.
Plain, Mass., are occupying the Ap- J her guest.
Miss Arlene Hendricks of Stoning
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard spent
pleton cottage.
, Miss Clara Tobey of Cross Hill Is ton is the guest of Miss Chrystal
Sunday with Henry and Nathaniel
Mrs. Burton Brown and grandson spending a few days with Miss Alice Stanley this week.
Cramer.
Percy are spending the week in; Hunnewell.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert recently
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Clark of Quincy and Boston.
Misses Helen Webber, Hazel Hicks received word from her brother ln
Damariscotta have been visiting Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Nye of and Emeline Merrill were at home New York, for whom she has canned
Carrie Clark and other relatives here Waterbury,,Conn., have opened their fiom F.S.N.S. for commencement at thousands of quarts of field straw
the past week.
cottage for the summer. Friends Erskine.
berries, that he will not want any
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert has been as- are pleased to know that Mrs. Nye
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Morrison of this season. This is bad news for the
sisting Mrs. Lydia Day for a few is much improved in health.
! Waterville were Sunday visitors at many pickers who each year earn
days.
Miss Doris Bray, R.N., of Camden ; the home of his uncle Will Cross- extra dollars for spending money in
Rev. Henry Ulmer gave an iliustrat- and Mrs. Allen T Smith of New Lon- ! mail,
this way.
ed talk at tile West Washington don, Conn., are guests of their sister
Ralph Esancy, Miss Emeline Mer• ♦ ♦ •
chapel Sunday which was interesting Mrs. Ernest Pickering.
I rill, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Esancy
Appleton Grammar School
and instructive.
The local schools closed Friday for and Virginia Nelson motored to
The primary and grammar schools
Farmington Sunday via Lewiston
Mrs. Forrest Chapman visited her the summer vacation.
iW.
closed May 29 with a truck ride to Bel
mother, Mrs. Will Leigher, last week.
Walter E. Scott is spending a few Auburn, Livermore Falls and other fast Park, where an enjoyable day
places of interest.
Mrs. E. A. Overlock visited the days with relatives at Eagle.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald was spent with the pupils, parents
West Washington Sunday school
Albert Williams of Berlin, N. H.,
and friends of the Burkettville
Sunday.
was the guest Sunday of his mother (Hazel Esancy) are spending a few school.
weeks at Camp Medomak, Wash
Mrs. Carrie Clark spent the day at Mrs. Mary Williams.
Pupils not absent from the gram
Edith Overlock's last week.
Walter Pickering and Harrison ington, where Mr. Fitzgerald is doing mar room during the spring term
Mrs. Nora Campbell visited her Marshall who are seniors at the Uni carpenter work.
were: Ruth Demuth, Elizabeth Fish,
• • * ♦
daughter at Union over the weekend. versity of Maine were home a few
Harvey Gurney, Avis Gurney, John
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert attend days last week.
Erskine Academy
Gurney, Lois Meservey, Richard
ed the circus Saturday at Augusta.
Miss Vesta Joyce, who has been
Friends
here
and
elsewhere
of
Meservey, Elizabeth Meservey, Loren
Rev. H. G. Ulmer of Vassalboro employed in Malden, Mass., arrived
Erskine
Academy
are
pleased
to
know
Robbins, Louise Robbins, Walter
spent the weekend at Edith Over home Saturday for the summer.
that it has been accorded fifth place Sprowl, Carl Sysma, Ida Williams
lock’s .
in
rank
of
the
preparatory
schools
of
a.
and McKenzie Williams.
Miss Muriel Hubbard of Belfast
Maine by the University of Maine.
MANK'S CORNER
Pupils not absent for the year:
spent Tuesday of last week with Mr.
Commencement
week
began
with
Lois Meservey, Walter Sprowl and
and Mrs. Will Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey L. Robinson, the Junior-Senior reception which McKenzie Williams.
Mrs. Minnie Savage is in Warren
son Edmond and Lesa Mae Robinson was, as usual, one of the outstand
Six pupils passed the finals into
for an indefinite stay.
Visitors at Mrs. Lydia Jones' re of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel . ing events of the year. Music for the high school: Lois Meservey, Richard
cently were Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins of Wooster and sons Carlton, Milton occasion was furnished by a seven- Meservey, Elizabeth Meservey, Eliza
Brunswick. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Len and Irvin. Lester Post and daugh- Piece orchestra from Waterville, beth Fish, Earl Griffin and Walter
fest and son of Union, Mr. and Mrs. ter Virginia of Rockland and Mrs. j On Sunday the baccalaureate address Sprowl
Merlyn Eugley and son Donald of | was given by Dr. Berry of VassalThe fifth grade entering class, con
Kittredge of Augusta.
Miss Stevens has been at Wetona North Waldoboro spent the weekend : boro assisted by the pastor, Rev. H. sisting of Jesse Arrington, Dorothy
with Mrs. Margaret Newbert.
, N- Tollefson. The annual picnic was Gushee, Merle Griffin and Aldeverd
Camp for a few days.
Mrs. Marion Clark and young son [ held at Three-Mile Pond and much Robbins were welcomed into the
Sanford Jones spent Sunday at his
of Razorville are visiting her mother ' enjoyed.
grammar room.
old home here.
Friday evening at Ford gymnasium
There were 22 visitors for the year.
Friends of Mrs. Mary Ward Pea Mrs. Etta Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Wallace have to a very large audience was pre Ten dollars were earned during the
body are grieved to learn of her death
sented
the
following
program:
Pro

employment
at
the
rabbit
farm
in
and much sympathy is felt for the
year.
cessional, “Narcissus," Nevin, Mrs.
daughters and other relatives. Mrs. Warren.
H.
A.
Boynton
and
Miss
Myrtle
Huff;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbert
Mank
were
Peabody was born and lived in Lib
MINTURN
invocation, Rev. Harold N. Tollefson;
erty, but for a number of years had in Port Clyde Monday.
Ladies’ aid met this week with Mrs.
“March
of
Z. G. Mank, Levander Newbert and salutatory address,
been a resident of Washington Mills.
Abbie Stanley.
An interesting Children’s Day ex others attended the meeting of the Democracy,” Clara L. Tobey; violin
Mrs. Nettie Tinker is home from
ercise was given at the chapel Sun- blueberry growers in Rockland Mon solo, "Melody in F,” Rubinstein, Vida
I H. Watson; valedictory address, Stonington where she spent the win
day evening by the Razorville school day evening.
50
Louis Boissinault’s school has I “Alter Graduation What,” Geneva ter.
under direction of Mrs. Clara Over
James Tinker has a new car.
look, teacher, doing credit to both closed and he is spending the week ! A- Frost; class song, school; address,
Mrs. Lula Calderwood is visiting
Dr. Lowell Q. Haynes; presentation of
teacher and pupils. There was a good with friends in Union.
diplomas, L. C. Tatham; benediction, friends at Warren.
attendance of the children's parents
Cecil Stinson has a new car.
Mr. Tollefson.
and friends. Rev. H. G. Ulmer, mis
SOUTH WALDOBORO Rev.
Herman Staples and George Moul
The eight graduates were Geneva
sionary of the A.S.S.U. was present
Oliver Brown of Bath spent the A. Frost, Clara L. Tobey, Glenls Hall, ton spent last Monday at North
and made remarks at the close. He holiday
with his daughter Mrs. Aus Vida Watson. Kenneth Austin, Mar- Haven.
made an appointment to be present
ven Pierce, Jean Kenoyer and Ray
«•••
June 21 and start a Sunday school tin Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lawler of South mond French.
School Notes
among this splendid group of chil
Portland
spent
the
holiday
with
Mr.
The principal, L. C. Tatham, for
dren. It is hoped many of the older
In the grammar school those not
merly of Trenton, N. J., and Rock absent .for the term were Maxine
ones will improve the opportunity of and Mrs. William Wallace.
Miss
Evelyn
Genthner,
R.
N
.
of
land, entered upon his duties at the
attending this school also.
and George Moulton. Win
Portland came home Friday for the Academy at the same time as the Sprague
ners of spelling contest, Byron Car
graduation, returning Saturday
graduating class and has done much
NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach to improve and enlarge the school, ter, Ralph Stanley, George Moulton,
and children were in Rockland Fri and it is expected that a new school Lurla Kent. On honor roll, Adelma
Stanley, Lillian Sprague, Ralph Stan
The White Oak Grange Circle had dav to attend the circus.
(D ©
building will be ready to receive the ley, Rachel Turner, Flora Bridges,
an all-day meeting at the hall last
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gerry of New classes in the fall.
Lawrence
Orcutt,
Lewis
Bridges,
Tuesday. The covered dish dinner York were calling on friends here
Mr. Tatham, Johnson Lowell and Madeline Stanley, Phyllis Stanley,
disclosed many tempting things, and Saturday.
Miss Myrtle Huff are all returning in
the ladies did ample justice to every
Mrs. Alice Catherine Coffin died the fall and it is hoped a new course Effie Turner, Norman Stinson, Byron
Carter, Morris Stanley, George Moul
dish. Their next meeting will be the Monday at the home of her sister
of study and an extra teacher will be ton, Margaret Stanley, Maxine
afternoon of June 19. with a supper.
Mrs. Rilla Wallace.
added.
Sprague, Merrill Orcutt, Lurla Kent.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Copeland
In the primary loom: Those not
were at Austin Kalloch’s last week
PORT
CLYDE
absent for the term, Avis Sprague,
Tuesday.
SPRUCE HEAD
Harold Page, Leon Page, Hul*i John
Several from this place attended
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace are employed
the circus in Rockland and report a
at the Cliffmere rabbitry.
Mrs. George Snow is visiting her son, Ruby Turner, Virginia Page,
William Lawry has returned to his good show.
sister Mrs. Leslie Kennison in Gor Frederick Ranquist, Charlene Tinker.
Spelling contest winners Hugh Stan
Friends of Mrs. Lewis Pease are i ham.
home at the village after spending a
glad to see her out again and calling
few' days at Edwin Crawford's.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod has returned ley. Huida Johnson. Honor, roll, Hugh
Several members of White Oak on old friends.
home from Quincy. Mass, where she Stanley, Avis Sprague, Elinor Staples,
Rose Atkins has arrived home after has been the last three months and Lawson Bridges, Charlotte Matthews,
Grange attended Pomona at Martins
spending Memorial Day in New York. has opened her cottage Wish-Me- William Johnson, John Martin, Mel
ville and all report a fine time.
vin Bridges, Edna Parker, Ruby Tur
Mrs. D. R. Cummings of Union While there she attended the Tom Well for the summer.
visited her friend Mabel Crawford Noonan Mission at Chinatown.
Mrs. Callie Morrill has returned ner, Huida Johnson, Charlene Tinker,
Mrs. Drummond has arrived home home from Braintree, Mass., where Louise Gott, William Turner, Hazel
last Sunday.
Graduation exercises of the War after spending the weekend in Bos she has spent the winter. Miss Caro Bridges.
Both schools enjoyed a hot dog
ren High School took place last ton. Mrs. Arline Morris spent a few line Robinson will be with Mrs. Mor
roast on the shore.
Thursday evening.
Among the days with her sister Mrs. Maxine rill during the summer.
graduates were Helen Hill and Wes Jameson recently.
Mrs. W. W. Godfrey has returned
At the Port Clyde Baptist Church, home from Massachusetts where she
ley Tolman of this part of the town.
FRIENDSHIP
Rev.
Milton
R.
Kerr,
pastor.
Chil

Nearly all the blueberry growers
visited friends and’ relatives for two
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian P. Marchand
dren
’
s
Day
will
be
observed
Sunday
in this section attended the Grow
weeks.
motored to Augusta Wednesday.
ers’ and Packers’ meeting in Rock as follows: At 3 p. m„ special Chil
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Simmons and
Repairs are being made on the
dren
’
s
Day
service
with
added
fea

land last Monday evening.
son Ray and Mr. and Mrs. Pratt of Davis Point road by road commission
tures,
the
pastor
will
bring
a
special
J. N. Robbins and his mother of
Hopkinton, Mass., were weekend er A. W. Morton and crew.
Thomaston were at C. W. Mank’s message; 7.30 p. m. service in charge guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Sim “War Nurse" will be the talking fea
of
the
committee;
at
2
p.
m.
a
live
Sunday.
mons.
ture at the Playhouse Saturday. Fol
Sunday School with classes for all
Stanley Simmons has the tele lowing the sound picture there will
ages;
Thursday
at
7.30.
prayer
and
Wilkins submarine journey under
phone installed at his home, the ring be a movie dance.
the ice will supply the Eskimo fisher praise service—the people's meeting 58-2.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tompkins and
for
fellowship
with
God.
All
services
men with some wild yarns about
Mrs. Eben Elwell Is visiting rela Miss Margaret Tompkins of Madison,
are
on
standard
time.
what got away.—Life.
tives in Rockland.
N. J., have opened their summer home
Misses Ruth Simmons, Emily Post at Davis Point.
Capt. and Mrs. Josiah Poland and
and Sylvia Post attended the Strand
Theatre in Rockland Saturday after Stanley Poland motored Monday to
Portland.
noon.
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and two chil
Theodore Osier who underwent a
dren are guests of Mr. and Mrs. serious operation at the State Street
George Snow.
Hospital, Portland, last week, is
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and gaining slowly.
daughter June and Lee Mann of
Bring refreshing sleep, relieve aches and pains; dizziness and nerv
Two Bush Light Station motored ta
Kansas dentist has closed his shop
Tel. 700
ousness. Taken like a confection. No Opiates, Chloral or Cocaine.
Litchfield Thursday and attended to drill for oil. If he strikes Mother
No bad after-effects. All druggists. Free sample sent by Ballard
the graduation of Miss Rachel Buz Earth's nerve, it may mean another Park & Union Sts. Rockland
Golden Oil Co., Old Town, Me.
zell.
earthquake.—Toledo Blade.
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FOR SALE

TO LET

STATE OF MAINE

Advertisements In this column not to
The Beta Alpha Club will meet with
To all persons interested in either of
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
the estates hereinafter named:
Mrs. Amy Tripp Monday evening for
cents, three times for 50 cents Additional
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents | MODERN GLENWOOD OAK STOVE
the annual roll call.
SMALL furnished sleeping room to let. In and for the County of Knox, on the
for three times. Six words make a line. for sale, like new Price rteht If taken Call
at
24
FRANKLIN
ST.
or
Tel.
1074-J.
19th
day of May in the year of our Lord
The Garden Club met Thursday
at once. MRS A. B. BROWN, 31 Gay St.
71-73 one thousand nine hundred and thirty71*73
afternoon with Mrs. Ellis Copeland.
one
and
adjournment from day to
BAYSIDE, NORTHPORT, eight room day from by
the 19th day of said May the
FULL BLOODED GUERNSEY BULL furnished
The meeting was made interesting
cottage to let. Bath, hot and following matters
having been'presented
for sale. 17 months old. C. A. WEBB. cold water, stationary laundry tubs, elec
with a talk on the lilac by Miss HorWarren.
65-S-74 tricity. lireplace. Inquire MRS. R. P. for the action thereupon hereinafter in
tense Wilson. Mrs. R. O. Elliot spoke
dicated
it
ls
hereby
Ordered:
71*76
ALIVE AND BOILED LOBSTERS at COE. 57 Chestnut St.. Gardiner.
That notice thereof be given to all
of the’ several garden clubs she had
JR .the
v.av, VILLAGE
. _______ ___
INN._ Port Clyde. Call or _SIX ROOM TENEMENT to let. newly persons interested, by causing a copy
visited in the State.
PAIR BLUE SERGE TROUSERS lost Tel. 4-11 Port Clyde.____________ 71»lt renovated, flush closet, electric lights. of this order to be published three weeks
Tuesday, between E. S. S. wharf and
TOMATO PLANTS, asters, carnations. C. M. BLAKE. Wall Paper Store. Main St. successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
Woman's Missionary Society will
71-73 newspaper published at Rockland in said
Maverick Square.
DAVID CHOATE petunias, straw flowers, stock, hollymeet Tuesday at 2 o’clock with Mrs. |
that they may appear at a Pro
U. S. S. Klckapoo.
70*72 hocks, cosmos, and others. CHARLES E.
APARTMENT, six rooms and bath, County
Court to be held at said Rockland,
WADE. 70 Waldo Ave. Tel. 531-W. 71-73 reasonable
Albert Mank.
rent. 104 NORTH MAIN ST. bate
on
the
16th day of June A. D. 1931. at
The children of the grammar
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR UNIFORM for Tel. 27-M.________________________71-tf nine o’clock
in the forenoon, and be
sale, in good condition: medium size.
grades have collected 50 pounds of
COTTAGES
to
let
at
Waterman
’
s
heard
thereon
if they see cause.
Will sell right. E. GONIA. Rockland.
Beach, to accommodate large or small
tinfoil and sent it to the Shriners'
ELEANOR ROBINSON, late of Rock
71-73
______ ________________ familes by week, month or season. Reaport,
deceased.
Will and Petition for
Hospital in Springfield, Mass. They
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted. $14; long, sonable rent. Private, quiet, pleasant Probate thereof, asking that the same
JR .*.
p $10;
will be glad to have anyone save the
junks. $12: soft wood, tltted. $9. i locations. Address E. V. SHEA. South may be proved an I allowed and that let
WASHINGS of all kinds wanted, small Tel. 263-13. L. F. TOLMAN. Thomaston Thomaston, Me. Tel. 853-11 Rockland ters testamentary issued to Grace Mil
tinfoil on any kind of packages for
63*76
71-S-77 dred Robinson, the executrix named
washings a specialty. MRS. GRACE
them. Help the children in their good
71-73
AMES, 18 State St. Tel. 977-W.
NEW MILCH Jersey cow for sale, calf
FIVE ROOM TENEMENT with garage therein without bond.
work.
ALBERT H. NEWBERT. late of Rock
TYPING, clerking or office work want one week old. J. H. CASTNER. Waldo- to let. lights, toilet. Apply 122 CAMDEN
71*73 ST. near Samoset station.
70*72 land. deceased. Will and Petition for
John Creighton who came home
ed for three weeks. TEL. 136.
70*72 boro. Tel. 24-24.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
from Bowdoin College for the sum
TWO
FURNISHED
ROOMS
to
Vet.
with
.
MARVELOUS NEW
FRANK
HOLTON
TRUMPET
for
sale.
BOYS OR GIRLS wanted to board,
may be proved and allowed and that let
mer vacation left Friday to attend
reasonable prices lor week or month In excellent condition, and brass inlaid private bath, 1 mile from Camden post- ters testamentary Issued to Ella L. New
North office. 5 min. walk to car line, on Cam
J
30-FEATURE
MRS M. ROBBINS. Union R. 3.
70*72 bell. EMERY’ WOOSTER. JR
commencement at Wheaton College.
69-71 bert of Rockland, the executrix named
viS ' ly’
71-73 den St. TEL. CAMDEN 2192.
in said will without bond.
WANTED In Thomaston or Rockland Haven. Me.
Norton, Mass.
150
LIMEROCK
ST.
ROOM
to
let
at
REFRIGERATOR
for
sale,
also
odd
for six weeks, furnished rent of bath, two
JAMES F. WOODSUM. late of Rock
Mrs. Ella Thorndike of Boston has
69-tf land.
sleeping rooms, kitchen, living room. pieces of furniture suitable for cottage, Tel. 506-R.
deceased Will and Petition for
arrived in town to spend the summer.
ARTHUR C WOLF. 120 Main St.. Thom to be sold cheap. CALL 618-R._____ 69-tf
FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW, has lights Probate thereof, asking that the same
aston. Tel. 161.
69-71
TWELVE choice perennial plants post and water. Rent reasonable. Apply to may be proved and allowed and that let
A. D. Davis <fe Son are making re
69*71 ters testamentary Issued to Amory B»
PUPILS to tutor during summer. paid for $1. Many rock garden plants. EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
pairs upon their business block. The
of Rockland, he being the executor
MADLENE ROGERS. 31 Amesbury St. Send for list. HELEN GUSHEE. Union.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE to let. Ap Allen
heavy rains have been a source of de
69*71 plyNEW
named In said will without bond.
Tel. 1158-M.
69-74
MRS. C. H. BE
BER'RY.
’" Phone
—
897-W
..........
MARTHA
D. ALLEN, late of Rockland,
lay and some damage.
69-71
ONE of the prettiest islands on the
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. one who
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union fs
would want a home. I am a man of 41 coast of Maine. Fine place for summer
FURNISHED
apartment
for
light
asking that the same may be
with a good home. WILLIAM HASKELL. home or hotel. For particulars write H housekeeping to let. 2 or 3 rooms, gas, thereof,
visiting Mrs. Vernon Achorn.
proved and allowed and that letters
A., care The Courier-Gazette.electricity,
70-78
Oeeanvlile.
68*73 __________________________
toilet. Call at 100 MAIN ST.
testamentary Issued to Walter H. Butler
Alfred M. Strout will arrive home
MOTOR BOAT. 25 ft., for sale, fine con- j 9-12.30 a. nr. 2.30-9 p. m.__________ 68-tf of Rockland, he being the executor
ANTIQUES of all kinds wanted—to buy
Sunday from Harvard Law School.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light named In said will without bond.
hooked rugs, glassware, old bottles, hair BivMnwnC\binqMmint4RenwiLhin°Str'i
Mrs. Harriet Jameson who is visit
cloth furniture, old books and pictures. RAYMOND A. SMITH, 58 Wlnshlp St., housekeeping to let at 34 Fulton St.
DANIEL H. GLIDDEN. late of Vinal
Bath.
69*
1
1
67-72 haven. deceased. Will and Petition for
BOX
326
Thomaston.
67-72
TEL. 733-M.
ing her son, Dr. C. H. Jameson in
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
The
New
Socony
Test
Plane
Shown
In
Above
Picture
Looks
Like
a
Flying
LAWN MOWERS to
™ sharpen
...... «... —
and
- reA MARBLE MANTLEPIECE for »>t
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
Camden, was a v'-‘.tor in town Thurs
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
aI(ld polished, and fittings with It yght housekeeping, with use of bath. 5 may be proved and allowed and that
Windmill, But It's the Latest Development In Safe Flying
day.
letters
testamentary
Issued to Jeannette
deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791 for‘^ “replace Also a double lot ot BAy VIEW SQUARE. Tel. 459-J. 69-71
land 80 bv 140 ft. on South St. Also a-------------------------------------------------------- C» Carver, of Vinalhaven. she being the
Miss Barbara Elliot arrives home
66-tf small
An interesting event in local avia- and public gatherings. All such ar- Rockland-.
store,
with
counters,
shelves.
TENEMENT
to
let.
North
Main
St..
executrix
named
In
said will without
today from Oak Grove Seminary, tion circles this afternoon will be the rangements are being made through
show case and window shades: can be front hall, living room, with fireplace bond.
>•• •••
••• ••• ■•* •••
••• ••• ■
Vassalboro.
moved
away
on
wheels.
WILLIS
SNOW
and
oak
floor,
dining
room,
kitchen.
CLARA A. HALL, late of Rockland, de
visit of the Standard Gil Co.’s Socony local district managers of the Com69*71 bath room, sleeping room, hot and cold ceased.
Miss Josephine Davis of Monhegan Autogiro. which 19 due to arrive at pany who will be in charge of the
and Petition for Probate
H| ER 7^“ar “n<1 PMZtaf thereof, Will
CABBAGE and'strawberry plants for!
EN
asking that the same may be
attended Thomaston High School the Rockland Airport at 3 o'clock, plane while it is conducting tests in
SITUATIONS
a H.
li ROBINSON.
onntMcnw IO
WoHumnrth
I Ael*
^* MAVJtlXtK /yz.
04-11 proved and allowed and that Letters
sale.
A.
12
Wadsworth
graduation Wednesday evening. While The strange air bird, shown in the their territory.
... Thomaston.
__________ Tel.
__ 41-13.
_ ______________
69-711 MODERN APARTMENT of four rooms testamentary be issued to Simon H. Hall,
JR St..
of Rockland, he being the executor
here she was the guest of Mrs. Fer accompanying illustration, will arBERRY BASKETS for sale Wholesale j ldLEAcHat 48 Grace St- Apply
The Socony test plane will be
named In said will without bond. The
POSITION AS PRACTICAL NURSE and retail. Get our prices before orderdinand Day. School street.
rive from Bangor and will be piloted easily recognizable. Its color scheme wanted. MRS. LUCY TAYLOR. 90 Broaa ing elsewhere. V. L. PACKARD. Rock TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23 Petitioner further prays that the Court
Miss Luthera Burton and Leroy by Capt. Julian Dexter. This is an is the standard red, white and blue St. Tel. 323-M.
determine as a fact whether or not the
71*73 land.. successor to G. H. Hart.
69-tf Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT omission of Austin H. Hall, from said
Burton, students at University of introductory visit, according to infor- The name "Socony Test Plane" is
66-tf will was intentional or was occasioned
WILL SELL my entire household goods. 240 Broadway.
Maine, who have been visiting Mrs. mation received yesterday by The painted on the fusilage while under jr ^.
Everything must go week of June 8th.
GARAGE and storage space to let. V. bv mistake, and whether or not said
William Newbert, left today for Bil Courier-Gazette, and a longer stay in the stabilizers the number 26 is the
Austin H. Hall had received a due pro
Newhall farm. Liberty. ORA M. CLARK. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. TeL 1080.
69-71
lerica, Mass.
*
60-tf portion of said estate during the lifetime
August is contemplated.
same as the company's central office
of said testatrix.
TO
TRADE
FOR
CAR
or
will
sell
25
ft
Mrs. Ethel Prock and children who
FURNISHED HOUSE. 5 rooms, to let.
This type of plane represents the at 26 Broadway, New York City,
ESTATE MARILLA J. ARMSTRONG,
P;
.«.
.*.*•> ••*••**•*
10 Inch cabin launch. 4 cylinder engine. Modern Improvements. Other rents of
have had their home in Winslow's very latest developments in safe flylate
of Winchester. Mass., deceased, exem
The plane is a three-place craft of
Real
bargain
L.
W.
AMES.
Rocknort.
all descriptions. ROBERT U. COLLINS. plified
QUIT
any
tobacco
habit
easily,
inex

copy of the will and probate
Mills are now in Thomaston and will ing and will be used by the company the open cockpit type and is powered
Tel. 2434 Camden.
o8‘73 375 Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
pensively.
without
drugs.
Send
address.
thereof,
with a petition for
make their home with Mrs. Prock’s as an aerial laboratory for testing with a 300-horsepower, air cooled M S STOKES. Mohawk. Florida. 71*lt SEEDLING6—large variety of flower
66-tf Probate oftogether
Foreign Will, asking that the
seedlings for sale. 40c per _doz., very , SIX ROOM tenement to let, modern, copy of said will may be allowed, filed
mother, Mrs. Delano, Fluker street. Socony Products.
’
engine. Its minimum speed is 20
WHEN IN ROCKLAND have your picol- strong,
stocky, dark green. Openn
unfurnished, at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MIL- and recorded In the Probate .Court of
At the Baptist Church Sunday
As a supplement to their ''field" miles an hour and its high speed 120. ing and hemstitching done at the SING nings. stop when out riding. °P^
On back
55-tf Knox County, and that letters testa
morning the topic will be "Jesus' research work, conducted for many The principal difference between this ER STORE, 10 Limerock St. Mail orders road Rockport to Camden, turn left TON M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
mentary be issued to Robert W. Arm
receive prompt attention.__________70*72 after crossing bridge. Mail orders filled
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let. strong. and P. Douglas Armstrong, of
Teaching .„
Concerning
„ Himself." The | years with a fleet of Socony test cars, type and the regular airplane is that
67-tf furnished or unfurnished, at 8 Summer Winchester and Swampscott, Mass., they
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that CHATER’S GARDENS. Camden.
quartet will sing "O Be Joyful In the 1 t!le g^ony test plane will be used for four rotating blades provide the lift after this date I will pay no bills other ~LUMBERTfor safe Save. Direct
SL__Call_ MBS. FROST. 318-W.-------- 66-U being the executors named in said will
n°r. ,» ,.nyUu' an? Je™S'Sa'2°urj extensive research on'aviation prod- I instead of wings. The windmill-like than those contracted bv myself. SAMU the manufacturer to the user Fitted
SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St without bond.
11. wood $14. Junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50. to let. <Tas. electricity, toilet. Apply 12
Pilot Me," Schenecker. The evening
ESTATE WILLIAM H. DYER, late of
... ,
ucts The jmiqyg features of this blades are started mechanically but EL DAVIS. JR. Port Clyde. Me.. June
70*72 stove length $8. shims 15 bundles $1. WARREN 8T. Tel. 577.
66-tf East Landsdowne. Pennsylvania, de
topic will be “Wishing For Wings." type of aircraft present many new do not depend upon the engine for
D
.
ceased.
copy of the will and
---L.
A.
PACKARD.
R.
F
pwOrtfijiNis
’
me
Wonder
uiri.
Scientific
Delivered
..
APARTMENT to let, furnished or un- probate exemplified
Sunday school meets at 9.45 a. m.
engineering problems. Its ability to continued rotation and lift once they Palmist. Astrologlst. Numerologist. Card Thomaston. Me
thereof. •Sgether with a petition
Z__ furnished, three rooms or single room, for
Invitations have been issued to the cruise at low speeds reduces the are set going. Should the engine stop and Crystal reader. No guess work. All
Probate
of
Foreign
Will, asking that
HORSE for sale, good worker, six years all modern HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
copy of said will may be allowed,
wedding of Miss Maxine W. Linscott effectiveness of cooling of the air- for any reason the plane settles scientific readings. / Hours 10.30 to 9. old. weight 1100. JOHN McKENZIE. St ________
66-tf the
filed and recorded in the Probate Court
Two
weeks
only.
311
MAIN
ST..
Rock

63-tf
to Dr. Arthur E. Martin of Provi cooled motors and places greater vertically to earth under control and land.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart- of Knox County, and that letters tes
70*72 George.
dence, R. I., which will take place responsibility upon proper lubrica at less speed than the average man
WOOD from the Fogler farm, Thor- ment*. to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel tamentary be Issued to Beulah Taney,
MARCELLING. 50c; shampooing. 50 oughly
66-tf of East Landsdowne. she being the
dried under cover. Fitted $14; 156-W.
June 20 at the residence of Mr. and tion. Gasoline tests of more than falling with a parachute. The rotor cents. Evening appointments a specialty.
named In said will without
junks. $12: mixed. $12; cord wood. $10.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawi executrix
Mrs. Charles Linscott, West Main five hundred hours duration are principle gives the plane unusual MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191 6.
H.
CRIE.
Thomaston.
TeL
122-2.
and
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIME
 bond.
______________________________ 50*61-tf
street.
63-tf
ESTATE
ASHAEL A. NORTON, late
planned and will be conducted under stability and prevents stalls and
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
66-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
of South Thomaston, deceased. Petition
Mrs. Martha Cogan had as guests normal flying conditions found in spins. These features combined with Prompt
ONE SINU_5 hayrack, single farm,
TO LET
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO wagon,
for
Administration,
asking that Charles
fork,....fall
its slow speed take-off and the ability
,,single horse sled, hay ___
_ _ ' Vacant and available for rent 5 room T. Smalley, of Rockland, or some other
66-tf | mid pulleys
COME IN TODAY Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Gleason all sections of the country.
... —.. for sale, all In A-l condition. house on Grove St for small fain'’v
suitable
person
be
appointed Admr.
Cogan and Miss Catherine Parks of
Plans for an extended test tour to land anywhere go into the makePAPER HANGING. Painting and ma- Cheap for cash. Call BRENNAN’S SERVSeven room house and garage on Hill witn bond.
Lewiston, who came to attend the have been under way for some time J up of a plane that should do much son work of ail kinds. A. w GRAY. ICE STATION, Cor. Broadway and Park mid Rankin Sts.
•
ESTATE HERBERT L. BUCKLIN, late
63-tf St. Tel Rockland 310.
60-tf
pjve room single tenement In double
graduation of Miss Dorothy Brennan. and it has now been arranged for the , to increase public confidence in the contractor. Tei. 33-M.
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Admin
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot. house. Main and Fulton street
Miss Edith Russell formerly of plane to visit over 400 towns in New airplane as a means of transportation ladies—Reliable stock of hair goodi
EASY PAYMENTS
istration. asking that Levi R. Bucklin,
garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY.
Large house and garage on Camden of Warren, or some other suitable per
Thomaston, whose home is now in the York and New England, in most of for everyone The Socony test plane
8rV Rhodes 69
Park St. Tel. 1030.
59-tl St garden spot.
GLADLY ARRANGED
----------------------- ----------------- . „ ,——- Large store at Owl's Head, suitable lor son be appointed Admr. without bond.
Hawaiian Islands, is enjoying her which a plane of this type has never is particularly interesting because it Tel 519.j
ESTATE JULIA M BLACKINGTON.
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted. $14; home and store. Will rent or sell,
visit with friends in town. It has been seen before. It is anticipated i is equipped with the most up-to-datemarcelling andshampooing
by limbs. 10; Junks $12: long. $10; soft Camp cottage at Alford's' Lake. 4 late of Rockland, deceased, Petition for
•
been ten years since Miss Russell was that the unusual plane will visit over instrument for testing gasoline and appointment,katherine small, 18 wood. fitted $8 delivered. T. J. CAR- sleeping rooms, one large living room. Administration, asking that C. A. Black
ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
66-tf kitchen, screened tn porch, garage. ington, of Waterville, or some other suit
here before.
500 towns and in many places I motor oils.
All tests will be conduct- Qay st. Tel. 737-M.
66-tf
boats, lee. available for July, August and able person be appointed Admr. with
FARM for sale In Lincolnville. 150 September.
—it-—~~—r—"*—
Services at the Federated Church arrangements have been made by ] ed bv Pilot Dexter, who is in charge
bond.
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay.
Sunday: Church School at 9.45 a. m.; local aviation enthusiasts to have the of the aeronautical department of
Furnished 4 room cottage at Swan
ESTATE MARY E. COOMBS AND
apple orchards, pulp wood, good market. Lake.
2
car
garage,
one
boat
and
tinoo.
MARTHA B. COOMBS, of Marshall.
morning service at 11, subject, "The pilot speak at various club luncheons Standard Oil.
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
66-tf good fishtne*
Michigan,
first and final account filed
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
St..
Camden.
Tel.
2597.
Returning Lord;’’ evening service at
.
ERNEST C. D AVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis
for allowance by Helen B. Coombs,
•
•
for Majestic Products)
SIX-ROOM house for sale. Georges St.. I
70-72 Guardian.
7 o'clock, subject, “St. Paul's Plan of
Thomaston, small payment down, price!
JUNIOR TWILIGHT LEAGUE
Progress.”
ESTATE FRED J. TABER, late of
USED CARS. $55 to $850. New Dodge
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
and Plymouth, cash, terms or trade. S500
Miss Nanina Comstock who was
1930._____________________________ 66-tf
count filed for allowance by State Street
HENRY
K
ALLEN.
Tel.
8007.
Tenant
’
s
called home from Boston several
Trust Company. Exr.
FOR SALE
j
Har bo-.___________________ 71-73
house. 4 miles below Thomaston,
weeks ago by the death of her sister South .Thomaston and Whitehead Tied For Lead—Pirates
ESTATE FRANK H. OSGOOD, late of
1927 CHEVROLET TRUCK for sale, 5 Smr.ll
acres land. Must be sold.
Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final ac
and who has remained in care of the
one-half ton, panel bodv. Al condition,
Cottage at Holiday Beach.
count
filed for allowance by Alfred S.
price right. WARREN GROCERY CO
late sister's children, returns today
ERNEST C. DAVIS, I uller-Cobb-Davis
Rulers For a Day
Osgood, of Vinalhaven. Exr.
Warren.
71*73 _______________ r
LAND
at
The
Highlands
for
sale
70-7
2
to
resume
her
position
with
the
A
ESTATE AARON M ANDREWS, late
About three acres of land with barn
OVERLAND light four touring car for
Woman's Educational and Industrial
ft.x30 ft. and cellar thereon. Nice of Rockport, deceased, first and final
sale. Is in good condition, low mileage
••• *•* ••• *•*
*•• *••
*•*
••• ■•* ••• t* 24
account
filed for allowance by Z. M.
building
spot.
See
MR.
WOOD,
office
Union, Boston.
reasonable. C. E. STORER. Rt. 2.
After holding the lead for a day Pirates ...._...... 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 x—5 Price
of O. H. Tripp Engineering Co.
71-73 Dwinal of Camden. Admr. c. t. a.
Waldoboro.
71*73
The annual ball of the Thomaston
ESTATE
ELLEN B. DELANO, of Thom
the
Pirates
went
into,
third
place
in
Rockville
........
00200200
0
—
4
FARM for sale, about 55 acres. Good
1924 NASH TOURING
High School Alumni Association held the Junior Twilight League Sunday,
final account filed for allowance
Two-base hits. Freeman, Helien, $30. ROLAND E. PAYSON East Union
buildings, house, barn, garage. Plenty aston.
by
Olive
E.
Keizer, Guardian.
at Watts hall Friday evening whs well being defeated by South Thomaston, Gardner,
...
•«.
»♦. •». *•*••■ *|
_ , of hard and soft wood, pasture and
Starr. Three-base hit,
69* 71
ESTATE ALBERT F. VOSS, late of
patronized. Kirkpatrick’s orchestra while Whitehead was winning in Robbins. G.
COTTAGE for sale or to rent for' fields; 2’..miles from Thomaston Prison,
1923 USED FORD motor parts for sale.
Double
plays,
Monden
and
ilmore. Maine. Has never on Cushing road. Small amount down. Union, deceased, first and final account
furnished the music. The following
1924 rear end. rear spring, front spring.
N. Lofman. Bases on balls, off Lot front
Electric lights, water in balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F. filed for allowance by Oscar W. Carroll,
were the committee in charge: Mrs. Rockville. The standing:
axle. C. L. BOARDMAN.
•tely furnished: fine view i STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 .
71-tf of Rockport. Exr.
P.C.
man
2.
Struck
out,
by
Lofman
8,
Won I
St., City.
69 71
Maryon Benner, Mrs. Guv Lermond,
;alt water For
“
particulars
ESTATE LENA W. WEBB, late of War
DOUBLE TENEMENT HOUSE for sale
LOW Feyler 15. Hit by pitcher, Perry.
HUNTER, Tenant’s Harbor, on Myrtle St. Apply 53 PLEASANT ST ren, deceased, first and final account
Mrs. Ellis Young, Mrs. Leila Smalley. South Thomaston .... 1
1.000 Umpires, Hall and Gray.
70*72 filed for allowance by C. A. Webb, Admr.
9*7^ Phone 911-M ’
game in two days held W1 Lehead to
Fred Hanley and Henry McDonald. Whitehead ................ 1
.500
• • • •
ESTATE PARKS BUKER, late of Rock
COTTAGE to let at Ginn’s Point.
two runs for the remaining six inSOME OF THE BEST RESIDENCES In
Patronnesses, Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss Pirates ...................... 1
9wl’s Head to small family by week or the city—Beech St., Broadway. Limerock. land. deceased. Petition for Confirmation
000
Hopkins Blanks Pirates
nings. The summary:
Helen Carr, Mrs. Ellis Young. Miss Rockville ................. o
of
Trustee, filed by Frank H. Ingraham,
nonth. Reasonable rent. Quiet, pleas- Summer or Union Sts—bargain prices,
Kickapoo
.000
Randall Hopkins gave South
Whitehead
•nt location. E. F. GINN. 97 Pitt St.. ranging from $1000 up. Also cottages at of Rockland, praying that his appoint
Eleanor Secber, Miss Alcada Hall.
ment
as trustee under the will of the
* » • *
69-71 and 75-77 Megunticook. Crawford's, Tenant’s Har
South Thomaston and Whitehead Thomaston a flying start 3 to 0 Sunab r bh po a e Portland.
Parks Buker. may be confirmed,
bor and Crescent Beach, my own in said
will
battle
for
first
place
tonight
at
day
when
he
shut
out
the
Rockland
SIX
ROOM
COTTAGE
to
let
for
season
Tripp,
cf
............
..
5
0
1
3
0
0
and
that
letters of trust Issued to him.
Alumni Association Banquet
; Crescent Beach, electric lights, fire cluded. These cottages have modern
South Thomaston. Following are pirates in their first league game, Kelly, ss ............ .. 5 2 1 0 0 1 place,
GEORGE A. DANFORTH, late
(RILL WINCAPAW)
hot and cold water, bath room. Improvements. For sale at very low prices. ofESTATE
The banquet tendered by the next week's games:
Washington, deceased. Will and Peti
69-71
Hopkins gave but eight hits and kept Drinkwater. rf ... .. 5 0 0 1 0 0
Completely furnished. ALTCE Apply T. J. FOLEY. Rockland.
TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND, ME, Thomaston High School Alumni As
tion
for
Probate
thereof, asking that the
Sunday—Rockville at South Thom- them very well scattered, while Carr, 2b ............. .. 5
DONOHUE. 37 Park St. Tel. 1206. 67-tf
FOUR ROOM house for sale, electric same may be proved
and allowed, and
Daily Airplane Service
sociation to the graduating class aston; Whitehead vs. Kickapoo at striking out 14. The only time the Williams. 3b ...... .. 5 21 21 23 00 0
COTTAGE to let at Holiday Beach, lights, flush closet, with or without fur that administration of said estate with
2
8 A. M., 1 P. M., 4.30 P. M.
Thursday evening was a gratifying Rockland,
unnlng water, toilet room, electric niture. Small amount down, balance the will annexed be granted to Veda M.
Pirates threatened to score was in Seavev, lb ........ ... 5 1 0 7 0 0 fchtfc,
completely
furnished. MRS. as rent. Call at 4 CARROLL ST. 67-72 Ludwig of Washington, no executor
Spcc'al Charter Anytime
one. At the tables were seated 163.
Wednesday—Kickapoo vs. Pirates the sixth when Winchenbach and Drinkwater, c .... .. 4 1 1 17 4 0 ELLA PERRY
Tel. 1161-M.
67-tf
FOUR ROOM BUNGALOW and barn having been named in said will, iand the
1 to 4 Passengers
•
who were served a menu of high at Rockland.
Feyler singled in succession with one Kent. If ............. ... 5 1 1 0 0 0
FURNISHED cottage to let at Spruce for sale, all new buildings.7 Price rea petitioner further prays that the Court
class food by Leon Leighton of the
Saturday—Rockville vs. Kickapoo out but Hopkins sent the next two Gray, p ............. ... 5 1 3 3 3 0 Head. July and August: beautiful loca sonable. good location. JOHN Mc will also determine as a fact whether
Fare To—
KENZIE. Spruce Head.
64-tf or not the omission of Clinton J. Bowley
Knox Hotel, assisted by some of his
— — — — — — tion; price $125. TEL. 436-M or 899-W.
hatters back on easy taps to the in
and Arthur Bowley from said will was in
S3.00 $12.00 own staff and the junior class in at Rockland.
66-tf
North Haven,
SEVEN ROOM house, four acres land, tentional or was occasioned by mistake,
44
field.
Except
for
one
run
in
the
first
9
10
36
7
3
3.00 12.00 high school. During the serving ot
Vinalhaven,
SUMMER COTTAGE for .sale or to let. for sale, also 6 room bungalow. 6 room and whetner or not said Clinton J.
Pirates
Win
Opener
Rockville
Robbins
kept
pace
with
“
Hop"
until
4.00 1600 the banquet, music was furnished by
at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath house, farms, summer cottages, building Bowley and Arthur Bowley had received
Stonington,
ab r bh po a e electric lights, city water, ah modern, lots and general real estate service of a due proportion of said estate during
Soddy Feyler pitched the Rock the sixth when they drove him from
(weather permitting)
a trio, Malcolm Creighton pip.no. land
completely
furnished.
Ir quire
at all kinds. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 the lifetime of said testator.
G.
Starr,
c
........
...
4
0
1
2
9
4
the
mound
with
four
hits
and
a
walk.
Pilates to a 5 to 4 victory over
15.00 Miss Phyllis Belasco viofin, Miss
Main St.. Pvockland. Me. Tel. 77.
66
Dark Harbor,
ESTATE MARY C. HALL, late of Rock
E. Ixifman, p, If ... 3 1 1 1 1 0 CROCKETTS BAEY SHOP. Iiockland.
Rockville
at
Community
Park
Sat

66-tf
40.00 Evangeline Paquin saxophone.
Bar Harbor,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and land. deceased. Petition to Determine
At
A.
Starr,
ss
........
...
5
4
0
0
0
4
24.00 close of the banquet the president of urday in the first league game of
FURNISHED Cottage. Bayside, North- cottages for sale and rent, attractive Inheritance Tax. filed by Henry C.
Swan's Island,
Hamilainen. lb .. ... 5 1 2 13 0 0 port, Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins, prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and Chatto. of Rockland. Exr.
20.00 the association, Mrs. Maryon Benner, the season. But two earned runs
Monhegan Island,
lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
Salminen, 3b ....
1 0 1 2 2 from P. O.. stor«*s. tennis court and golf shore
ESTATE MARY C. HALL, late of Rock
18.00 called the meeting to order and the
66-tf land.
Isle au Kaut,
A. W. GREGORY, 416 Main St- Maine.
deceased, first and final account
Gardiner, p. If .. ... 4 1 2 0 1 0 links.
16.00 annual business transacted. T'ne re visitors to seven hits and struck out The score:
Rockland.
66-tf
filed for allowance by Henry C. Chatto.
Matinicus,
N. Lofman, 2b ... .... 4 1 0 8 2 0
South Thomaston
of Rockland, Exr.
15.
Two
errors
enabled
Rockville
port of the secretary-treasurer for
For information phone—
T. Helin, cf ........ ... 5 1 2 1 0 0
Notices of Appointment
FORECLOSURE
ESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of Wash
ab r bh po a
to tie the score in the third after the j
the past year was made and accept Pirates
Whereas. James H. Hall of Rockland
Telephone 547 or 961-W
ington. deceased. Petition for License to
Mondean, rf ...... ... 5 0 2 3 0 1
had scored two in the first.1 Montgomery, 3b
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro Sell Real Estate, situated In Washington,
in the County of Knox and State of
ed. Two letters were read, from a Rockville took the lead in the sixth J. Sleeper, ss ....... 3
Barter—Stonington,
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the bate for the County of Knox, in the and fully descrllwd In said petition filed
former principal. Lyman K. Lee, now when Gardner scored two runners Hopkins, p............ 4
38 7 11 36 14 7 29th day of June. 1927, and recorded in State of Maine, hereby certify that In by Clara S. Overlock of Washington,
Brown—North Haven,
of Dover-Foxcroft, and from Fred L. with a two bagger to right field. The Putman, c ........... 4
Two-base hits, Grav 2. Carr. Mon- the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 206, the following estates the persons were Admx. d. b. n. c. t. a.
Arey—Vinalhaven,
383. eon; eyed to the Rockland Loan appointed Administrators. E’xecutors and
Andrews, a member of the association Pirates evened the score in the Jackson, 2b ......... 4
ESTATE BARBARA ACHORN. of War
dean. Three-base hit. Gray Struck Page
and Building Association, a Corporation Guardians and on the dates hereinafter ren.
Petition for License to Sell Reni
living in Denver. These officers were seventh and won in the eighth when C. Sleeper, lb ..... 3
out. bv Gray 17; Lofman 4; Gardiner legally organized and having its place of named:
Sec Penobscot Bay and its 365
Estate, situated In Warren, and fully
1. Bases on balls, off Gray 9, off business at said Rockland In said Knox PARKQ BUKER. late of Rockland, de described In said petition filed by Olive
Islands, including Mount Desert elected: President, Miss Rebecca' Perry was hit. advanced on an In- | Amos Makinen, cf
a certain parcel of real estate ceased. May 19th, 1931. Harriet A. Buker E. Horsley of Thomkston, Guardian.
, Gardiner 2, off Lofman 2. Hit by County,
Island and its mountain, parks and Robertson; vice president, Edgar field out and scored on Day's line W. Makinen, rf ,.....
with the buildings thereon, situated In
Rockport, was appointed Exx. without
ESTATE AARON M ANDREWS, late of
Libby; secretary-treasurer, Miss Alice single over second base. Lofman Art Makinen, If
pitcher, Lofman. Hitts off Gardiner 5 said Rockland, and bounded and de of
large estates.
bond.
Rockport, deceased, Petition to Deter
scribed
as
follows,
to
wit:
Collamore;
executive
committee,
off
Lofman
5
in
6
in
5
1-3
innings.
130 Mile Flight, S8.00 per person
EDITH F. SNOWDEAL. late of Owl’s mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Z. M.
the losers. The ' Bassick, lb ............ 1
pitched
well
for
Beginning
on
the
Northerly
line
of
2-3 innings. Double plays, A Starr to Fulton Street (so called) and at the Head, deceased. May 19th. 1931, Chancey Dwinal ol Camden. Admr. c. t. a.
(Not less than 5 nor more than 6 Principal L. C. Sturtevant, Mrs. Lura score:
Snowdeal, of Owl’s Head, was ap
M. Libby, Albert Elliot, Mrs. Dorothy
ESTATE ANNIE SPROWL, late of
N. Lofman to Hamilainen. Umpire, Southwesterly corner of the W. O. Fuller K.
passengers)
Pirates
32
3
11
27
8
lot; thence running by said street N. 71 pointed Exr. without bond.
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Distri
C. Libby. John DeWinter, Miss Doro
Hall. Scorer, Collamore.
70-tf
ALMON
G.
VARNEY,
late
of
Rockport,
ab
r
bh
po
a
bution,
filed by Lester J. Sprowl.
deg.
West.
69
feet
to
stake
and
stones;
Pirates
thy Thorndike,
thence N. 17 deg. West. 92 feet to land deceased. May 19th, 1931, Inez L. Varney,
ESTATE CARRIE 8. ROBBINS, late of
ab r bh po a
formerly of Miles Hartford; thence by of Rockport, was appointed Exx. without Owl s Head, deceased, Petition for Probate
Dr. C. Haroid Jameson of Camden Freeman, ss .......... 5 12 16
cf .... 4 2 10 0 o Freeman, ss ......... 3
line of said Hartford lot S. 72‘,2 deg. bond.
of Will asking that the same mav be
was presented by the president as Winchenbach,
East. 70 feet to said Fuller lot; thence
p ................ 3 12 0 0 0 : Winchenbach If .... 4
FRANCIS V. CROCKER, late of Vinal proved and allowed and that admlnstoastmaster, and presided during the Feyler,
.ClGA^
by said Fuller line n’z deg. West. 93 haven. deceased. May 19th. 1931. Nellie tratlon of said estate with the Will an
Carter,
rf
..............
3
0
2
0
0
0 ; Feyler, 3b ............. 4
feet to the place of beginning. And M. Wilson of Vinalhaven, was appointed nexed be granted to Mary L. BreW6tcr of
following program: Selection, High
rf ................ 1 0 0 0 0 0 j Annis, rf .............. 4
being the same premises conveyed to Exx. without bond.
Rockland, (the exetutor named In said
Schoo! Orchestra; reading, “Betty at Annis,
James H. Hall by Roscoe Staples ct i
c ................. 3 0 0 15 1 1 Perry, 2b, p............ 4
ESTATE ROWLAND J. WASGATT. late will now deceased), without bond.
the Ball Game," Miss Janice Pills Gatti,
dated June 21. 1927.
of
Rockland,
deceased.
May
19th.
1931
GRANVILLE G. MILLER, late of Union,
Now. therefore, by reason of the Mary K. Wasgatt of Rockland, was ap
bury; violin so’o, "Souvenir,” Dria, Perry, 2b ................ 3 110 2 0 Ca. Mosher, cf ..... 4
cf the condition thereof said pointed Admx. and qualified by filing deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Mattes Finest. breach
Mosher, lb ....... 4.0 0 11 0 0 Cl. Mosher, lb....... 3
thereof, asking that the same may be
Miss Hazel Harrison; Grecian drill by Cl.
Rockland
Loan
and
Building
Associa

proved and allowed and that letters tes
tion claims foreclosure of said mort bond on same date.
14 young girls, coached by Mrs. Mar Robbins, 3b ............ 4 0 10 1 2 Day. c .................... 3
1»% Off on All Wal Papers.
ESTATE WILLIE A. COGGAN. late of tamentary Issued to Ralph A. Miller
3
gage.
0 0
garet Lakeman; Alumni White Min Day, if ................. 4 0 10 0 0 1 Robbins, p, 2b......
Let me show' you samples
of Warren, he being the executor named
Union,
deceased.
May
19th.
1931.
Albert
In
witness
whereof,
the
said
Rockland
| Carter, ss ............
1
0 1
1855
1931
0
strel Show. The last item furnished
Loan and Building Association has H. Goss, of Union, was appointed Admr., In the said will without bond.
34
5
10
27
10
3
|
Reasonable Prices
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
caused
this
instrument
to
be
sealed
with
WILLIAM O. ROBERTS, late of Cam
amusing entertainment—leader, Mrs.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
its corporate seal and signed In its cor date.
den. deceased. Will and Petition for
Rockville
33 0 8 24 13 2
Russell
Davis,
ends,
Stanley
Cushing,
porate
name
by
Harry
O.
Gurdy.
Its
Sec

Probate
thereof asking that Ole same
FRED FERNALD
Waldoboro and Rockland
ESTATE CHARLES W. WOTTON. late
ab r bh po a c So. Thomaston 10000200 x—3
William W. Gillchrest, chorus, Sayretary. thereunto duly authorized, this of Friendship, deceased. May 19th. 1931 may be proved and allowed and that let
Ili-lilands
KOLKLAND, ME.
9th
day
of
June,
in
tne
year
one
thou

ters
testamentary
Issued to Marcia A.
G.
Starr,
c
............
4
12
8
0
0
Pirates
...............
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Rodney 8. Davis, of St. George, was ap
ward Hall. Miss Dorothy Thorndike,
Artistic Memorials in Stone
sand nine hundred and thirty-one.
Roberts, of Worcester. Mass., she being
Telephone 575-R After 5.30
pointed Admr. without bond.
Ed. Lofman, p ..... 4 0 0 0 4 0
Two-base hit. J. Sleeper. Stolen
Miss
Alice
Collamore,
Miss
Lillian
ROCKLAND
LOAN
&
BUILDING
ASS
N
the
Exx.
named
In
said will without
67-tf
ESTATE ERICK HARJULA. late of
By HARRY O. CURDY. Secretary.
Davis, Miss Lucy Kalloch. Miss Doro A. Starr, ss .......... 4 112 0 2 base, Perry. Double plays. Freeman, ________________________ 122S-tf
South Thomaston, deceased. Mav 19th. bond.
(Corporate
Seal)
Homalinen,
lb
.....
4
10
8
0
0
Perry
and
Cl.
Mosher.
Bases
on
balls,
ESTATE RALPH L. MILLER, late of
thy Starrett, Forrest Stone, Edgar
1931. Arthur E. Harjula of South Thom
STATE OP MAINE
aston was appointed Admr. without Rockport, deceased. Petition for Admin
Ames; accompanist, Mrs. Blanche Gardner, If ............ 4 0 10 0 0 off Robbins 2. Struck out, by Rob
Knox SS.
June 9. 1931.
istration. asking that Jessie L. Miller of
bond.
bins
4,
Hopkins
14,
Perry
1.
Hit
by
Monden,
cf
..........
4
0
2
4
1
Personally appeared the above named
Lermond.
WORK DONE
ESTATE CHARLES C. JOHNSTON, late Rockport, or some other suitable person
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
pitcher, Montgomery, Cl. Mosher, j
Singing of Auld Lang Syne closed the N. Lofman ............ 4 0 0 2 3
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice of Rockland, deceased. May 19th. 1931 be appointed Admx. without bond.
ANYWHERE
Umpires,
Pollock
and
Mank.
Eino
Lofman,
rf
....
3
0
0
0
0
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
Gertrude E. Sylvester, and Ralph C
in his said capacity.
evening. Among (hose from out of
►EMBALMING 4 of foreclosure,
Johnston, both of Rockland, were ap' Vinalhaven. deceased, first accourit filed
PROMPT SERVICE
Before me
town who attended the banquet were Kontio, rf ...... ....... 1 0 0 0 0
for
allowance by Lillias A. Elwell, of
pointed Admrs. without bond.
EDWARD K. GOULD
Water Pipes Repaired and Relaid. Miss Edith Russell of the Hawaiian Helien, 3b .............. 3 110 1
Rockville 7, Whitehead 9
Rockland, Admx.
Attest:
70-Th-76
Justice of tlw Peace.
MOTOR
AMBtlLANCI
Inside and out. Digging included. Islands; Mrs. Henry Grindell, Bel
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
The hitting and pitching of Chum
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
65-S-71
quire,
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug, mont. Mass.; Mrs. Cora Robbins Win35 4 7 24 9 3 my Gray beat Rockville last Sundav Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
DR. ETHEL H. CRIE
County.
Rockland. Maine.
Laid Out and Cleaned when chenbach, Waldoboro; Mrs. Retta
- ■ - ----------------- ==
- | in a torrid 12-inning game. Rockville • served the families of Knox County
Attest:
Osteopathic
Physician
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and Cole. Mrs. Jofjn Stevens, Mrs. Elvin Monaghan, Tenant's Harbor; Miss lost the game in the tenth when It j
CHARLES
L. VEAZIE, Register.
LADY ATTENDANT
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
65-S-7I
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ben Luthera Burton and Leroy Burton, j had the bases loaded with none out
Obstetrics a Specialty
Day
Tel.
450
781-1
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and ner. Harold Whitehill, Rockland; Billerica, Mass.; Dr. C. Harold Jame- but the next three men could not hit.
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Osteopathic Physician
copies of The Courier-Gazette, Tu, the
Walls Repaired.
Every Saturday Morning
Mrs. Willis Vinal, Warren; Misses son, Camden; Robert Creighton, Bos- Rockville used two pitchers Gard:ner
BURPEE’S
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
home news, at the Old South News
Office Phone 130—Residence 83
Flora Wallace, Beatrice Bramhall and ton; Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Miss ' and Lofman. Gardiner went well for !
s. E. EATON
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
PIIONE 136
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND. ME- Gladys Seavey, Elden Cook and Rob Margaret Johnson, Rockland; Paul i five innings but weakened in the ,
Church:
also at M. Andaman's, 284 Tre
' sixth, Lofman pitching his second I
mont St.
41Stf
ert Mitchell, Friendship; Russell Simmons, Friendship.

J LOST AND FOUND ;

DEMONSTRATION

WANTED

REFRIGERATOR

! MISCELLANEOUS \

House-Sherman, Inc.

AUTOMOBILES
le ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

t*

‘j REAL ESTATE I
l » .«. .«.
.». .«. .». ■». $*

Summer Cottages ’

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT
CO.

PAINTING
WHITENING AND
PAPER HANGING

FU^EPALSERVICt

Every-Other-Day
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Community Chest Drive, June 16

Society

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills and
Mrs. Frank H. Langill of Dorches[ Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Crockett are . ter, Mass., is the guest of her sister,
spending the weekend at OldI Mrs. Freeman Young.
| Orchard.
|
-------Mrs. Wesley Thurston entertained
Mrs. Minnie Cobb has been the guest the T Club Thursday evening at her
of Mrs. Sumner Gould at her Pleas- home on Broadway, the time being
i ant Beach cottage for a few days.
devoted to sewing.

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Brown are
Mrs. Louis Wardwell of Camden
Mrs. Harry A. Mather was hostess ' occupying their cottage at Monhe- entertained at a bridge tea yesterday
me&nrPe?peclInyandesneLVaintomaU§Saroi to ‘he
Six Thursday afternoon gan for the summer.
afternoon at the Country Club. Mrs.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. at her home on Purchase street.
-------E. L. Brown who with her husband
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
--------Mrs D. J. Clough of Portland is-the shortly leaves for an European tour,
gladly received.
Ralph Dingee of Providence, has guest of Mrs. Belle Gregory at Glen- was guest of honor. Garden flowers
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W
returned home after being the guest I cove.
were used in profusion as decorations.
=w: I of Mr. and Mrs. Angus McRae, Main I
-------Six tables were in play, honors fall
Arlene Robbins and Norma Rob- street. Mr. Dingee is assistant buyer ! Mrs. Raymond Cross entertained ing to Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mrs. M. R.
bins went Thursday to Portland and in the ru8 department of the Shep-the N. & S. Club Tuesday evening at Pillsbury, Mrs. George Wooster, Mrs.
from there proceeded to their new ard Stores, Providence, and, although ’ her home on Broadway, with honors H. F. Hicks and Mrs. Levi Gilchrist,
home at Boon Island, where their i on'y 26> has already gained a canny i going to Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Miss with a guest prize for Mrs. Brown.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Robbins, knowledge of rug art.
I Eva Rogers and Mrs. Lewis Coltart.
------The hostess served refreshments.
are lightkeepers. The children have
The monthly meeting of the BPW
Dr and Mrs. Neil A. Fogg arrived
been boarding for several months
Club took place Thursday evening,
Miss
Jessie
Rubenstein
who
has
with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Lamson in home yesterday from Moosehead
preceded by supper under the direc
Rockville.
Lake where they were for two weeks’ been attending the Parsons School tion of Mrs. Maud Hallowell. Miss
of Interior Decorating in New York Doris Hyler, retiring president, gave
_____
, fishing trip.
has completed her course and is ar. a most interesting review of the re
Miss Olive Edwards has gone to
Members and guests of Oppor-; riving home today. Enroute she was cent State convention at Augusta,
Boston to spend the weekend.
I tunity Class, numbering 17, enjoyed the guest of her cousin, Saul Polis- and was presented with an emblem
Mrs. Charles A. Wyman of The a picnic at the Oscar Duncan cot- ner, at Boston University.
pin in recognition of the efficient and
faithful manner in which she has
Higblands went to Bridgton, attend- ; tage, Holiday Beach, Thursday night,
Mrs E. C. Moran, Jr., entertained served the club as president.
ing the graduation of her niece, Miss through invitation of Miss Alice McWilma Wyman.
) Intosh. The cozy interior of the cot at a bridge luncheon Monday evetage, with its flowers and ferns, and ) ning at her home on Chestnut street,
Senator D. E. Riiey of Ottawa,
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., is attending i glowing open fire, gave no hint of with honors going to Mrs. Robert Canada, was a recent guest of his
commencement at Colby College and the inclement weather outside. Pic- ' Foster and Mr. and Mrs John G. niece Mrs. Leon Fickett, Pacific
nic supper was served and the eve Snow.
street.
will remain over the weekend.
ning was spent in games and stunts.
Among the Rockland teachers who
Mrs. Stanford Luce and three chil
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike and Mrs. W.
Mrs. Austin M. Moody has re have announced their intentions of H. Rhodes visited relatives in Auburn
dren, and her mother Mrs. Foote of
Quincy, Mass., arrive today to spend turned home from a week's visit in attending summer school arc Miss yesterday.
two months at the Luce homestead, Portland as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Norton for Bates, Miss Olive
Pride for Columbia and Miss Ina
Harry Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Archer M. Robbins
Camden road.
Hunter for Harvard.
and daughter Dorothy of Portland
Mrs. Essie Fiske and daughter,
are guests for the weekend of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett who
Mrs. George B. Davis entertained Robbins’ mother on Maple street.
have been guests of Mr. Daggett's I,Miss Margaret Fiske, who have been
mother, Mrs. Lena Merrill, Rankin guests of Mrs. Frank L. Green, the Thursday Auction Club, with
Bowdoinham members of Col.
street, left Thursday for their home | Summer street, left yesterday for playing preceded by picnic dinner.
Honors were won by Mrs. Perley Dummer Sewall Chapter D.A.R., of
in Glens Falls. N. Y. Mr. Daggett, their home in Springfield, Mass,
Damon, Mrs. F. E. Follett and Mi's. Bath entertained at the Chapter
spent the greater part of his vaca- J
--------Field Day Tuesday,' with luncheon
tion fishing, among his splendid ' Almon B Cooper, Jr. has completed j Walter Ladd.
served at “The Sign of the Ship.” the
catch at Megunticook one day this I his year at Hebron Academy and is
Miss Frances Snow arrives today home of Miss Clara Fogg. Mrs. Mary
week being a three-puund salmon.
home for the summer
to be guest of her parents, Com W. Overlock, regent of Gen. Knox
William Rounds, Kennedy Crane,! Mrs. Helen Patterson Knowlton mander and Mrs C. F. Snow, for a Chapter of Thomaston, accompanied
Jr. and George B. Wood, Jr. are ; has a cottage at Hobbs Pond for sev- week, enroute to Salisbury Cove by her sister, Miss Hortense Wilson,
home from Bowdoin College for the cral weeks, and will have as her guest where she will be for the sununer as was present.
summer.
, over the weekend Miss Edith Bick- secretary in the Tufts College re
search laboratory there.
------I nell.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Howe and two
Mrs. Minnie Aylward, Clarendon
children who have been guests of
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield of Cincinnati,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Keyes, North, O.. has opened her summer home street, was hostess to the Jolly Eight I
Main street, have returned to their "Aldermere” at Rockport. Mrs. Chat- Thursday evening. Bridge honors
MON.-TUES.
home in Concord, N. H.
w'f field is one of the most charming and were won by Mrs. Charles Lewis and
Mrs.
Josephine
Burns.
An Amusing Comedy
------j distinguished members of the sumA Clever Love Stcry
Miss Mary Sylvester, Miss Martha ' mer colony.
Mrs.
H.
O.
Gurdy
is
home
from
Wasgatt. Miss Marion Davis, Clifford '
------Plus—
Northampton,
Mass.,
where
she
was
Ladd, Henry Marsh, Richard Bird,; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whitman of
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
C
WILLIAM
Atwood Levensaler, Carl Herrick and Wilmington, Vt., were recent guests
Charles Tweedie are home from Uni- ! of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Davis, Bird. In Montclair, N. J., she visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilson
B.
Keene.
versity of Maine for the summer va- Rankin street,
cation.
I
-------Mrs. Betty French entertained the
------j Miss Margaret Snow and Miss
Mrs. Sumner A. Gould of Mt. Alice Hellier who left yesterday to Wednesday Night Bridge Club for
Vernon, N. Y„ h’as opened her cot-! attend commencement at Wheaton supper and carried off highest honors.
tage at Pleasant Beach after being College, Norton, Mass., were accomMrs. Winifred Butler entertained at
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. I panied from Thomaston by John
Thorndike, Masonic street, for a Creighton, who is also attending bridge last evening.
short time.
commencement.
The annual meeting of the Speech
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Brewster, Mr.
Mrs. Eugene O'Neil who has been Readers’ Club took place Wednesday
with
and Mrs. Marcus Chandler and Mr. i in Boston to attend graduation afternoon, when these officers were
and Mrs. J. A. Brewster of Camden exercises at The Lesley School, named for the 1931-32 season: Presi
Audrey Smith
have been at Moosehead this week i Cambridge, Mass.—her daughter dent, Mrs. Freeman F. Brown; vice
Miss Helen Carr: treasurer,
fishing.
J Rose, being in the senior class—ar- president.
Irene Purcell
Mrs. Bessie Hewett; corresponding
------I rived home yesterday accompanied secretary, Mrs. J. C. Hill; recording
Yeachers of the High School ’ by Miss O'Neil.
ALSO
secretary, Miss Annie Frye.
faculty and guests to the number of .
------COMEDY
20, were entertained Monday evening ; Wilbur Frohock who has just been
Mrs. Errold Trainer is at Knox j
NEWS
by Supt and Mrs. E. L. Toner at their f awarded the Master's degree at Hospital.
new home. Picnic supper was served., Brown University is expected to arThc Toners were presented with a rive home tomorrow for the sumMiss Edith Russell of Paia Island of
NOW PLAYING
telephone stand and chair. Miss mer.
BOB STEELE
Maui, Hawaiian Islands, arrived
Pride made the presentation speech,
------early in the week at her former home
“RIDIN’ FOOL"
part of which was devoted to the) Mrs. Irl Hooper (Alice Donohue) in Thomaston.
Home of
thought behind the gift that it1 arrived home Thursday from the
Paramount Pictures
would be very handy on stormy j honeymoon trip which her husband
Rev. J. L. Darsie of Pittsburgh, is
mornings when they were called to and she spent in Boston and New the guest of his daughter, Mrs.
the telephone hundreds of times to York. Mr. Hooper, engineer on the Walter S. Rounds, Beech street, for
answer—“Is there going to be a Yacht Aztec has to remain in East the summer.
•
school?”
) Boston for a time where the yacht is
-------j in drydock.
Members of the P. J. Club had
Mrs. Nellie McKay and daughter J
-------luncheon at Green Gables Tuesday
Evajane, Mrs. Mary Frost, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Small of The evening with cards at the home of
Mary Williams and son Cecil of I Highlands motored to Farmington Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr. Talbot ave
One of the
Kingston, Pa., arrived yesterday to J yesterday, on their return ' home nue. Honors were won by Mrs. Ray
Publix Theatres
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse being accompanied by their daughter mond C. Perry and Mrs. Cleveland
at Crescent Beach. They expect to Mary, returning Irom Farmington Sleeper, Jr. Mrs. Perry as honor
remain for the balance of the sum- '■ Normal School for the summer,
guest was given a shower of dainty
mer, and will visit other relatives)
-------articles.
and friends during that time.
j Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier left this
------1 morning for Norton, Mass., where
Bruce Reed is home from Uni
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mrs. Irene Moran, president, and i they will attend commencement at versity of Maine for the summer and
Mrs. Vivian Hewett of the Methe- Wheaton College, their daughter is to be employed by the local West
besec Club, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, [ Margaret, being a member of the ern Union office during the season.
president and Mrs. Ruth EllingwootJ senior class.
of the Educational Club, motored to
Mrs. E. W. Freeman was hostess
Mrs. John Pomeroy entertained at to the Chummy Club Tuesday eve
Waldoboro Thursday where they at
bridge
Thursday
evening
at
her
home
tended a luncheon given at Stahl's
ning, honors being won by Mrs.
Tavern by Mrs. Maud Clark Gay, on Talbot avenue, with four tables Frank Fields and Mrs. Charles Rackdirector of the ninth district of the in play. Honors presented to those liffe. Mrs. Rackliffe and Mrs. Ed
ISP OF GIRL
State Federation of Women's Clubs.) having the lowest scores went to ward Gonia were special guests.
for the presidents of the various J Miss Anna Richardson and Wesley
PUTS ATTORNEY
clubs in her district. There were 30 Wasgatt. Buffet lunch was served,
Mrs. Bert Witham, Mrs. Parker
present. The tables were very lovely , Mrs. Pomeroy was presented with Merriam and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell j
ON DEFENSE!
in a color scheme of orchid and yel beautiful flowers by her guests.
motored to Hebron Tuesday where
In A rnramr’Mtt Melodrama
low carried out in low vases of
Presented ly'/Tiia Great Cast
they attended the graduation exer- I
Mr and Mrs. K. C. Rankin arrived qjses. Mrs. Witham and Mrs. Mer- j
double buttercups and pansies and
CLIVE BROOK .
tall vases of orchid iris and yellow home Wednesday from a motor trip riam are alumnae, it being the first
CHARLES
ROGERS
roses. There were attractive place to Massachusetts, Mr. Rankin being time in 26 years Mrs. Witham has
cards and a nosegay of roses and in North Adams on business and Mrs. been back. Mrs. Bicknell’s interest
RICHARD ARLEN
pansies for each guest. Mrs. Edna Rankin visiting relatives in Green centered in the graduation of her
JEAN ARTHUR
Hutchins of Corinna, State presi field.
nephew, Almon B. Cooper, Jr.
FAY WRAY
dent, gave an interesting report of
Mrs. E. S. Bird motored to Bangor
the general convention at Phoenix,
in
Jeanne, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Ariz. With MA Gay presiding as j Thursday where she visited her Chester Bailey, was hostess to sev
“
THE
toastmaster, each club president sister, Mrs. Delia Sullivan at the eral friends yesterday afternoon at
spoke briefly car club problems. It Eastern Maine General Hospital, the Crescent Beach cottage of Mrs
LAWYER’S
was voted by the delegates of the [ Mrs. Sullivan was the victim of a Katherine Studley, in observance of
district to present the candidacy of ! severe accident earlier in the week her second birthday. Games of vari
SECRET”.
Mrs. Gay for recording secretary of when a step ladder which she was ous kinds furnished much amuse
the State Federation, this move com- using in adjusting curtains in one of ment. In the peanut hunt Marie
Now Playing
ing as a distinct surprise to Mrs. Gay. the girls' dormitories at the Univer- Berry carried off the honors and for
“DEFENDERS
who expressed her appreciation very sity of Maine collapsed. In the pinning the tail on the donkey, Emn.y
OF THE LAW"
aptly. Her position as director of! heavy fall, Mrs. Sullivan received Lou Peaslee was the winner. Yellow
with
the ninth district has been marked internal injuries, which at first were and green formed the color scheme
Katherine Dale Owen
by efficiency and endeavor, which } thought very serious. Her condition of the refreshment table, the most
has won the loyal support of all the at present is more encouraging, how- enticing bit for the young eyes being
clubs under her jurisdiction. Fol- j ever. Her son Almon Sullivan of the birthday cake with its two blaz
lowing luncheon and the meeting,1 Augusta, and daughter Mrs. Joseph ing candles. Jeanne received many
several of the guests visited the Old , Brown of Sanford, were called im- attractive and dainty gifts. Her
German Church, the Reed Mansion, mediately, Mrs. Brown remaining guests were Mac Rogers. Albert Hav
with her mother for the present.
and other interesting points
ener, Clifford Cameron, Diane Cam
eron, Gloria Studley. Betty O'Brien,
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Regular gasoline 15 cents per gal Marie Berry, Jane Perry and Emmy
Regular gasoline 15 cents per gal
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry, lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry Lou Peaslee. Mrs. Bailey had as her
Daylight Time
proprietor.—adv.
guests the mothers.
proprietor.—adv.
In addition to personal notes regard-1

HAINES
“JUST
A
GIGOLO”

STRAND

MISSION CIRCLE

I

UNION

Universalist Workers Meet
At Crescent Beach For
Season’s Accounting

Hon. and Mrs. A. M. Smith of South
ington, Conn., Mrs. G. L. Reynolds of
Hartford and Dr. and Mrs. Eric M.
Simmons of Southington spent last
week at the home of Mrs. Lucy C.
Simmons.
Miss Marion A. Simmons and Eric
M. Simmons, Jr., of Southington,
Conn., have been spending the past
three weeks with their grandmother.
Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Hadley of Ma
chias visited Mrs. Lucy C. Simmons
over Memorial Day.

)

i

j
i

Do
Your Bit

ROCKPORT

WENTWORTII-MAYBERRY

An all-day session of the Farm Bureau will be held June 16 at the home
of Mrs. W. E. Whitney with Mrs.
Marion Richards and Mrs. Minetta
Paul in charge, subject “Meat Selec
tion and Cookery."
The date of the Baptist ladies’ sew
ing circle mid-summer fair has been
set for Aug. 12 to be held on the
l^wn of the church.

The marriage of Manus Wentworth
of Waldo and Miss Christie A. May
berry of Belfast was solemnized
Thursday evenmg at the First Bap
tist parsonage, with Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald officiating. The couple
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Phillips of Belfast.

Despite the inclement weather, 25
numbers of the Universalist Mission
Circle were present at the meeting
Wednesday at the cottage of Mrs.
George L. St. Clair, Crescent Beach.
Mrs. St. Clair was assisted in serving
luncheon by Mrs. George H. Welch
and Mrs. U. S. Bird.
"BRINGING BROADWAY TO MAINE"
HOPE
Completion of sewing for the Clara
Barton Birthplace Fresh Air Mission
"Details and Accessories" i$ the
LAST TIME TONIGHT STARTING MONDAY
was made. The society has held subject to be discussed at the meeting
eight meetings during the season, of the Hope Farm Bureau group next
NIGHT, JUNE 15
George Kelly's
with an aggregate attendance of 241 Tuesday at Grange hall. The meet
Lakewood Players
and an average of 30 members. Eight ing is in charge of Mrs. Agnes Eugley
Present
World Famous Play
new members have been received, and local home management leader and
Donald Ogden Stewart's
four lost by death or withdrawal. will start at 1 o'clock, standard time.
Sparkling Comedy
Tlie general subject of study has been
“Japanese Missions of the Church,"
MARTINSVILLE
with a number of special features,
with
Children’s Day will be observed
with
embracing a lecture on Japan accom
panied by colored stereopticon slides, Sunday at the Second Baptist Church
Sylvia
Field
Gladys
Hurlbut
a play entitled "Heroines of Our of Martinsville and Glenmere, Rev.
Evenings at 8 o'clock, Daylight Saving Time
Faith,” a Japanese monologue in cos Milton R. Kerr, pastor, as follows,
tume, and several Japanese musical standard time: 10.30 a. m.. special
Every seat $1. Phone Skowhegan 434 for Reservations
Selections by different members. The Children's Day service with added
features,
the
pastor
will
bring
a
spe

theme for the devotional exercises
LAKEWOOD DANCES
has been the Lord's Prayer and cial message; 7 p. m., message by ,
Scripture readings have been based the pastor, subject, "Shining for
Tuesday
Night, June 16
Jesus.” for both old and young; Sun
on its various clauses.
day
School
meets
at
the
close
of
the
:
The sewing committee reported 200
LOU lJSSACK’S ORCHESTRA
articles made and given to Miss morning service with classes for all;
Wednesday
at
7
o'clock,
prayer
and
Corbett, the Red Cross, Knox Hospi
SHORE DINNERS
tal and the Clara Barton Birthplace praise service, the people's meeting
Fresh Air Mission. The mite box for fellowship with God.
At Lakewood Inn Every Sunday- -$1.50
committee reported $120 collected
Regular gasoline 15 cents ner gal
from the boxes. The philanthropic
"NOT TO SEE LAKEWOOD IS NOT TO SEE MAINE"
committee reported $48.88 given to lon. Fireproof Garage, C. H. Berry,
proprietor
—
adv.
the needy of the parish, a radio in
stalled for a shut-in, and the collec
tion of a purse fpr a member in ill j
health; $21 was given for the main
tenance' of a girl in the Blackmer i
Home; $10 toward a pointing fund for l
that Home, a subscription to the j
“Christian Leader" given to the Pub
lic Library. It was voted to donate j
ihe balance in the treasury to the
trustees to assist in the payment of
the church’s missionary quota. About
$522 has been received and expended
during the year, with more to follow
in the form of mite boxes not yet re
turned.
One of the best reports was that of
the hospitality committee which
| showed that a large number of calls
had been made upon newcomers, the |
Sick and the shut-in. Onp group of
women has devoted an afternoon of ,
each week for that purpose. The
"Cheerful Letter Writer" reported
■ending a large number of letters ,
and cards to the sick, shut-in and )
.hose in trouble.
The Rockland Community Chest Drive is Tuesday, June
An interesting report of the May
■ meeting in Brunswick was presented,
1 6. No one needs to be told that every bit of money sub
after which Mrs. E. F. Glover con
ducted a question box on the topic—
scribed
is used for worthy purposes.
How can we best serve our church
%
next year." Tire discussion in which
■ nearly every member participated
The “Chest” needs every bit of its quota. It will get it,
was an enthusiastic and profitable
ar.d mere, if everyone subscribes his or her share, even a
i one.
The new officers are: President.
small percentage of their income.
Miss Alice Fuller (re-electcdi; vice
president, Mrs. George H. Welch; sec
retary, Miss Cardline Jameson; treas
Do yotr bit cheerfully. Don’t be ashamed to pledge a
urer, Miss Myrtle Herrick (re-elec
small amount if it is all you can afford. And cn the other
tion); executive board. Miss Flora
Wise, Miss Maud Pratt and Mrs. H
hand, don’t pledge more than you can pay. 1 he Rock
O. Gurdy; program committee, Mrs.
E. F. Glover. Mrs. G. H. Welch. Miss
land National Bank endorses the Community Chest as
Caroline Jameson and Miss Margaret
Stahl; hospitality, Mrs. E. W. Berry.
the logical method of raising money to aid the participat
Mrs. R. L. Smith. Mrs. E. E. Stoddard.
ing
organizations. We believe that everyone who can
Mrs. George W. Palmer and Mrs. E. F.
Glover; membership. Mrs. George W.
should do their part.
Palmer. Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Mrs.
J. A. Jameson, Mrs. Ralph C. Went
worth and Mrs. H. II. Allen; philan
thropic, Mrs. M. E. Wotton. Miss
Maud Pratt, Mrs. W. R. Stewart and
Miss Josephine Thorndike; sewing,
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Mrs. R. L. Smith,
Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. L. R. Camp
bell. Mrs. J. H. Holmes and Miss
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Laura Sylvester; mite box, Mrs. R
I W. Messer. Mrs. E. W. Pike and Miss
Myrtle Herrick; flower. Miss Ellen J.
Cochran; cheerful letter writer. Mrs.
) W. R. Stewart; picnic. Mrs. G. L, St.
Rockland’s Oldest
Banking Institution
Clair, Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs. David
Talbot, Mrs. Fred True and Miss
j Carrie Sherriffs.

LAKEWOOD

“CRAIG’S WIFE”

“REROUND”

PLEDGE YOUR SHARE
to the

COMMUNITY CHEST
JUNE

16

Rockland National Bank

S. S. Waldron left Monday for
Redstone, N. H.
Mrs. John Pomeroy entertained
two tables for bridge Tuesday eve
ning.

Mrs Dwight W. Marrow who has
been snending a few days at her
North Haven summer home, has re1 firned to Englewood, N. J. When |
she comes again to North Haven j
next week she will be accompanied
by her distinguished husband, Senator Morrow.

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Financial Institutions, Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine
banks having total resources of more than SJO.OOO 000. Over 35 per cent of the Common Stock ol
Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine men
who have had long and successful experience in banking and financial operation.

NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. W. B. Hall of Winchendon, j
Mass., returned home Friday after a ;
week's visit with her mother, Mrs.
Frances Foster.
The quarantine has been removed
from the Benner house.
Earle Spaulding is visiting his
great-grandmother, Mrs. Ida Smith. '
The alumni banquet of Thomaston
High was enjoyed by several from I
this place.
Mrs. Frances FosUt is spending a
week with Mrs. Nellie Benner.
Congratulations are due Eino Lindcll whose excellent rank recently [
won him a scholarship.

Build on Thrift!
Erect that home of your c!:ra ’s on
a strong foundation of s, stemitic
saving! Then you can be sure that
a substantial structure—permanent
shelter for yourself and loved out s—
will gradually rise to reality Ofi the
cornerstone of thrift! Open a sav
ings account here today as the L st
step.

J

J

ivith an "OK. that counts

r

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

Sea View Garage, Inc.
689 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1250

ROCKLAND

56-tf

u-J,
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brigade that he ever saw under WHEN MACKEREL BIT
Are." (Gould, page 221).
In January, 1863. he was nominat
ed by President Lincoln as major- Back In 1882 the Industry
(Continued
from
Page
One)
general of volunteers with rank' dat
A Big Crop This Season Might Not Be Such a Happy
Was Worth $116,000 To
ing as of November 29. 1862: this was
and
taking
hundreds
of
prisoners.
at
battles
of
Williamsburg
(May
5)
When you become a depositor in the ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILD
Circumstance As Some Think
confirmed
b.v
the
Senate
on
March
9,
North Haven
The Fourth supported a battery dur- land Fair Oaks (May 31-June 1) and
ING ASSOCIATION.
1853.
He
was
placed
in
command
ing the crossing which was made and 1 was commended by the division and
YOU F.ELP YOURSELF because you get the habit of systematic
Older residents of Rockland can
the next day was in pursuit of the (corps commanders and also by Gen of the second division of the third
saving. There are no haphazard methods h<re. You deposit a fixed
(Address delivered by. Henry B. twice the normal pack. The price de foe. It crossed the Rapidan on No- I McClellan himself. He bore a con- army corps.Ak hieh was Oen. Hooker's recall when the waters of Penobscot
amount the second Monday of each month. Your deposits are safe
Biid of the Medomak Canning Co. at clined from an opening of $8.85 doz. vember 11 and after severe fighting at spicuous part in the Seven-days' o’d and favorite division, composed
because they are invested here at home in first mortgages on the
a meeting of blueberry growers in to $5.50, and as near as can be esti Orange Court House, in which the | fight and in the second Bull Run of eighteen regiments and thirty Bay, and even Rockland harbor,
homes of year neighbors and friends. No better security can be
Temple Hall, June 8.,
mated there are still left unsold 100,— Confederate losses were very heavy, campaign and at Chantilly: also in pieces of artillery. His division had teemed with mackerel, and one could
found anywhere. Not a dollar of your money goes outside of Knox
The purpose of this meeting is to 000 cases, one fourth the pack. In the enemy fell back and Gen. Meade, the battles of Peach Orchard, Charles a most important part in the battle pull the fish in as fast as he could
County.
acquaint the growers of blueberries such conditions it is not to be sup his object having been accomplished. City. Cross Roads and Malvern Hill, of Chancellorsville (May 2 and 3.) throw the* hook overboard. What the
YOU HELP YOURSELF because your investment returns an un
with recent rulings by the U. S. Bu posed that buyers will fall over them re-crossed the Rapidan and on De- At the battle of Fredericksburg, De At a critical juncture Gen. Berry re
usually good rate of interest. Our dividends have been at the rate
ceived
an
order
from
Gen.
Hooker
to
I
industry
meant
in
barrela
and
dolreau of Agriculture through its de selves to make purchases of the 1931 cember 3 our forces were back at cember 13, 1862. he covered the reof 5'i!'r since 1S07.
•■ge upon the advancing foe. It lars to one small town is told in the
partment of the food and drugs divi pack. Should this year's crop be a their old camp at Erandy Station, treat of Gen. Franklin's troops and
YOU HELP OTHERS because your money Is loaned to people in this
sion, which division’s duty is to en short one, the situation would be On Dec. 14 they went into winter repulsed the enemy with great loss. •ead, “Go in General; throw your following clipping from The Couriervicinity to buy, fcuikl or improve their homes.
men into the breach: don’t fire a , _
..
,
.
.
force those laws made by the Con very much relieved. A large one, of
Y'OU HELP OTHERS because they find it easy to deal with us.
shot—thev can't see you. but charge Gazette oi 188J' handed to us by
gress of the United States.
course, would have quite the con
They pay no bor.us. Interest is never more than 6% and the ex
home with the bayonet." They dief Capt A. V. Sawyer:
By a small minority of growers, trary effect.
penses of making a loan are very moderate. From $6.00 to $8.00 for
charge home and for three hours
....
the efforts and honesty of the packers
Along with the progress and
examining title and making papers and 75c for recording. Your
Gen Berry'« division withstood the
North Haven Mackerel Fishery
seem to be questioned or misunder advancement of this world of ours
deposits may bc as little as $1.00, or as much as $50.00 per month.
attack of the enemy flushed with ■ The following report of the stastood. This is, of course, much to be has come startling changes in eco
victo. v. drove them back and re- tistics of mackerel catching by North
FIND US AT 18 SCHOOL STREET AND ASK FOR MORE
regretted, for it hinders the accom nomic conditions. Once the problem
gained a portion of the lost ground. Haven vessels, is published:
INFORMATION
plishments most necessary to attain, was how to supply the articles needed
“
The
damage
incurred
in
the
rout
Eleven
vessels
have
landed
this
if the blueberry industry of this state for the people, now the problem is
of
the
Eleventh
Corps,
great
as
it
season
16,746
barrels
of
mackerel,
'
how to get rid of the excess articles
is to survive.
was, had been almost repaired before stocking in the aggregate, $116,500,
We packers have been accused of we are able to produce. Overproduc?c rtemirs of thp 3rd bv the read!- or an average of $10,591. The follow liaving combined for our own selfish tion means low, and in most cases,
ness and energy of Pleasanton, Sickles ing is a detailed statement:
Rockland
18 School Street,
interests and against the interests of unprofitable prices. Some day will
and Hiram G Berry?' (Nicholav &
68Stf
Schooner Willie K. Parkman, 771
the growers. One party even went so see a better balance between proHav, Vol. 7 Page 104).
tons, Capt. William H. Banks, with a '
far as to say in a letter that “you" duction and consumption. This very
At
this
battle
of
Chancellorsville
crew of fourteen men, landed 2,013 ’
--- ----------- LJ-------------made this law. If by the word “you” likely will be accomplished in part by
■ . if the forenoon of May 3, 1863. barrels, stocking $14,500. The crew of fourteen men, landed 1.086 bar-!<he meant me personally. I would the united efforts of those as a whole,
Gen. Berry, while giving orders in shared $438 each.
I rels, stocking $8,609. The crew
seem possessed with such ability and who go to make up a respective busi
person (as was his custom, but
Schooner Cora E. Smith, 48 tons,' shared $250 each. This vessel did
influence that I should be something ness.
asrain't
thp
protest
of
his
aide)
to
the
* * « *
Capt. Joseph Crockett, with a crew not start until July 4th.
more than a mere small canner.
senior officer, of his division, was of fourteen men, landed 1,846 bar
Schooner David Brown, Jr., 62 tons, |
Something is wrong somewhere. If
Foods are being produced in all
struck by a rifle ball and died in a rels, stocking $13,500. The crew Capt. Jerome B. Thomas, with a crew
his statement was true I would feel manner of forms and varieties. The
few minutes.
I of thirteen men, landed 1,200 barrels,
shared $413 each.
very much complimented.
After fifty years, that is, June
consumption of these foods cannot go
We otiote the words of a fellow
Schooner Bartle Pierce, 95 tons,' stocking $7,090. The crew shared 1881.
If a farmer had a flock of hens beyond the capacity of the human
oflieer
(
a
plain
straight
forCapt.
Aaron
Smith,
with
a
crew
of
$230
each.
This
vessel
did
not
start
that was paying him i this is not real, stomach. If more of the people can
June 1, quite warm. Easterly in
v prd man tall and broadshouldered. fifteen men, landed 1,800 barrels, j until June 20
but imaginary) a satisfactory income, bc induced t0 supply this stomach
clined to fog. Worked out four road
His blue flannel blouse and his whole stocking $11,600. The crew shared
The fishing season began April 1 taxes 37'ic. per hour.
would he kill them off. thus stopping capacity with more blueberries in the
dress pave him very little cf a mi'.i- $350 each.
that income? By this same token, it place of some other food, then this
and ended Nov. 1.
2, Sunshine, wind east. Fog thick
tarv air. but he was not the less a
is beyond my comprehension how it industry will prosper by it.
RccapltnUtion
Schooner Sea Foam, 73 tons, Capt. |
and cold in evening.
rood officer. a" faithful to his duty
Whole
Amount
would be advantageous for a packer
Sanford Cooper, with a crew of four
3, Sunshine, and fog the order of
I can think of very few products j
caught
Schooners
stock
as he was devoted to his soldiers.”
to do anything to injure his source of having at its door such bright pos
teen men, landed 1.800 barrels, stock Willie K. Parkman ... 2.013 bbls. $14,500 the day now, with easterly wind
Gen. Berrv was married March 23,
13 500 thrown in and cold in the bargain.
supply. But why argue this poinf? sibilities as the blueberry. This fruit
Cora E Smith ..... . 1 813 •’
184". to Almira Merriam of Thom- ing $11,400 The crew shared $330 Bartle Pierce
11.600
. l.&OO ”
Anyone with common sense knows is more naturally adapted to the soil
4, Raining this morning and the
11 400
Sea Foam ............ .... 1.809 ”
a-ton ar.d thev had one daughter, each.
Schooner Alice C Fox, 62 tons, Alice C. Fox ......... .... 1.500 ’’
10.500 rain is quite wet. Wind N. E. and
the man s statement is not true.
and cjjmate of this state than any
Luev F. who married Alfred D. Snow
10 400 has been for 10 days. I suppose th
..................... .... 1.500 ”
Capt. James L. Crockett, with a crew Oasis Williams
other state in the union. The closest
10.000
of Brooklyn.
... . l.-vto "
The interests of growers and competitors are from parts of Canada
of fifteen men, landed 1,500 barrels, Roger
Lottie E. Kopkins . .... 1.400 ”
9 500 is what you might call an easterly
packers are linked together, and it and Newfoundland, but we have in
1 200 ''
9.500 spell.
stocking
$10,500.
The
crew
shared
'
Eben
MAY'
USE
PLANES
8 600
Henry Nickerson . .... 1.086 ”
would be disastrous to both to pull these cases protection by an ample
11, Total eclipse of the moon.
$300 each.
David Brown. Jr. . .. 1,200 ”
7.000
them apart. Tonight we are chiefly duty -phis State supplies the countr;.
12, Easterly, thick as mud tonight.
Schooner
Oasis,
57
tons,
Capt.
Ruel
|
Ma’r" Cer/r-’ end Boston A- Maine
concerned in that part of the food with 90' of the canned berries. It is
16.745 bbls $115,500
13, Easterly with all-day fog whistle
R. Mills, with a crew of fourteen
Have
Already
Made
Tests
and drug act, passed by Congress wav true foreigners furnish more of the
booming all the time.
men, landed 1,500 barrels, stocking
ITS
FIRST
FIELD
DAY'
President
E.
S.
French
of
the
Bos
back in the year 1906. which relates frozen product, but that is our fault '
14, Foggy.
I
ton & Maine Railroad said that the $10,400. The crew shared $285 each.
to prohibition of foreign or animal We can get the business if we go after j
17, Will and Allie left home this
Schooner Roger Williams, 56 tons,I The first field day of the Young
Boston
and
Maine
and
Maine
Central
substances in foods.
it right. Four hundred thousand cases :
Railroad vere studying the possibility Capt. Stephen B. Lewis, with a crew people's Christian Unions of the morning: VZill for Providence, Allie
Of course this law applies general ought not to be a burden in normal |
of an all-airplane service between of twelve men,’portion of the time universalist Churches of Mtine will for Poughkeepsie to go to school.
ly to foods and is for the purpose of times to dispose of. With a few years I
So it is 50 years June 17 since Boze
thirteen, landed
1,400 barrels, stock- be held June 22, near Brunswick.
______________
...Maine.
_____
..
Boston
and points, in
protecting all citizens against the of wise and intelligent effort, we
“In conjunction with the Maine ln8 $10,000. The crew shared $303 j The universalist Y.P.C.U. of Bruns made his first appearance at the Hub
possible dishonesty of producers of should be able to dispose of many j
wick will be in charge, with Ernest of the Universe. I was met by
Central," Mr French said, “we have each.
foods. Tirus a grower of blueberries thousands more cases. This may j
been studying the feasibility of the ' Schooner Lottie E. Hopkins, 49 Kendrick, chairman, working with parades, bands, and a holiday for the
is protected against any inferior food sound iike a pipe dream. Possibly it ■
big city, which I supposed was in my
two ra’lroads establishing airplane tons, Capt. Emery Hopk»ns. with a Rev. william Dawes Veazie, as state honor, but later found was in honor
p:oduct he may wish to purchase, is when one stops to consider the ,
service between Boston and Portland, crew of twelve men, landed 1,400 bar- | president on the arrangements. The of Bunker Hill. Never since in my
which product necessarily had its ori human element which enters into the I
The crew members are to meet at 12.30 and will
Banger ar.d Bar Harbor. The line, rels, stocking $9,500.
The Monument To Gen. Berry In Achorn Cemetery
gin with some other grower or farmer. equation. However, it is not beyond
shared $297 each. This vessel did not carry picnic lunches, the Brunswick 45 years of coming and going have I
if
operated,
would
be
operated
joint

In our purchases we have the right the realm of possibility. Only a few
Union furnishing hot coffee and cold met with such a reception here.
ly bv the Boston <fc Maine and Maine start until May 15.
Boze
to expect the product to comply with , wee)jS ag0 an effort to organize the quarters and in the reoorganization , remaining in position 56 hours, A Central. The studies are still in proSchooner Eben Dale, 58 tons, Capt. drinks at luncheon, and will serve
Somerville, Mass.
the law. Such being the case why j seujng end of the industry was of the army by Gen. Grant the Third • picturesque incident is related in re- cess.'
R. G. Babbidge, with a crew of supper. The afternoon will be de
should the same privilege not he
by jUst a hair's breadth. Even Corps was broken up and its division , gard »0 this battle of Fredericksburc:
At this season ot the year we make
Trial runs already have been made, thirteen men. landed 1,200 barrels, voted to field sports, ’competitive
granted to the user o. our product. ^at is sonie encouragement. Such as.signed to the Second Corps.
1 *he Confederate general, A. P. Hill, Mr. French said, and the studies at stocking $8,500. The crew shared games and swimming, souvenirs to all forms of automobile insurance our
One trouble with most of us is. the desjrcd results can never be attained
be awarded winners in the field specialty. Tel. 675, Roberts & Veazie
Little of moment was done until ! jS sajd to have presented his compli- the present time chiefly concern | $280 each.
dollar we spend looks bigger than by individual effort. It has got to May 3. 1864, when the summer cam- ments to Berry with the remark that costs, possible rates and other simiSchooner Henry Nickerson. 74 tons, sports. Several members of the local I Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
the dollar we receive.
come through united effort and in my paign opened. The Fourth began his command was the “best behaved lar details.
1 Capt. Franklin Thomas, with a crew Y.P.C.U. plan to attend.
Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf
While our government demands opinion wilI
done
Hmoving that night and the next
certain seemingly strict requirements,
packers and growers, even in morning ciossed the Rapidan at
it does not leave us in the dark alto- this section of the state, got together Ely's Ford. Here it was engaged for
gether, for it spends vast sums of. on some co-operative plan, much several days in the Battle of the Wilmoney to solve these problems. This cou]d be accomplished for their demess. Fighting and skirmishes I
ie
nf tho
___ .. Anyway before the other- .felI
__ _
is nno
one of
the rutrnriRAR
purposes Ol the «benefit.
w’ere constant—Milford Station. Han- '
Entomology department.
lows wake up, let's go to work and over Junction, North Anna River and i
,
.
produce a better article than they many others. On June 2. it moved to
Then, also, although some may and egtawjgh a market.
Coal Harbor and built rifle pits.
not believe it, these same food offi
From June 3 to 12 it was engaged in
cials both Federal and State, make
skirmishing and supporting other
HAD A BUSY WEEK
great effort to help show us the way.
troops and on June 14 crossed the
I am sorry to say such efforts are
—- .
James River at noon by transports,
not always accepted in the same Coi. F. S. Philbrick
Attends
lilbrick A
moving two miles to the front and !
spirit as given. There can be no ques„ ...
a position in line of battle.
Reunion and taking
tion but that both our governments’ I
Soldiers
The following day the Fourth
greatest desire is for our industry
Helps Dedicate Monument Regiment was relieved from duty in
and others to prosper to the fullest
the army, its term of service having
extent. Some day we will all look
(.
Philbrick,
department
expired, and ordered to report to the
Col.
F.
S.
back upon their present efforts and
commander of the Grand Army,
Army ad- superintendent of volunteer recruitsay it was the good thing for us.
ing service in Maine for muster out of
Early in the year, after it was dressed the Lions a week ago yester- service. The reenlisted men and |
learned what the Federal Food day, and with the applause still ring- those whose term of service had not,
Department's intentions were, a ing In his ears, was away on a week's expired were transferred to the 19th
committee was appointed by the blue
Maine Regiment. These numbered
berry packers of Maine to visit the trip which kept him constantly on 2774
authorities of this department in the go.
On June 16 the Fourth marched
June 4 he was in Augusta attend to Fort Powahatan and on the next
Washington to attempt to at least
get some modification of the new ing the reunion of the Third Maine day took transportation for Wash
Regiment, a function which this year ington, arriving June 18. The folruling.
The effort proved of no avail. How had dwindled to an attendance of Uiw’ing dav the men left for Maine
ever, I think it was worth the cost, four Grand Army comrades. The reaching Rockland on the morning of
due to the fact that probably there Colonel responded to an invitation June 25 between three and four
is a better understanding between the to play the fiddle: dinner was served: o'clock. They were met with a great
food officials and the industry. and the "old boys” talked shop— reception—flags displayed, bells rung,
Personally, much as I dislike to which means that they fought the old guns fired, and the citizens turning
admit it, I think the officials are battles over again.
out in large numbers., A procession
June 5 the Colonel unlimbered the consisting of the State Guards, the
right to a considerable extent. It is
also my opinion they will be fair trusty fiddle again and was given a fire companies, the City Council and
Much will depend upon our fairness ’ grand reception when he played be- others under the direction of Maj.
to them. Our State has jurisdiction I fore 200 students of Winslow High Gen. Titcomb and led by the Rock
over our product in both fresh and School. He was accompanied at the land Band marched to the square in
canned state, while either or both I piano by his grand-daughter, Mrs. front of the Kimball Block. The
are in the confines of the State. As Jessie Conant Ulmer.
Fourth Regiment bore proudly as it
soon as this product, either fresh or ' June 6 found Col. Philbrick in Au- marched along its old-smoke-stained
canned, crosses the border line, the \ gusta visiting the State House and and war-torn flags. Welcomed by
Federal jurisdiction begins.
mingling with the circus crowd. Hon. N. A. Farwell in behalf of the
The work of the State inspection June 7 he was in Portland and city the regiment partook of a break
service will be wholly for the purpose assisted the Relief Corps in the dedl- fast at Atlan’tc Hall at which were
of aiding us and by advising what in cation of a monument to Civil War present the Mayor and Council, the
their judgment will keep us out of veterans at Fort Allen Park. It had clergymen and other honored guests.
trouble with the Federal authorities, rained pretty much all day, but when
The men were furloughed until
This applies to shippers of fresh , the dedication took place the sun July 19, 1864. on which dav they were
fruit as well as canners of it. Such peeped from the clouds long enough mustered out of service bv Capt. T.
aid and advice will carry no guar- I to offer a benediction.
C. J. Bailev. Thev numbered 341
antee whatsoever. However, dealing ' Col. Philbrick is back home after officers and enlisted men.
honestiv and faithfully with the in- fulfilling this somewhat strenuous
• * * •
spectors will help immensely to avoid itinerary, not nearly as tired as some
trouble. The inspectors are really our | of us younger fellers would be.
In connection with the history of
friends and should be treated ac- }
-----------------the Fourth Maine is given the follow
cording'.y. It was plainly stated by
STATE CHAMP COMING
ing sketch of Major General Hiram
Mr. Campbell in charge of the food '
---- —
G. Berry:
and drug enforcement act that the A. K. P. Quimby, Barnyard Golfist,
Hiram G. Berry
carrying out of these demands is (as f Will Be At Three Quarter Century
Hiram
Gregory
Berry was born in
far as canned blueberries are con- | Show In Camden
Thomaston (that part which is now
cerned) entirely up to the packer, j
Barnyard golfers of the Three- Rockland) Maine, Aug. 27, 1824. the
Thus it is plain to see that the packer
of Jeremiah and Frances (Greg
Ls between the “devil and the deep Quarter Century club are warned, son
ory) Berry. He came of fighting
blue sea," with an insistent govern- writes Sam Conner in the Lewiston stock for his father served in the war
ment on one hand and a complain- Journal. A. K. P. Quimby of Lewis- of 1812 and his grandfather was an |
iqg grower on the other. Those who . ton, champion horseshoe tosser of officer in the Revolutionary war.
Cum puls teeth in carbon, makes it
Tide Water spent millions for new
dispose of their berries in the fresh the club has no intention of abdiHiram's advantages of education
market will be directly responsible , eating. Any three-quarter of a Cen were limited to the public schools of .
abrasive, makes it flint-hard.
refining equipment that gives them
to the Federal Government on in- turyer who covets that title has got his native town, after which he ,
terstate shipments.
] to earn it: and that isnt a case of
extra power. Surprisingly long
learned the carpenter's trade ar.d
We are in the midst, or some other , maybe, either.
... ..
Gum sneaks into feed lines, clogs
soon
became
a
contractor
and
builder
part, of a severe depression. There, "Yes, siree. my boy, I'll be there
mileage. And the lowest anti-knock
his own account. For several ,
Wliy TYDOL Gasolines are
Gum-Free
could be no better time to make these ' when the club meets next August years he followed this business and in j
carburetor nozzles, sticks valves.
reforms. However, we are faced with I ready to defend the title against any 1857 was elected president of a bank
rating consistent with purity.
SELECTED CHIDES. Crudes selected for their cleanliness are
a deplorable market condition, for ■ and all comers.
Mr. Quimby was
“multi-fractionated”by super-ref. ning equipment costing millions.
which no one person, group of per- : talking with the Lewiston Journal to which he then 'devoted his time.
was elected to the Legislature of
Gum-earrying gasolines are far from
sons or government is the cause.
I about his ability to pitch horses foot- He
Glean motors are powerful motors.
Maine, and in 1856 was chosen the j
••GUM-TAPPED.*' In towering fractionation stills of the most
The blueberry pack of 1930 was ; wear in a score piling way.
mayor of the new city of I
uncommon. But wherever you drive,
advanced type, the guni-currving gasoline is drawn off for re
approximately 400.000 cases in the ' “Ive started training and I m go- second
Stop where you see the TYDOL
distillation.
equivalent of No. 10 cans, or almost ing to keep at it from now until the Rockland which had been created
you can buy TYDOL Gasolines with
______ _______________________ _— i annual meeting with its contests and from the town of East Thomaston i
pumps for gum-free gasoline.
•I GUM-FHEE BLENDING. Exclusive, secret blend of gum-free
then I'll not stop until the weather He originated and commanded for
uhsolute safety.
gets too bad for the sport next fall, several years the Rockland Guard, a j
gasolines creates the super-power, liigh-test, anti-knock qualities
because I like horse shoe pitching volunteer Company, which attained a
of Ili-test TYDOL.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
better'n anything else. I'd almost high reputation for drill and
discipline. Upon the breaking out
27 Main St. So. Portland, Me.
rather pitch them than to eat.”
They
are
actually
99$;%
gum-free.
Mr. Quimby, who was 83 years old of the Civil War he was chosen
colonel
of
the
Fourth
Infantry
Regi

last January, won the title of State
Sell Y’our Broilers and Fowl While champion of the Three-Quarter Cen ment. Maine Volunteers. He gallanttury Club at the annual meeting in lv led his troops at the first battle of
the Market is High
Waterville last August. He cleaned Bull Run and at the siege of York
up the other pitchers in as tough a town. He was commissioned briga
Call or write
TUNE IN ROY ATWELL’S TIDE WATER INN . . .
contested tournament as the club has dier-general March 17, 1862. and
6:30 to 6:45 I*. M. Eastern Daylight Saving Time, every
ever witnessed. Before that he had commanded a brigade in Gen. Kear
COHEN BROS.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday . . . Columbia Network.
ny’s division, which was a part of the
won
the
championship
of
old
timers
WARREN. TEL. 2-3
in Androscoggin, which he still holds third army corps under Gen. HeintAnd a Truck Will Call
and is prepared to defend, just as zelman.
00.1% CARBON-FREE
100% BETTER
100% PENNSYLVANIA
VEEDOL MOTOR OIL
60-tf
He was particularly distinguished
he is the State title.

THE BLUEBERRY MAN’S PROBLEM

MAINE

THE OLD FOURTH

YOU HELP YOURSELF AND
YOU HELP OTHERS

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION

! Tenants Harbor Days
i

BINDS CARBON

but TYBOL Gasolines

are 99f$>/o Gum-Free
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